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Rabbi Binyomin Adler 

Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim 
Shemos 5776: Unity in Exile is the Antidote for Redemption 
Introduction 
This week we commence a new book in the Torah, the Book of Shemos. 
The Ramban refers to the Book of Shemos as the Book of Geulah, 
Redemption. In continuing with the theme that we mentioned last week 
regarding unity, it is noteworthy that the parashah commences with the 
verse that states (Shemos 1:1) veileh shemos bnei Yisroel habaaim 
mitzraymah es Yaakov ish uveiso bau, and these are the names of the 
Children of Israel who were coming to Egypt; with Yaakov, each man and 
his household came. Despite the fact that the Jewish People are set to 
descend into exile and slavery, the Torah provides the antidote before the 
punishment. The Gemara (Yoma 9b) states that the Bais HaMikdash was 
destroyed because of sinas chinam, unwarranted hatred amongst Jews. The 
Egyptian exile was precipitated by the hatred that the brothers had for 
Yosef. The antidote for this enmity amongst the brothers was unity. We 
find later in the parashah that Moshe goes out to his brothers. Moshe acted 
in this manner despite the fact that he grew up in the royal palace and he 
could have justified himself by remaining inside the palace and not acting 
on behalf of his downtrodden brethren. Thus, an act of brotherhood and 
unity was what led to the redemption from Egypt.  
The Korban Pesach Reflects Unity 
It is fascinating to note that the actual exodus culminated with the offering 
of the Korban Pesach, regarding which the Maharal writes that the 
underlying theme of the Korban Pesach is unity. This idea is reflected in 
the fact that the offering was required to be eaten whole, in one house, a 
bone could not be broken, and numerous other aspects that reflect unity 
(see Maharal in Gevuros HaShem §60 for further explanation of this 
concept). Thus, the exile was catalyzed by needless hatred, and the exodus 
was predicated on unity and culminated in an offering that symbolizes 
unity.  
Individual Repentance, No Slander, and Circumcision Also Reflect 
Unity 
The Medrash (Targum attributed to Yonasan ben Uziel Shemos 2:24) 
states that the Jewish People were redeemed when they all repented 
without anyone being aware of each other’s repentance. The conventional 
form of repentance is where the Jewish People assemble and pray and fast 
in unison. Yet, the Jewish People in Egypt were required to distance 
themselves from idolatry and become one with HaShem. This form of 
repentance necessitated that each Jew reflect on his actions in private and 
repent from his sins. Additionally, while the Jewish People were enslaved 
to the Egyptians, aside from one or two individuals, there was no slander 
amongst the people [The Medrash (Shemos Rabbah 1:30) states that 
Moshe claimed that the Jewish People were not deserving of redemption 
because there were slanderers amongst them. However, Reb Tzadok in 
Ohr Zarua Latzaddik §7 explains that Moshe hid the Egyptian that he 
killed in the sand, and the Medrash (Ibid 1:29) states that this alludes to the 
idea that the Jewish People would not reveal the secret that the Egyptian 
had been killed.] This was a sign of unity. Furthermore, the Jewish People 
were required to be circumcised before being redeemed, and the Rambam 
(Moreh Nevuchim 3:49) writes that circumcision is a sign of brotherhood. 
Thus, circumcision reflects unity, and in the merit of this display of unity 
the Jewish People were deemed deserving of redemption.  
The Shabbos Connection 
In a similar vein, Shabbos is the culmination of the week. Whereas the 
week has potential for strife and discord, the Holy Shabbos reflects unity, 
where we are one with HaShem with HaShem, His Torah, and His people. 
When we observe the Shabbos properly, we will merit the Ultimate 
Redemption, regarding which it is said (Micah 7:15) kimei tzeischso 

mimitzrayim arenu niflaos, as in the days when you left Egypt I will show 
it wonders. 
Shabbos in the Zemiros 
Tzama Lecho Nafshi 
This zemer was composed by the great medieval commentator and poet 
Avraham Ibn Ezra whose name is found in the acrostic of the verses 

ָחי ָּכל ֶנֶפׁש. ְּבָידֹו ֲאֶׁשר ָּברּוְך. הֹודֹו ְיַחֶּוה ֶּפה ָּכל. ְּכבֹודֹו ָּכל ַעל ָרם , exalted above all is 
His glory, let every mouth express His majesty, blessed is He in Whose 
hand is the soul of all the living. HaShem is above us and beyond our 
comprehension. Nonetheless, the Gemara (Megillah 31a) states that where 
one finds HaShem’s strength, that is where one finds His humility. Here 
we declare that HaShem is exalted above all, but we praise Him for being 
in control of all living souls.  
Shabbos Stories 
Ready for Shabbos 
In the house of Reb Yechezkel Abramsky, the Shabbos table was always 
set early Friday morning. Reb Yechezkel once related, “my wife’s 
grandfather (author of the Ridvaz commentary on the Talmud Yerushalmi) 
was seriously ill. Sitting at his bedside, I heard him say, ‘Master of the 
universe! What is it that I must pledge to merit a speedy recovery? I wrote 
a commentary on the Talmud Yerushalmi. Do You wish that I also write a 
commentary on Talmud Bavli?’ The Ridvaz then feel silent, as if he were 
asleep. When he awoke, he called to his wife and said, ‘from now on, 
when I return from shul on Friday morning, we must set the table for 
Shabbos. It was revealed to me that by pledging this, my life will be 
extended. Soon afterward, the Ridvaz’s condition improved dramatically. 
Shabbos in Halacha  
 Creating a new Entity – מוליד
One prohibition that the Sages instituted as it resembles a melacha is 
molid, which means creating a new entity. Under this prohibition, one is 
prohibited from transforming an item from a solid form to a liquid form, or 
vice versa, as by doing so one produces a new object. Freezing and 
defrosting liquids on Shabbos are subject to this prohibition. 

New Stories - Shemos 5776 
The Nazi and his Jewish Grandchildren 
My father took a leading role in the slaughter of Jews. Was our family 
tainted with evil? 
by Dr. James David Weiss  
Reprinted with permission from "Vintage Wein" - the collected wit 
and wisdom of Rabbi Berel Wein, published by Shaar Press, written 
by Dr. James David Weiss. 
In a trip to visit Israel, Rabbi Berel Wein attended morning services in a 
synagogue in Jerusalem. He relates that, unlike his own synagogue, which 
has benches facing the front of the synagogue, this synagogue had tables 
and benches, so he was forced to look at those praying opposite him. A 
tall, blue-eyed, blond-haired man and three blond small boys walked in 
and sat down opposite him. Rabbi Wein is used to the racial diversity of 
the citizens in Israel so little surprises him, but this was different; this 
particular family was definitely Aryan. 
More noteworthy than their racial features was the seriousness and 
intensity of their praying. The children were especially well-behaved and 
followed the service dutifully without once wavering in their 
concentration. For Rabbi Wein, accustomed to the more freewheeling 
American child, it was an unusual experience. 
Afterward, the rabbi remarked to a friend that they looked like fine people. 
His friend said that the man was a microbiologist at Hebrew University 
who happened to have an extraordinary story to tell. "Would you like to 
hear it?" he asked, and without waiting for an answer, called to his fellow 
congregant, "Avraham, this is Rabbi Berel Wein. I'm sure he would like to 
hear your story." 
The two shook hands and agreed to walk home together. As they went, the 
rabbi listened to him tell the following story: 
"I was born and brought up in Germany. My father was an officer in the 
elite SS killing squad, the Totenkopf (Deathhead Squad). He served 
throughout the war and after it was over successfully eluded apprehension. 
But his crimes were so heinous that years later the West German Republic 
continued to pursue him. Finally, he was caught and imprisoned for ten 
years. Later, because he was so old, they reduced his sentence and let him 
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out after four and a half years. 
It was a bewildering experience to find out that my father led such a 
monstrous life. 
"My father never talked about his past, and when he was caught, I read 
about his crimes in the newspaper. It was a bewildering experience to find 
out that my father led such a monstrous life. 
"The family was shaken by the news. I was a teenager and became very 
confused by all the notoriety. When we went to visit him in prison I 
couldn't go in to see him. I felt as if he betrayed me. However, one useful 
thing came out of this -- I developed an interest in the War and found out 
as much as I could about the Todtenkopf and its role in the Holocaust. 
"All this occurred around that time the Eichmann trial was taking place, 
and Holocaust material began to be published. I read all I could find and 
was able to get a general picture of what happened to the Jews. What I 
found out horrified me and the thought that my father took a role -- a 
leading role in the slaughter -- made me feel that perhaps our family was 
tainted with evil. If the conditions were the same, I asked myself, could I 
too become a killer? 
"I took a trip, getting as far away from Germany as possible. It was as if I 
was haunted by Germany and all things German... On the way, I decided 
to visit Israel to get some perspective on the victims of the Nazis and find 
out what was so special about this nation that so consumed Hitler. I needed 
to come to terms with what was churning inside of me, and I toured the 
country, working periodically here and there on agricultural settlements. 
"While in a kibbutz, I saw a poster advertising a summer's program at 
Hebrew University in desert zoology, and I enrolled. I did very well and in 
the fall was able to register for a graduate program at the university. While 
I was engaged in graduate work, I also became interested in Judaism. 
"I loved Israel so much I just stayed on and applied for citizenship. Also, 
after about two years of learning about Judaism I decided to study to 
become a Jew. A few years later I earned my Ph.D. in microbiology and 
became a Jew. I married and settled in Jerusalem. My wife was a German 
Lutheran, but she, too, converted. A psychologist might interpret my 
conversion as sublimating my guilty feelings, but I prefer to think about it 
as fulfilling my Jewish destiny. Don't ask me how or why, but here we are 
-- an observant Jewish family. And we are very happy living as Jews. 
"About a year ago we learned that my father was not feeling well. My wife 
thought it would be a mitzvah to visit him and show him his grandchildren. 
At first I was apprehensive about going back to Germany, a country I now 
feared. But in the end, I took a sabbatical and we went back to Darmstadt 
to visit with my father. 
When he first saw us, my father was overwhelmed, and initially, couldn't 
bring himself to embrace anyone. 
"It was quite a scene. My boys wore their yarmulkas, and had their tzitzis 
(fringes) showing. Their payos (sidecurls) were tucked back behind their 
ears and, of course, they spoke Hebrew. 
"When he first saw us, my father was overwhelmed, and initially, couldn't 
bring himself to embrace anyone. Later we got to talk and he seemed to be 
pleased by the way things were turning out for us. 
"My father is very old now, over ninety, and I wanted to know what he did 
to merit such a long life with such grandchildren, so I asked him point 
blank what he had done to earn his good fortune. 
"I explained to him that we Jews believe that there are consequences to 
what we do, and the reward system in life is measured very carefully. He 
looked at me and pondered the question. 
"He answered, 'I can't think of anything outstanding, but once, in 
Frankfurt,' he said, 'when we were rounding up the Jews, I had the chance 
to save the lives of three Jewish boys who were hiding in a Catholic 
orphanage. For some reason they aroused my sympathy. I was touched by 
their plight; they were so lost and forlorn I felt pity for them, so I let them 
flee. I don't know what happened to them. But I didn't kill them.' 
"I thought his answer over and told him that according to our tradition his 
answer made sense. 'You know, papa, if you had let four boys go, you 
would have had four grandchildren.'" 
Excerpt from "Vintage Wein" - the collected wit and wisdom of Rabbi Berel Wein, by Dr. James 
David Weiss. Visit Rabbi Wein's website at: www.rabbiwein.com (www.aish.com)  
Shabbos Ta’am HaChaim: Shemos 5776 Sponsorships $180.00 
Have a Wonderful Shabbos! Prepared by Rabbi Binyomin Adler 
For sponsorships please call 248-506-0363 To subscribe weekly by email, please email 
ShabbosTaamHachaim@gmail.com View Shabbos: Ta’am HaChaim and other Divrei Torah on 
www.doreishtov.wordpress.com 
 
Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

Meshech Chochmah 
Moshe Had No Choice(1) 
Meshech Chochmah: We will be introduced to Moshe early in the 
parshah. Understanding his role and his uniqueness plays an important 
part in our relationship to all of Torah. 
Know that Moshe’s prophecy differed from that of all other prophets. We 
relied upon all other prophets because they established their credentials as 

speaking for Hashem through signs and miracles that they predicted and 
performed, or through a previously credentialed prophet certifying another 
navi, as Eliyahu did for Elisha. 
As the Rambam(2) writes, belief that is born of miracles is ultimately 
deficient. The working of a miracle does not prove that the miracle worker 
speaks in the Name of G-d. (Chananyah ben Azur(3) demonstrates this. He 
was a proper, established navi, according to the gemara,(4) but later 
became a false prophet.) Rather, the Torah commands us to obey a prophet 
who has predicted and performed miracles on multiple occasions. It 
assigns legal credibility to such a person, even though what he tells us may 
not in fact be a message he received from Hashem.(5) He is presumed to 
speak the truth, much as we rely on two eyewitnesses, even though we 
realize that witnesses occasionally lie. 
Moshe was the sole exception. Hashem elevated the entire nation at Sinai. 
They rose to the level of prophecy. In that state, they witnessed Hashem 
speaking directly to Moshe. This explains the causal relationship in a later 
pasuk(6) “I come to you in the thickness of the cloud, so that the people 
will hear as I speak to you, and they will also believe in you forever.’ The 
end of the verse seems to be a non sequitur of the beginnig. The plain 
sense meaning of all of this, however, is that because they all prophetically 
witnessed the conversation between Hashem and Moshe, his role as the 
Divinely appointed conduit of Hashem’s wishes could never and would 
never be doubted. While all other prophets could be challenged by other 
miracle workers, no number of them would ever be able to cast doubt on a 
single letter of Moshe’s Torah.  
Actually, however, this does not follow! While the people knew of 
Moshe’s reliability at the instant they saw him conversing with Hashem, 
how could they know what he would do or say in the future? Perhaps he 
would exercise his free will, and interject his own thoughts and ideas later 
in his career! Chazal(7) tell us that all is caused by Heaven other than the 
fear of Heaven – meaning that humans make free-willed choices without 
interference from Above. Even G-d’s knowledge of the future does not 
interfere with the human capacity to make choices without compulsion. 
We are left with an inescapable conclusion: After ma’amad Har Sinai, 
Moshe ceased to possess the freedom to choose! He lived on in a state 
comparable to the angels, who exercise no choice between good and evil.  
This is less surprising than it sounds. Chazal(8) speak of Dovid taking 
considerable pride when he finished writing his Tehillim. He believed that 
no one had ever done a better job. Then he encountered a frog, which 
claimed to indeed do the job far better than Dovid could. Every second of 
the frog’s life was perforce a song of praise, in that he was incapable of 
anything but doing the bidding of his Master. Dovid, endowed with free 
will, could never match that constancy. 
While Dovid accepted the mussar value of that encounter, we can still 
appreciate the advantage that the bechirah-endowed human being has over 
the frog. Our struggle to vanquish bechirah – to rise above the temptation 
to choose evil - affords us opportunities for spiritual advancement that no 
animal will ever know. (This was Chazal’s intention in teaching(9) that if 
one who learns not with the intention of putting his learning into practice, 
it would be better if his embryonic sac had been turned on its face. In other 
words, there was no purpose for him to come into this world. We do not 
spend our time here in order to reach new levels of understanding. The 
neshamah comprehended far more than we do in its previous state, before 
it descended from Heaven. A person who learns for the sake of the 
knowledge alone, and not for the purpose of turning his knowledge into 
action, has gained nothing. Had his embryo’s development been stopped, 
he would have had access to even greater knowledge! Our journey in this 
world has no purpose other than the vanquishing of our desires. Learning 
alone does not confer any advantage, unless it is the kind of learning (i.e. 
when pursued with the intent to implement it) that itself demonstrates a 
victory over the yetzer hora.) 
Given that bechirah’s value is not absolute but instrumental, we 
understand that Moshe got to a point where it was of no further use to him. 
He had reached the summit of accomplishment in pushing back against the 
choice of evil. Having purified his physical nature to the full extent 
possible, he had turned it into a spiritual instrument through which 
Hashem and His truth could be discerned. Bechirah at this point would 
have been a distraction. It had served its purpose in facilitating his growth. 
Having achieved that growth, bechirah became irrelevant to his needs. 
None of this applied to the rest of the people. They had been elevated to a 
level of prophecy, of clear understanding, only for the purpose of 
establishing the authenticity of Moshe’s message so that it would never be 
doubted. They had not struggled up the mountain of human striving to 
arrive at the peak as Moshe did. Their absolute clarity at Sinai was not 
something they had earned, but was given to them in order to firmly 
establish the rule of Torah. (This clarity is what Chazal really meant(10) 
when they spoke of Hashem lifting the mountain over their heads to tell 
them that if they refused to accept the Torah, they would perish. The 
“mountain” means the incontrovertible understanding that without Torah, 
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Hashem would have no purpose for the world, and everything would cease 
to exist. They understood so perfectly, that they rationally had no other 
choice but to accept it. Failing to do so would mean the end of existence.) 
For all the people besides Moshe, bechirah remained the key element in 
their game-plan for growth. Their moment of sublime, angelic existence 
had achieved its purpose. They would now have to revert to their previous 
role of battling some of the options that bechirah would put on the table. 
Their experience at Sinai momentarily stripped them of their bechirah. 
They comprehended the nature and role of Torah so perfectly that their 
very understanding forced them to accept the Torah! But without bechirah, 
there is no opportunity for reward. The rest of the nation could enjoy their 
moment of angelic existence in order to establish the reliability of Moshe – 
but they needed to revert to ordinary existence thereafter. 
This is what the Torah meant by “Return to your tents.”(11) The tent is the 
body, together with the myriad forces, wants and desires that surround the 
neshamah that it hosts. This tent provides abundant room for bechirah, and 
for reward and punishment. Moshe, however, was told “You shall stand 
here with Me.” He did not revert to the ordinary human state, but remained 
aloof from all physical needs and distractions. This allowed him to 
comprehend things with uncommon clarity – albeit, without bechirah. 
(Freed of any attachment to the physical, he separated from his wife.) 
For all others, the brief moment of elevation at Sinai served to clarify what 
would be most important for the continuity of Torah – the role of Moshe as 
faithful conduit of the Divine Will. 
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Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Shemos – Vol. 11, Issue 13 
This week's issue of Parsha Potpourri is dedicated l'zecher nishmas Meyer ben R' Shmuel z"l, and as a merit for a refuah shleima for 
Yeshayahu ben Malkah. Please have them in mind when reading and discussing this issue, and the Torah that is learned should be a 
merit for them and their entire families. At this point many of the issues in Sefer Shemos are unsponsored. Each issue of Parsha 
Potpourri requires a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information about dedications, 
which are $50 per issue, please send me an email. Also, if you know of a shul, yeshiva, seminary, or high school that would be 
interested in a guest speaker for a Shabbos, Yom Iyun, etc., please let me know. Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, and I hope that you 
enjoy the Divrei Torah and Points to Ponder!  

לרפו"ש ישעיהו בן מלכה לז"נ מאיר ב"ר שמואל ז"ל  
)1:11ויבן ערי מסכנות לפרעה את פתם ואת רעמסס (  

The Gemora in Sotah (11a) explains that the names of the cities Pisom and 
Raamses allude to the fact that the earth underneath them was completely 
unsuitable for building, and whatever the Jewish slaves built there was 
immediately destroyed by the unstable ground. Pisom is short for “Pi 
Sehom Bo’alo” – the opening of the depths of the earth would swallow it 
(that which was being built), and Raamses stands for “Rishon Rishon 
Misroseis” – one building after another would collapse. If Pharaoh had an 
entire nation available to serve him as slaves, wouldn’t it have been more 
sensible to have them work in a location where they could build beautiful 
palaces which would bring honor to his kingdom? 
Rav Pam answers that no matter how difficult a person’s task may be, he is 
still able to feel good about his work as long as he perceives a purpose in 
his efforts. If Pharaoh had put the Jews to work building splendid edifices, 
even though they would never be allowed to set foot in them, they would 
feel a sense of purpose in their suffering and would take pride in the fruit 
of their labors. The diabolical Pharaoh was willing to forego all benefits to 
his kingdom from working them under more suitable conditions in order to 
afflict them with crushing harshness.  
A practical application of this concept may be derived from a story 
involving a contemporary Rabbi whose son was born prematurely and 
severely underweight. The doctors and nurses in the hospital went beyond 
the call of duty, putting in tremendous efforts over the course of two 
months until the baby was finally healthy enough to return home with his 
grateful parents. The Rabbi searched far and wide for an appropriate gift 
for the medical staff to express his appreciation, but he couldn’t find 
anything suitable. In frustration, he turned to his mentor, Rav Elya Svei, 
who explained that the doctors didn’t need any more fountain pens or 
paperweights. He suggested that each year on the baby’s birthday, the 
Rabbi should bring his son to the hospital to show the doctors and nurses 
the fruit of their efforts.  
So many times medical professionals put in tremendous energy fighting 
what they know to be an uphill battle, only to become dejected when they 
lose more often than not. Rav Svei suggested that the best gift would be to 
strengthen them by reminding them that their efforts make a difference and 
are eternally remembered and appreciated. While most of us hopefully 
haven’t had extensive interactions with the hospital staff, we have all 

benefited greatly from the herculean amounts of time and energy invested 
in our education and upbringing by our parents and teachers. It behooves 
us to give them the sense of satisfaction and accomplishment they deserve 
by regularly letting them know what a difference they made in our lives 
and how appreciated they are. 

)1:22ויצו פרעה לכל עמו לאמור כל הבן הילוד היאורה תשליכוהו (  
Rashi points out that whereas Pharaoh’s first decree was specifically 
directed against male children born to the Jews, his second order didn’t 
differentiate and was directed even against the Egyptian children. This was 
because Pharaoh’s astrologers foresaw that the Jewish savior would be 
born that day, but because he was born a Jew and brought up among the 
Egyptians, they were unable to discern whether he was Jewish or 
Egyptian. As a precaution, Pharaoh declared an across-the-board law 
ordering all children killed.  
The Tosefos Rid and Mahari Bruna note that Onkelos, in translating the 
Torah into Aramaic, understands that the second decree was also made 
only against the Jews. Where did Onkelos find a hint to his rendition, as 
Rashi points out that there seems to be no mention of it in the verse, and 
his opinion also seems to contradict the Gemora in Sotah (12a) on which 
Rashi’s comments are based?  
Rav Meir Shapiro and Rav Simcha Sheps answer that there is no 
disagreement between Rashi and Onkelos. Onkelos was a convert to 
Judaism and was raised as a non-Jew. As such, he knew better than 
anybody that whatever laws the non-Jews and their governments enact, as 
much as they may seem fair and non-discriminatory on the surface, are 
ultimately directed against the Jews. Onkelos would agree with Rashi that 
the words of Pharaoh’s actual edict were directed even against the 
Egyptians. However, Onkelos was hinting that the translation of and 
underlying motivation behind the decree was, as even Rashi explains, 
solely directed against the Jewish people. 

)4:10כי כבד פה וכבד לשון אנכי (  
Moshe argued that he was unfit to serve as the redeemer of the Jewish 
people because he was heavy of speech. Rav Yitzchok Zilberstein was 
once asked by a heavily speech-impaired person about the permissibility 
of a new medical treatment that was suggested to him. An expert in the 
field had experienced remarkable success at treating such problems by 
completely isolating the patient for one month and not allowing him to 
speak or hear a single word during that time. At that point, he begins the 
arduous process of re-teaching the letters and their proper pronunciations 
from scratch. The questioner was concerned that enrolling in this treatment 
would require him to neglect all of his prayer obligations, including the 
Biblical requirements of the twice-daily recitation of Shema and Kiddush 
on Shabbos.  
Rav Zilberstein answered that a ruling of the Avnei Nezer in a similar case 
also applies in this one. The Avnei Nezer was asked if a person is 
obligated to be circumcised in a case where the doctor says that doing so 
will leave him with a permanent limp. The Shulchan Aruch rules (Orach 
Chaim 756:1) that a person is only required to spend up to one-fifth of his 
possessions to perform a positive commandment. He ruled that if the value 
to the man of walking without a limp is greater than one-fifth of his estate, 
he is exempt from the mitzvah of circumcision. Similarly, Rav Zilberstein 
explained that if curing his severe speech impediment is monetarily 
equivalent to more than one-fifth of his possessions, he is allowed to 
proceed with the treatment, even though doing so will force him to neglect 
his prayer obligations. 
 ויהי בדרך במלון ויפגשהו ד' ויבקש המיתו ותקח צפורה צור ותכרות את ערלת בנה

)4:24-26ו ותאמר כי חתן דמים אתה לי וירף ממנו (ותגע לרגלי  
In the middle of a good night’s sleep after an exhausting day of travel 
through a scorching desert, Tzipporah awoke to the sight of her husband 
being swallowed whole by an angel seeking to kill him. Rav Nochum Zev 
Ziv, the son of the well-known epitome of composure the Alter of Kelm, 
suggested that a typical woman encountering such a horrific image would 
scream and faint. However, had Tzipporah done so, her husband Moshe 
would have been killed, and with him would have been lost the hopes of 
redemption for the Jewish people.  
Upon her eventual arrival in the Heavenly Court, Tzipporah would be 
found liable for his death, the extinction of the Jewish people, and the 
destruction of the world which would be brought about by the inability of 
the Jews to escape Egypt and accept the Torah at Mount Sinai. Instead, she 
maintained her cool, acting with equanimity in assessing the situation and 
doing what needed to be done – circumcising her son – to save Moshe’s 
life.  
After relating this thought to his wife and family from his deathbed one 
Friday afternoon, Rav Nochum Zev concluded by admonishing them to 
similarly maintain their composure after his imminent death. He warned 
them not to become so absorbed in their mourning and sadness as to 
inadvertently transgress one of the prohibited labors of Shabbos. It should 
strengthen and inspire us to recognize the levels of inner calm and peace 
which can be reached through the study of Torah and Mussar. 
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Parsha Points to Ponder (and sources which discuss them): 
1) The Baal HaTurim writes (1:1) that the first verse in the parsha hints to 
the weekly mitzvah of reviewing the Torah portion, as the letters in the 
word שמות can be expanded to read שנים מקרא ואחד תרגום – reading the 
weekly portion twice and the Aramaic translation once. Why did the Sages 
require a person to read the words of the parsha twice, and the Aramaic 
translation once? (Mateh Moshe 464, Pri Megadim Mishbetzos Zahav 
285:2) 
2) Rashi writes (2:1) that when Pharaoh decreed that all Jewish male 
children should be killed, Amram divorced his wife Yocheved. The 
Gemora in Berachos (10a) relates that Yeshayahu was sent to visit 
Chizkiyahu and inform him that he would soon die and forfeit his portion 
in the World to Come for neglecting to fulfill the mitzvah to have children. 
Chizkiyahu explained that he had seen through Divine Inspiration that any 
children he would have would be wicked. Yeshayahu responded that our 
job is to perform the mitzvos without calculations, and to leave the results 
to Hashem. Why wasn’t there a similar accusation against Amram for 
divorcing his wife and refusing to have children for fear that they would be 
killed? (M’rafsin Igri) 
3) Pharaoh’s daughter encountered Moshe’s basket when she went to bathe 
herself in the river (2:5). Rashi writes (Sotah 12b) that she was on her way 
to the river to convert to Judaism by immersing herself in it. As the 
Shulchan Aruch rules (Yoreh Deah 268:3) that one of the requirements of 
a conversion is that it be witnessed by a Beis Din (Jewish court) of three 
adult males, how could this have been a proper conversion? (M’rafsin Igri) 
4) Rashi writes (3:18) that when Moshe was nervous about whether the 
Jewish people would accept him as Hashem’s agent to redeem them, 
Hashem reassured him by telling him that when he announced himself 
using the phrase פקד יפקד – Hashem will remember you – they would trust 
in him because Yosef gave the Jews a tradition (Bereishis 50:25) that the 
redeemer would identify himself using this “secret password.” What value 
could a secret password possibly have if the entire population was aware 
of it and capable of using it? (Ramban, Peninei Daas, Taima D’Kra) 
Answers to Points to Ponder: 
1) The Mateh Moshe and Pri Megadim explain that the Torah was given 
and taught to the Jewish people on three occasions: at Mount Sinai, in the 
Ohel Moed, and when Moshe reviewed it with them in all 70 languages 
prior to his death (Rashi Devorim 1:5). We read each verse 3 times to 
correspond to the 3 times that they learned the Torah. Since the first two 
times they studied in Lashon HaKodesh, we read the verse twice, and 
since the last time was in translation, we read the third time in Aramaic.  
2) The M’rafsin Igri gives several answers. First, if Chizkiyahu had 
wicked sons, he would still fulfill the mitzvah of having children, so he 
was expected to do so without calculations, whereas Amram’s sons would 
be killed and he could not fulfill the mitzvah even if he tried. Secondly, 
unlike Chizkiyahu, Amram already had a son and a daughter – Aharon and 
Miriam – and had fulfilled the basic obligation to have children and wasn’t 
required to have more children who would be killed. Finally, before the 
Torah was given, Amram wasn’t even commanded to have children, in 
contrast to Chizkiyahu who lived later. 
3) Rav Simcha Zissel Broide answers that prior to the giving of the Torah 
at Mount Sinai, even the Jewish people weren't legally considered Jewish. 
Nevertheless, they observed additional mitzvos, such as the prohibition 
against eating the sciatic nerve (Bereishis 32:32), and it was to become 
obligated in these extra commandments that Pharaoh's daughter was 
converting. For this purpose, no Beis Din was needed, as this requirement 
only applies to a full-fledged conversion subsequent to the giving of the 
Torah. 
4) The Ramban and the Steipler suggest that an integral part of Yosef’s 
assurance that the Jews would be redeemed by a savior who would use this 
expression was a guarantee that no charlatan would ever exploit it and that 
the first person to invoke this phrase would be Hashem’s legitimate 
emissary. 
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Mishulchan Shlomo 
Hashem told Avraham Avinu in the Bris Bein Habesarim, “Know with 
certainty that your offspring will be strangers in a land that does not 
belong to them; and they will enslave them and they will oppress them 
four hundred years” (Bereishis 15,13).  Rashi explains that the four 
hundred years refers to the period between the birth of Yitzchak and the 
exodus of Bnai Yisrael from Mitzrayim.  The “strangers in a foreign land” 
began with Avraham, Yitzchak and Yaakov since they considered 
themselves to be strangers in Eretz Canaan traveling from place to place.  
When Avraham sought a burial site for Sarah he told the people of Cheis, 
“I am a stranger who resides among you; grant me a property for a burial 
site with you” (Bereishes 23, 4). 

The actual galus in Mitzrayim lasted only two hundred ten years.  The 
enslavement was one hundred sixteen years and the harsh oppression 
lasted for just eighty six years.  From this perspective the decree of galus 
of 400 years can actually be divided into four stages: the sojourn in 
Canaan, the exile in Mitzrayim, the slavery and the years of bitter 
oppression. 
Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky explains the reason for these different stages.  
The decree of galus dictates that Klal Yisrael live in a transitory state – not 
being able to settle down with any form of normalcy.  This is more of a 
mindset than an actual phenomenon.  The more one recognizes that he is 
not at home, the less need there is to relocate him or to make him feel 
unsettled. 
Since the Avos, who were on a very high madreiga, truly perceived 
themselves in galus while living in Eretz Canaan, Hashem had no reason 
to send them into exile. However as the generations progressed this 
perception began to wane and they felt themselves more at home.  
Therefore it was necessary for them to experience a more palpable galus 
by actually moving to a new venue – Mitzrayim.   Indeed when they 
arrived in Mitzrayim they told Paroh, “We have come to sojourn in the 
land” (Bereishis 47,4).  However, the Torah tells us that before long, 
“[Bnai] Yisrael settled in the land” (Ibid 17).  And after the death of all of 
Yaakov’s sons, Bnai Yisrael even abandoned the Mitzvah of Bris Milah – 
a further acculturation, necessitating a harsher galus of enslavement and 
ultimately bitter persecution.  
We still need to explain why Yaakov Avinu himself was forced to leave 
Canaan and be exiled to Mitzrayim.  Perhaps the answer lies in Rashi at 
the beginning of Parshas Vayeishev.  After all hardship that he had 
endured “Yaakov sought to dwell tranquilly, [therefore] the travail of 
Yosef came upon him.”  This travail of Yosef was not meant merely to 
disturb his tranquility.  It was meant to initiate the next stage of galus – the 
exile to Mitzrayim.  The sale of Yosef and his descent to Mitzrayim paved 
the way for Yaakov and his sons to be exiled to Mitzrayim.  If Yaakov felt 
that he could be comfortable in Canaan, then the 400 year galus had to 
take on a more severe form. 
We Jews have been in galus for close to 2000 years.  This galus was a 
Divine decree at the time of the destruction of the second Bais Hamikdash.  
However, what form this galus assumes depends on us.  The more we 
settle down, the more comfortable and complacent we become, the more 
urgent the need to intensify the galus, chas veshalom.  In this way we will 
be reminded that we are still very much in galus.  On the other hand, the 
more we feel out of place – physically and spiritually – the more we sense 
the tragedy of galus, the less intense the galus needs to be.  Moreover, this 
very attitude will strengthen our yearning for the geula and hasten its 
arrival.   
 

HaRav Eliezer Chrysler 

Midei Shabbos 
Vol. 23 No. 13 
This issue is sponsored in honour of the Bat Mitzvah of Nitzan Ruth Ravitzky n"y by her 
grandparents. May she always be a credit to her family and the Jewish people 
Parshas Sh'mos - Golus & Ge'ulah 
'Seifer Sh'mos' is also called by the name of 'Seifer Ge'ulah'. Indeed it 
deals mainly with the redemption, beginning with the description of G-d 
hearkening to our cries and ending with the Mishkan, symbolizing His 
dwelling in our midst - something that no other nation ever merited. 
But the Seifer also deals with the Golus. The reference to the latter may be 
relatively brief, yet it was hardly less dramatic than the former. Moreover, 
the close to two-hundred-year period that it spanned (from year 2255, 
when Ya'akov Ovinu died, till 2447, when the ten plagues began) lasted 
considerably longer than the two-year period (from 2447-2449) of the 
Ge'ulah. 
One aspect that the two periods share is the fact that both began slowly, 
building in momentum from one stage to another, a sure sign that the 
Divine Hand was at work in both cases. Chazal have taught 'Hakadosh-
Baruch-Hu accompanied us down to Galus, and He accompanied us on our 
way out of Galus'. Since the Torah itself deals at length with the various 
stages of the Ge'ulah, a brief summary of the same will suffice: 1. G-d 
heard their prayers and sent Moshe and Aharon to set the stage for the 
redemption; 2. Yisrael downed tools and became spectators as G-d enacted 
the Ten Plagues; 3. The Exodus from Egypt: 4. The drowning of the 
Egyptians in the Reed Sea; 5. Their obtaining of the vast amount of booty 
that followed; 6. The receiving of the Torah at Har Sinai and 7. The 
Building of the Mishkan. 
Here are the details of the Golus (which began in the year 2238, when 
Ya'akov and his family went down to Egypt) as recorded by the Ramban. 
It was following the death of Levi, the last of the brothers to die, that 
Par'oh decided to deal wisely with them, and opened the proceedings with 
a royal tax, as was common with residing sojourners in those days. 
(According to the Seforno, slight impositions were already imposed upon 
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them with the death of Ya'akov, almost eighty years earlier - simultaneous 
with the spiritual decline that began with his passing). 
The next step was the order to the midwives, Shifrah and Pu'ah, to 
'discreetly' kill all the Jewish babies, followed by a similar command that 
all Egyptians secretly throw all newborn babies into the Nile. 'All 
complaints would be dealt with by the authorities, who, Par'oh assured 
them, would take up their case pending the testimony of witnesses'. 
Meanwhile, the Egyptians, having enjoyed the 'first taste of Jewish blood', 
took the law into their own hands and took to searching the Jewish houses 
for newborn babies. It was at that point that Yocheved was no longer able 
to hide Moshe, who was born a few months earlier, and hid him in the 
Nile. This stage did not last long however, as it began with the birth of 
Miriam (in the year 2362), and ended with Princess Bisya's saving of 
Moshe (in 2368). 
And this was followed by Par'oh's infamous work tax - to build the 
maximum number of bricks that each person had been tricked into 
building, ostensibly for payment, on a daily basis - without remuneration, 
under the scrutiny of cruel overseers. And this in turn, was followed by a 
decree of total servitude, whereby every Egyptian was authorized to force 
any Jew that he found to perform any task that he wanted done, however 
menial or back-breaking. Bluntly stated, the Jews had become slave-
labourers! 
Whereas initially, the Jews were required to work in rotation, bricks 
supplied, so that there was at all times, a fixed quota of Jews working for 
Par'oh, he subsequently obligated all Jews who were not actually building 
to manufacture the entire quota of bricks to supply the builders. To this 
end, they were provided with straw, but no other materials - these they had 
to search for themselves. 
Finally, even the straw for the bricks was denied them. And this seems to 
have been 'the last straw' that sparked off the Divine Mercy, which 
together with the Jews' heartrending cries, set in motion the machinery of 
the Ge'ulah. 
There are two good reasons to explain the need for both the Golus and the 
Ge'ulah to come on in stages: 
1.Because G-d deals with Yisrael, depending on our behaviour, by means 
of reward and punishment. Consequently, our situation deteriorates and 
improves commensurate with our spiritual ascent in the case of the one, 
and with our spiritual decline, in the case of the other. In practical terms, 
this means that with the death of Ya'akov and the Tribes, Yisrael began to 
assimilate and to adopt the Egyptian practices, and as they went from bad 
to worse, their physical situation worsened accordingly. 
And later, as Yisrael began to do Teshuvah, growing from strength to 
strength, so their situation improved. 
2. For the same reason, as day turns into night, and vice-versa, slowly in 
stages, because it is difficult and painful to go directly from sun-light to 
darkness and from darkness to sun-light without a transition period. So 
too, is going from total freedom to abject slavery in one go difficult and 
painful. When they come in stages, it makes it that much more bearable. 
Why Yosef Died First 
(Adapted from the Torah Temimah) 
"Yosef, all his brothers and that entire generation died" (1:6). 
The Gemara in B'rachos (55a), extrapolates from here that Yosef was the 
first of the brothers to die, and it attributes this to the fact that Yosef 
flaunted his authority. 
But how can this be? asks the Torah Temimah. And he cites the Medrash, 
which, commenting on the previous Pasuk "And Yosef was in Egypt", 
points out that, in spite of his having attained the highest position in Egypt, 
he displayed not the slightest trace of pride towards his brothers or his 
family. Indeed, on a number of occasions we find him behaving towards 
them with inconceivable humility and sensitivity, conveying the same 
genuine modesty that we saw in him when he first arrived in Egypt as a 
slave. 
One example of this is the incident told by Targum Yonasan, which took 
place following Ya'akov Avinu's death. The Pasuk there, relates that 
Yosef's brothers reacted by expressing fear that Yosef was planning 
reprisals for what they had done to him. The Targum Yonasan, 
commenting on the Torah's wording that his brothers 'saw that their father 
had died', explains that what frightened them was the fact that Yosef, who 
hitherto had eaten together with his father and brothers, began to eat 
separately. They attributed this to thoughts of revenge that Yosef now 
harbored against them and they were worried as to what he now planned to 
do to them. 
But how wrong they were! The commentaries explain that, if anything, the 
exact opposite was true. Yosef ate alone because he did not want to usurp 
the leadership of Yehudah. As long as his father was alive, they say, he sat 
at the head of the table - because, due to his position as viceroy of Egypt, 
Ya'akov insisted that that was where he belonged. So, out of respect for his 
father, with whom he obviously ate, he complied. But now that his father 
was no longer alive, he felt that it was Yehudah, who was the accepted 

leader of the family, to occupy the position of honour. Now that his father 
was no longer there, he felt that the right thing to do was to eat alone, in 
order not to encroach on Yehudah's Kavod, on the one hand, and not to 
contravene his father's wishes (that he sit at the head of the table), on the 
other. 
In any event, in all his dealings with his family, and with everybody else 
with whom he had contact, there is not the slightest evidence of vanity. So 
what exactly does the Gemara in B'rachos have in mind when it accuses 
him of 'flaunting his authority'? 
To answer the question, the Torah Temimah cites a Pirkei de'Rebbi 
Eliezer, which writes that Yosef lost ten years of his life (he was destined 
to live until 120) because of the five times that his brothers, when speaking 
with him, referred to Ya'akov as 'your servant' (and the five times from the 
mouth of the interpreter), and he remained silent. When Yosef ha'Tzadik 
allows his brothers to call his father 'his servant' without protesting 
(despite the problem that this would have caused), says the Torah 
Temimah, that falls under the category of flaunting his authority, and is 
subject to the severest of punishments. As we discussed in Parshas 
Vayeishev in connection with Yosef's 'lack of Bitachon', in turning to the 
chief butler for help, the greater the level of a person, the more is expected 
of him and the more G-d takes him to task for the smallest infraction. 
Interestingly, the same happened to his father, when he lost thirty-three 
years of his life, for the thirty-three words of complaint, as we explained in 
Parshas Vayigash. 
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Parshas Shemos - The True Mark of an Adam Gadol 
This dvar Torah was adapted from the hashkafa portion of Rabbi Yissocher Frand's Commuter 
Chavrusah Tapes on the weekly portion: CD #928 – The Heinous Crime of Mosar. Good 
Shabbos! 
The pasuk in Parshas Shmos says: "The boy grew up (vayigdal hayeled) 
and she brought him to the daughter of Pharaoh and he was a son to her…" 
[Shmos 2:10] The next pasuk states, "It happened in those days that Moshe 
grew up (vayigdal Moshe) and went out to see his brethren and he saw 
their burdens…" Rashi comments on the apparent redundancy of the term 
vayidgal [and he grew up]. As we have mentioned in previous years, the 
pasukim refer to different types of maturity. Vayigdal hayeled is referring 
to the fact that Moshe became physically a bigger child. However, the 
words vayigdal Moshe teach us that Moshe became a Gadol in the sense 
that we say "an adam Gadol" – a great person.  
Moshe became a great person by virtue of one thing: He went out to his 
brethren and saw their burdens. Moshe had the option of remaining in the 
lap of luxury in Pharaoh's palace and turning a blind eye to his Jewish 
brethren. However, he chose otherwise. As Rashi says, "He focused his 
eyes and heart to be distressed over them." The true mark of greatness is 
when a person expands his own universe and both thinks and cares about 
other people.  
The resume of Moshe Rabbeinu up until the point where he is given his 
mission to take the Jews out of Egypt is extremely thin. There are very few 
things we know about his early life. However, the few incidents we do 
know about those years have a common thread – feeling compassion for a 
fellow Jew. This defines greatness. He had the ability to expand his 
concerns and his horizons and not just think about himself. The extent to 
which a person can feel the sense of pain of another is a mark of a person's 
own greatness.  
A famous Gemara [Megillah 28a] discusses the reasons various Amoraim 
attributed to their own longevity. Rav Zeira explained to his disciples that 
he felt he merited his long life because (among other reasons given), "I 
was never happy at the downfall of my friend". A basic philosophy of the 
Torah is "When your enemy falls, do not rejoice." [Mishlei 24:17]. 
However, when we think about Rav Zeira's comment about himself, it 
does not seem to represent personal greatness. It merely seems like basic 
decency on the part of the Rabbinic scholar. 
I once saw – in a Chassidishe Sefer – that the expression "I did not rejoice 
at the downfall of my friend" ("lo sasti b'takalas chaveiree") means "When 
I was celebrating a personal simcha and heard that another Jew had a 
downfall, I could no longer rejoice even at my own simcha, knowing that 
another Jew was in pain." I had a legitimate reason to be happy: I married 
off a child, a baby was born to my wife and I, whatever it may be – but if I 
knew someone else was suffering, I could not fully rejoice at my own 
simcha, because of the compassion and empathy I had for that other 
person. 
This is the concept of "Vayigdal Moshe" – he became a Gadol [great 
person] because "Vayare b'sivlosam" – he saw the suffering of his 
brothers: "He focused his eyes and heart to be distressed over them." 
In September 1970, Rav Hutner, zt"l, was held hostage by Palestinian 
terrorists who hijacked the plane on which he was flying from Israel to 
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New York. He and his fellow Jewish passengers were hostages in Jordan 
for several weeks. Finally, Rav Hutner was released. When Rav Hutner 
arrived back to America, his students and admirers made a huge 
welcoming reception at a hangar in Kennedy Airport. Thousands of people 
came. All of Yeshivas Chaim Berlin came, almost all of Brooklyn came, 
the entire Yeshiva world came. 
Rav Moshe Feinstein, zt"l, was among those who came to welcome his 
colleague. Rav Moshe walked into the hangar and observed the singing 
and dancing and music. Rav Moshe walked over to the band and ordered 
them to stop playing. He observed, "Rav Hutner is back and it is a 
tremendous simcha. He is a great man and we have to celebrate his return 
home. However, there are seven other families in Flatbush whose relatives 
are still held in captivity. How can we have a band playing when there are 
still other Jews who do not know whether their relatives are going to live 
or die?"  
This is the attribute practiced by Rav Zeira: "I could not rejoice when my 
friend had a downfall." This is a function of Vayigdal Moshe. The true 
measure of the greatness of a person is the measure of the expanse of his 
universe. A person caring for others almost as much as he cares for himself 
is the true mark of an Adam Gadol. 
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“G-d was very good to the midwives and the nation multiplied and grew 
very strong. And it was because the midwives feared G-d, He made 
houses for them.” (Exod. 1:20-21) 
When Pharaoh commanded the midwives Shifra and Puah, who we know 
were actually Yocheved and Miriam, to kill the Jewish babies, not only did 
they not listen to him, but they risked their lives to nourish and care for the 
babies.   
They told Pharaoh that the Jewish women were capable of having children 
without their assistance and by the time they got there the babies were off 
the birthing tables and they could not carry out his murderous command. 
The Torah says that HaShem was pleased with this and He was good to 
them.  Rashi says the reward was what happened in the next posuk, that 
He made them houses.  This refers to the houses of Kehuna, Priesthood, 
which Yocheved’s son Aharon received, and of Malchus, Kingship, which 
was received by Miriam’s children who were from the ruling Tribe of 
Yehuda. 
The Daas Zekainim asks on Rashi’s opinion that the Torah interposes the 
fact that the Jewish nation flourished before mentioning the houses.  If 
their reward was to be the houses, why the interruption?   
He therefore suggests that Pharaoh had suspected them of lying.  However, 
when the Jewish people grew exponentially, it was clear that these two 
midwives could not be at every birth, so the population explosion backed 
up what they had told Pharaoh.  It was this confirmation which was the 
“goodness” the previous posuk meant. 
The Ohr HaChaim offers another interpretation which could explain 
Rashi’s approach and answer the Daas Zekainim’s question. He says that 
as the nation grew, the midwives had many more opportunities to care for 
the infants.  Their merits therefore grew, and through these merits, they 
were worthy of the houses of leadership. 
Now we can understand why the Torah interposes the fact that the Jews 
multiplied before it says how HaShem was good to the midwives.  It was 
precisely because the Jewish population exploded and they had to do much 
more kindness despite the risk that Yocheved and Miriam earned the 
reward they were given.   
This is a lesson for our lives as well.  Sometimes things happen for our 
benefit which we can’t understand.  “What’s this doing here?  It’s 
throwing everything off!”  However, in truth, this is the event or 
experience that enables us to grow, achieve, and progress.  It’s often 
because of the things that seem to be intrusive that we make it to the next 
level.  
Just as the midwives were blessed and rewarded because of the extra test 
and burden HaShem sent their way, if we rise to the occasion we, too, can 
be worthy of greatness. 
A well-to-do fellow once complained to R’ Yoel Teitelbaum z”l, the Satmar 
Rav.  

“It seems like people come to collect money from me constantly.  There is 
a never-ending stream of meshulachim at my door, asking for donations.  
It’s very difficult; I have my own family to worry about.  What should I 
do?” 
The Satmar Rav looked at the man with a soft smile.  “You should continue 
to give.  And my bracha to you is that you should always remain on THAT 
side of the door.” 
Now You Know 
When Yosef sent wagons back to Yaakov in the end of Beraishis, it was a 
signal to him that the last thing they learned was the topic of ‘egla arufa,’ 
the beheaded calf. 
It is a procedure carried out when a corpse is found and it is unknown who 
killed him.  The elders of the city must wash their hands and say that they 
did not allow him to leave their city unaccompanied, thus making him a 
mark for bandits. 
By accompanying someone you offer them protection.  When Yaakov said 
to Yosef, “Go, and I will send you to Shechem,” the commentaries explain 
that he would escort him part of the way.  Otherwise, how could he “send 
him” after he’d already gone? This was how Yaakov taught Yosef the 
topic of egla arufa. 
In this week’s Parsha, HaShem said to Moshe, “Go, and I will send you to 
Pharaoh.”  This meant that HaShem was not sending Moshe on a perilous 
mission alone.  Rather, HaShem would accompany him to keep him safe 
and help him succeed. 
It is not only Moshe to whom HaShem made this promise.  He walks with 
each of us even when we don’t realize it.  We are constantly in the shadow 
of G-d, under His Divine, if subtle, protection. 
Thought Of The Week: 
You may feel like you’re falling but G-d loves you too much to let you 
down 
Sponsored l’illui nishmas Harry Gruenspecht ob”m L‰Z DWD IB YBC N‰EL By 
his loving family TBU A‰K UYYCRAY 
E-mail Subscribe to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com Extreme Growth Potential Print, e-mail, and share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be glad you 
did. E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2015 – J. Gewirtz  
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M'oray Ha'Aish 
Shmot - We Are Family  
In a sense, the entire first book of the Torah is a book of sibling intrigue, 
involving competition, jealousy and even murder. As Abel's bloodied, 
lifeless body lies on the ground in a lonely field, God calls out to Cain and 
asks, or perhaps demands, "Where is your brother Abel?' Cain responds 
cynically, "Am I my brother's keeper"? The answer, of course, is a 
resounding "YES!" We are, indeed, responsible for our brothers and 
sisters, our immediate and extended families. 
At various critical points throughout the book of Bereishit, this lesson 
seems to have been forgotten. Vicious cycles play themselves out over and 
over: More hatred, more jealousy. Even when violence is narrowly 
averted, it is a constant threat. Yosef, who was a victim of his brothers' ire, 
forces this problem out of the shadows of the subconscious and up to the 
surface, orchestrating the situation in which Yehudah, the very person who 
had spearheaded the violence against him, morphs into the protector of his 
brother Binyamin. In the final chapters, despite everything that has been 
said and done, Yosef takes care of his brothers - much to their surprise. 
The book of Bereishit comes to a close with this chord of conciliation and 
brotherly responsibility. 
Now, a new book begins with a particularly tender scene: Miriam, Moshe's 
older sister, goes to extraordinary lengths to look out for her younger 
brother. She is unwilling to simply turn her back and walk away as Moshe 
is placed in an ark and set adrift on the Nile. When her brother is rescued 
by Pharaoh's daughter, Miriam steps in with an offer to help "find" a wet 
nurse who is willing to care for this infant. Conveniently enough, not only 
is Moshe temporarily returned to his mother, but she is paid to fulfill her 
heart's deepest desire: to nurse and nurture her son. All of this is made 
possible through Miriam's love. 
As a result of Miriam's concern for her brother's welfare, Moshe is 
returned to his home and family, and in addition to his mother's milk, he 
receives a rudimentary Jewish education and a very strong sense of Jewish 
identity that manifests itself years later: When Moshe leaves the comfort 
and security of his home in Pharaoh's palace and goes out to seek his 
brothers, he witnesses an Egyptian taskmaster beating a Jew: 
Now it came to pass in those days that Moshe grew up and went out to his 
brothers and saw their suffering, and he saw an Egyptian man striking a 
Hebrew man, one of his brothers. (Shmot 2:11) 
In a scene so similar to - yet so different from - the Cain and Abel scene, 
once again a life is taken. This time, it is taken to defend a brother who 
was being beaten to death, whereas Abel's death was senseless and morally 
indefensible, the result of anger and jealousy. 
In a very real sense, Moshe's unique gifts as a leader and savior of the 
Jewish People shine through in this early scene: He defends the weak, 
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rescues the victim, and takes an unequivocal moral stand. But there is 
another message in this episode that should not be overlooked: The person 
Moshe rescued was an anonymous Jew, not only to us but to Moshe as 
well. This unfortunate slave was, in fact, a stranger to Moshe - but Moshe 
saw him as a brother. Moshe had gone out in search of his brothers, and he 
felt an unshakeable sense of kinship and responsibility toward this 
unnamed Jew - and every other member of his People. Apparently, the 
lesson Moshe learned from his sister had sunk in: Never turn your back on 
a brother or sister. Brothers do not harm one another; they most certainly 
do not kill one another, nor do they sell their siblings into slavery. Moshe, 
the beneficiary of his sister Miriam's love and devotion, in turn seeks out 
brothers to aid and protect. This is the foundation of Moshe's identity, and 
it becomes the cornerstone of his personality as the greatest leader of the 
Jewish People. 
As readers, we would do well to pause and consider these spiritual giants, 
the men and women who populate the Book of Sh'mot and lay the 
groundwork for the redemption of the Jewish People. In particular, we 
might contrast their words and actions with the pathetic behavior so often 
found in Bereishit - the jealousy, the callous disregard for the welfare and 
rights of others, the selfishness, egotism and ingratitude that results in 
exile and destruction, discord and death. The contrast highlights the fact 
that Sh'mot is not merely a new book; it is cause for new hope. It is the 
story of the emergence of a new nation - a nation that is a family, a nation 
whose members take responsibility for one another, a nation that can only 
thrive when no brother or sister is left behind. 
For a more in-depth analysis see: http://arikahn.blogspot.co.il/2015/12/audio-and-essays-
parashat-shmot.html 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/i/moha/363635681.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2015 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Shemos: Redemption By Faith December 31, 2015 
Summary 
Moses was very reluctant to accept the mission to take the Jewish people 
out of Egypt. G-d agreed to Moses’ concern, and gave him several signs to 
convince the Jewish people that his mission was authentic. G-d punished 
Abraham by enslaving his descendants for 210 years. The common 
denominator in Abraham’s three mistakes was a minute lack of faith in G-
d. To rectify these mistakes, Abraham’s descendants had to endure the 
challenges of the exile and bondage in Egypt. Moses was concerned that 
due to all their misery the Jewish people would not believe him and would 
lack in their faith in G-d. The Jewish people were redeemed from Egypt in 
the merit of their faith. As we are going through the final stages of our 
exile, we are also faced with challenges to test our faith in G-d. 
Moses Reluctant 
In this week’s Parasha, the Torah relates how G-d revealed himself for the 
first time to Moses. Moses was tending to his father-in-law Yithro’s sheep 
when G-d appeared in a burning bush. G-d told Moses that He wanted to 
send him back to Egypt to take the Jewish people out of their bondage. For 
a while, Moses was very reluctant to accept this mission. First of all, he 
did not feel worthy, and secondly, he was not sure how to present G-d’s 
message to the Jewish people. G-d did not accept Moses’ hesitation and 
gave him detailed instructions. He told Moses to gather the elders and say 
to them: “Hashem, the G-d of your forefathers, has appeared to me … 
saying, ‘I surely have remembered you and what has been done to you in 
Egypt, and I have said, ‘I shall bring you up from the affliction in Egypt to 
the land of the Canaanite … to the land that flows with milk and honey.’’” 
(Shemos 3:16-17) 
Signs 
G-d assured Moses that the Jewish people would listen to him and 
described what would happen. However, Moses was not convinced. He 
said to G-d, “They will not believe me, and they will not listen to my 
voice, for they will say, ‘G-d did not appear to you’” (Shemos 4:1). G-d 
agreed to Moses’ concern and gave him several signs he could use to 
convince the Jewish people that his mission was authentic. The first sign 
was to turn his staff into a snake and to bring it back as a staff. As a second 
sign, G-d told Moses to put his hand into his bosom and it turned snow 
white with leprosy. When he put the hand back, it returned into normal 
flesh. After showing Moses these signs G-d said, “And it shall be, if they 
do not believe you, and they do not listen to the voice of the first sign, they 
will believe the voice of the second sign. And it shall be, if they do not 
believe even after these two signs, and they still do not listen to your 
voice, and you shall take some water from the river and pour it on the dry 
land, and the water that you take from the river will turn into blood on the 
dry land (Shemos 4:8-9).” 
This dialogue raises some serious questions. How could Moses be in 
doubt, when G-d assured him that the Jewish people would listen to him 
and believe what he said? Besides, why was it so important that the Jewish 

people should believe Moses as soon as he came to tell them about G-d’s 
revelation? Obviously, if Moses would follow G-d’s instructions he would 
succeed to lead the Jewish people out of Egypt, irrelevant of whether they 
believed him or not. 
Abraham’s Mistakes 
We may find the answers to these questions by analyzing the original 
cause that brought about the exile and bondage in Egypt. The Talmud 
(Nedarim 32a) asks, why did G-d punish our Patriarch Abraham and 
enslaved his descendants for 210 years? The Talmud offers three reasons. 
Firstly, Abraham made a mistake the way he reacted when he was 
informed that his nephew Lot had been captured in the war between the 
four and five kings. It says (Bereishis 14:14): “And he armed his disciples 
… and he pursued them [the four kings] till Dan.” Says the Talmud, 
Abraham should not have taken his disciples away from studying Torah to 
go to war. The second mistake was in connection with G-d’s revelation to 
Abraham. When G-d promised him that his descendants would inherit the 
land of Israel, Abraham asked G-d (Bereishis 15:8), “How will I know that 
I will inherit it.” The Talmud explains that by asking such a question 
Abraham over-stepped his relationship with G-d. The third mistake 
happened after the war. The King of Sodom asked Abraham for a favour 
and said (Bereishis 14:21): “Give me the people and take the spoils for 
yourself.” Abraham agreed to let the King of Sodom take the people back 
with him and even declined to take any of the spoils. Says the Talmud, 
Abraham here missed a great opportunity to influence a large group of 
people to believe in G-d. 
Common Denominator 
The Maharal (Gevuros Hashem Chapter 9) explains that the common 
denominator in Abraham’s three mistakes was a minute lack of faith in G-
d. Since Abraham was the foundation of faith of the Jewish people, the 
slightest flaw had serious consequences for future generations, and had to 
be rectified. This can be compared to a multi-storied building where even 
the smallest flaw in the foundation will have serious consequences for the 
entire building. If it is not corrected, it may cause the whole building to 
collapse. The Maharal explains that when Abraham went to war he ought 
to have taken trained warriors along with him. By taking his students it 
shows that he was somewhat panicking. We may add that he should have 
taken into consideration that he needed the merit of their Torah study to 
win the war over his enemies. (see Torah Attitude: Parashas Mattos: The 
Secret Army). In the second incident, when Abraham asked how he would 
know that he would inherit the land of Israel, he obviously did not doubt 
for one moment that G-d was ready to keep His promises. However, he 
was concerned that maybe his descendants would not be worthy to inherit 
the Holy Land. But then again he should have put his complete trust in G-d 
and not ask for a sign. Abraham’s third mistake, when he missed an 
opportunity to bring people to believe in G-d, says the Maharal, also was 
connected to a very slight lack of faith. Who knew better than Abraham 
the importance of bringing people to believe in the Creator? He had made 
this his life’s mission. As the Rambam (Laws of Idol Worship 1:3) 
describes, Abraham would go from place to place to teach the masses the 
basics of monotheism. Every individual who becomes a believer adds to 
the honour of G-d in this world. To miss such an opportunity is a sign of a 
lack in the complete understanding of the importance of making sure that 
everyone believes in G-d. 
Rectify Mistakes 
To rectify these mistakes, Abraham’s descendants had to endure the 
challenges of the exile and bondage in Egypt. Overcoming the trials and 
tribulations insured that they had a solid foundation of belief in G-d. 
Misery 
When G-d told Moses to return to Egypt and relate to the Jewish people 
that he had had a Divine revelation, Moses did not question G-d’s 
instructions. However, he was concerned that due to all their misery the 
Jewish people would not believe him and would lack in their faith in G-d. 
If this happened, the whole exile would be a failure, as its purpose would 
not be achieved. G-d was prepared for these concerns. He therefore 
informed Moses about the various signs he could perform to strengthen the 
faith of the Jewish people, and to insure that the exile had served its 
purpose. 
Redeemed By Faith 
When Moses returned to Egypt and instructed Aaron to inform the Jewish 
people about the Divine revelation, it says (Shemos 4:31): “And the people 
believed and they heard that G-d had remembered the children of Israel 
…” The Midrash (Yalkut Shimoni Beshalach paragraph 240) comments 
that the Jewish people were redeemed from Egypt in the merit of their 
faith, and as such this was the first step towards the exodus. However, they 
still had to face a major challenge. When Moses and Aaron requested that 
Pharaoh should let the Jewish people out of Egypt, he said (Shemos 5:9): 
“Let the work be heavier on the men …” Pharaoh’s response caused many 
Jews to find it difficult to follow Moses. As it says (Shemos 6:9): “They 
did not listen to Moses because of shortness of breath and hard-work.” 
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Only after witnessing how G-d punished the Egyptians with the ten 
plagues, followed by the miracles at the crossing of the sea, did the Jewish 
people reach complete faith. As it says (Shemos 14:31): “And they had 
faith in G-d and in His servant Moses.” With this they became completely 
free from their bondage to Egypt, and they were now ready for the next 
step in G-d’s masterplan for His chosen nation. 
Overcome Challenges 
Our sages teach that just like our ancestors were redeemed in the merit of 
their faith in G-d, so will we be redeemed in the merit of our faith. In the 
last hundred years, we have been going through the final stages of our 
exile. We have also been faced with difficult challenges to test our faith in 
G-d. However, unlike our ancestors in Egypt, we have seen time and again 
that, although we have suffered a lot, G-d has saved us as a nation from 
our perils. This gives us strength to overcome our challenges. But to come 
full circle we must still seek to perfect ourselves in the areas where 
Abraham made his slight mistakes. First of all, we must dedicate our Torah 
scholars and students to stay in their study halls and learn with diligence. 
Secondly, we must strengthen our faith in G-d, whatever He brings our 
way, even if it is beyond our understanding. And finally, we must make an 
effort to utilize every opportunity to bring our brothers and sisters to 
believe in G-d and observe His commandments. In this merit, may we 
soon see the redemption with the coming of Mashiach. Amen. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael 
Deverett P.S. If you have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be 
interested in receiving similar e-mails, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com For previous issues please see 
http://www.shemayisrael.com/parsha/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
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Beyond Pshat 
L’Zeicher nishmas avi mori Reb Moshe Ben Yosef Kalatsky z’l u l’zeicher nishmas emee morasi 
Shaindel Bas Reb Chaim Tzvi z’l L’Zeicher nishmas ishtee Yehudis Chanah Kalatsky Bas Reb 
Kehas Z’l 
1. The Holy Patriarchs, the Equivalent of Creation 
Ramban writes in his introduction to the Book of Shemos, that the Book 
of Bereishis is the “Book of Formation (Yetzeirah)” regarding the Creation 
of the world and all that was formed. Just as the Book of Bereishis 
discusses G-d’s formation of the physical world and how He formed 
existence, so too does it discuss every aspect of how the spiritual destiny 
of the Jewish people was established through the lives of the Holy 
Patriarchs. All of the all that transpired, both physical and spiritual, with 
the Holy Patriarchs in the lives has relevance to the destiny of the Jewish 
people until the end of time. 
Ramban explains, “After completing the Book of Bereishis, which is the 
Book of Formation, the Torah begins to discuss the actualization of the 
formation of the Patriarchs which has relevance to the future of the 
Jewish people who are their descendants. The Book of Shemos begins 
with the first exile and the redemption of the Jewish people from it. The 
exile that the Jewish people experienced in Egypt did not come to its 
completion until they were returned to the level of their Holy 
Forefathers. Although they had been freed from the house of bondage, 
they were still considered in exile because they were not in a location that 
was their own. They wandered the desert until they came upon Mt. 
Sinai and built the Mishkan. After they completed the building of 
the Mishkan, G-d returned and allowed His Divine Presence to dwell 
among them. Then they returned to the level of the Holy Patriarchs, which 
is the secret of G-d being upon their tents. It was the equivalent of 
them becoming the chariot of G-d. Only then were they considered to be 
truly redeemed. This is because they returned to the level of their 
forefathers. As the Midrash states regarding the holy Patriarchs, ‘Hein, 
hein HaMerkava – they are the Chariot (receptacle for G-d).’ Each one 
of the Patriarchs was the location of the Divine Presence similar to the 
Holy of Holies in the Temple. This is the reason the Book of Shemos 
concludes with the completion of the building Mishkan.” 
Every aspect of the destiny of the Jewish people was determined by the 
actions and happenings of the Holy Patriarchs. As Chazal tell us, “The 
actions of the Patriarchs are a sign for the children.” Meaning, the 
actions of the Patriarchs set in motion and establish future events that the 
Jewish people will experience and of which they will be the 
beneficiaries. Tana d’vei Eliyahu (teachings of Eliyahu the Prophet) states 
that every Jew must say, “When will my accomplishments be comparable 
to the accomplishments of my forbearers Avraham, Yitzchak, and 
Yaakov?” Why must the Jew aspire and set his goals to be able to 
achieve the level of the holy Patriarchs? Why would it not be sufficient 
for a Jew to aspire, “When will my accomplishments be comparable to 
the accomplishments of Hillel, the elder or Rambam (or other great 
Torah sages of the past)?” 
It is because every Jew does not have relevance to Rambam or to other 
great Torah sages such as Shamei and Hillel. However, every Jew does 
have relevance to the Holy Patriarchs who established the spiritual 
profile and infrastructure of the entire Jewish people. The Gemara in 
Tractate Yevamos tells us there are three distinct characteristics that are 
innate in every Jew: mercy, shame, and the propensity to perform acts of 

kindness (rachmanim, baishanim, gomlei chassadim). These 
characteristics are transmitted to the Jewish people by the holy 
Patriarchs because they are their spiritual heirs. If a Jew does not 
possess these characteristics, his pedigree is in question. However, based 
on the Ramban, in addition to the innate characteristics that every Jew 
possesses, his spiritual destiny has been formed and determined by the 
Holy Patriarchs, thus going beyond the spiritual characteristics mentioned 
in the Gemara. The Holy Patriarchs through their lives and experiences 
determined the entire destiny of the Jewish people until the end of time to 
no less of a degree than G-d’s formation of the existence. 
If a Jew wants to understand and appreciate his spiritual potential 
and how his life must be invested, he must look upon the lives of the 
Holy Patriarchs. This is reason the aspiration of every Jew, regarding his 
actualization, must conform to what was established by the Holy 
Patriarchs. Since, the destiny of the Jewish people has already been 
established by the Holy Patriarchs it cannot be changed. The Torah tells 
us that when Korach opposed the appointment of Aaron to be the High 
Priest, Moshe had said to him that just as one cannot change the order 
of nature that is fixed and innate in existence, so too one cannot change 
the spiritual infrastructure that pertains to the Jewish people. Since Aaron 
was chosen by G-d to be the High Priest, it is something that cannot be 
altered to any degree. The more the Jew appreciates the lives and 
experiences of the Holy Patriarchs in the Book of Bereishis he will come 
to appreciate his own spiritual potential and relevance to existence to 
contribute to the destiny of the Jewish people. 
2. Yocheved and Miriam, Transcending Their Essence 
The Torah tells us that because of the degree of proliferation of the 
Jewish people in Egypt, Pharaoh was concerned that they would 
ultimately join with the enemy to wage war against them and force them 
out them out of their land. Pharaoh thus decreed, that when a Jewish 
male child is born, he should be killed on the birthstool. However if a 
female child were born, she should live. As the Torah states, “The king 
of Egypt said to the Hebrew midwives of whom the name of the first 
was Shifrah and the name of the second was Puah, ’When you deliver 
the Hebrew women, and you see them on the birthstool; if it is a 
son, you are to kill him and if it is a daughter, she shall live.” 
Rashi cites Chazal who explain, “Shifrah is Yocheved (the mother of 
Moshe). She was called Shifrah, because her responsibility as a midwife 
was to cleanse and beautify the newborn children (l’shapeir – to 
beautify). Puah is Miriam (the sister of Moshe), because she was the one 
who was responsible to calm and quiet the newborns (‘Poo’ is the sound 
that one makes to quiet and calm a crying child).” Why does the 
Torah choose to identify Yocheved and Miriam by referring to them by 
their area of responsibility as midwives rather than by their names? By 
identifying Yocheved as Shifrah and Miriam as Puah, the Torah is 
revealing to us each of their areas of strength and sensitivity regarding 
the care of newborns as midwives. 
Yocheved was uniquely qualified, because of her predisposition and 
capacity to cleanse and beautify the newborn children. Miriam had the 
unique ability to calm the newborns, despite the trauma of birth. Each 
of them was chosen and appointed to be the overseers of the midwives in 
each of their areas of capacities. In order to be able to be dedicated to 
oversee the births of unlimited numbers of Jewish children, it is an 
indication that each of their areas of expertise identified their essence. It 
was due to the unique level of love for the newborn Jewish children that 
were being born into existence. Why is it necessary for the Torah to 
share with us the innate predisposition, sensitivities, and abilities of 
Yocheved and Miriam as midwives? 
The Torah continues, “…But the midwives feared G-d and they did 
not do as the king of Egypt spoke to them, and they caused the boys 
to live.” Yocheved and Miriam defied the dictate of the king of 
Egypt. They were not intimidated by his order to kill the male Jewish 
newborns. Chazal explain that when the Torah states, “…they caused the 
boys to live…” it is to reveal that they did not only defy his dictate, but 
they also fed and sustained them in their newborn state. 
It is understood that it is natural that if a mother is told to kill her own 
offspring, she will not be able to heed the dictate, even it were given by 
the monarch himself. She would prefer to be killed herself, rather than 
bring harm upon her child. Chazal tell us that at that time in Egypt, the 
Jewish women were giving birth to six children in one litter. This 
would mean that Yocheved and Miriam were overseeing the births of 
hundreds of thousands of newborn children. Regardless of this staggering 
number of newborns with which they needed to contend in their capacity, 
the Torah identifies them as Shifrah and Puah, to affirm that their affinity 
and dedication to every child was diminished. It was because that had 
seen each child as if it was their own. 
Since the Torah identified and quantified Yocheved and Miriam’s 
essence regarding their capacity as midwives, one would think that the 
reason they had defied the order of Pharaoh to kill the male newborns, 
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was because it was the antithesis of their essence. It was something that 
they could not do, because of their feelings and love was no less than a 
parent has towards his own child. However, the Torah attests and 
reveals that the basis for their defiance of Pharaoh’s dictate purely 
attributed to their fear of G-d, and unrelated to their emotional connection 
to the newborn children. It was thus necessary for the Torah to identify 
Yocheved and Miriam in their capacity as midwives (Shifra and Puah), 
in order for one to appreciate that the basis for their defiance of 
Pharaoh’s decree was unrelated to their disposition as midwives, but rather 
their fear of G-d. 
Had the Torah identified the midwives as Yocheved and Miriam, it 
would not have revealed this aspect of their dimension of fear of G-d. It 
is because they had negated their essence to G-d that they merited to 
have special gifts bestowed upon them. Their personal sensitivities had no 
relevance to their service of G-d. As it states, “He (Hashem) made for 
them houses.’ Chazal explain that these houses were the houses of 
Priesthood and Kingship. Yocheved merited the house of Priesthood and 
Miriam merited the house of Kingship. 
3. Increasing the Merit of the Meritorious 
The Torah tells us that the Jewish midwives, Yocheved and Miriam, did 
not heed the decree of Pharaoh to kill the Jewish male newborns 
because they “feared G-d.” Because they spared the male children, the 
Torah states, “G-d benefited the midwives- and the people increased 
and became very strong. And it was because the midwives feared G-d 
that He made for them Houses.” Chazal explain, that these houses were 
the houses of Priesthood and Kingship. Yocheved merited the house of 
Priesthood and Miriam merited the house of Kingship. 
Each of the Jewish midwives, Yocheved and Miriam, because they spared 
the Jewish children merited prominent descendants who were Priests 
and royalty. If this is so, Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh asks, “Why does the 
Torah mention in the interim of the verse, before stating that G-d 
established for them houses that ‘the Jewish people increased and 
became very strong?’ Seemingly this fact is unrelated to the outgrowth 
of their fear of G-d. What is the Torah revealing to us through this 
interjection?” Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains, “Because G-d saw that 
the midwives truly feared Him, He presented to them to do the mitzvos, 
which is unlimited until the end of time, in order to increase their merit.” 
G-d wanted the actions of the midwives to have unlimited ramifications 
in order to bring them the most merit. 
When one performs a mitzvah, the innate value of merit that is due to 
the individual who performed it is based on the ramifications and effect 
of that mitzvah. Chazal teach us a principle, “G-d brings merit to the 
meritorious.” For example, if one wanted to perform the mitzvah of 
kindness (chesed). If the individual is truly worthy, G-d will allow him 
to perform that act of kindness on behalf of a special individual, thus 
bringing about greater spiritual value. If however, the recipient of the 
kindness was average, the act of kindness would have limited value. 
Because Yocheved and Miriam feared G-d and did not kill the newborns, 
He wanted them to be beneficiaries of their act to the greatest extent. 
He thus caused that the Jewish people should increase in great numbers 
and become strong. Due to the exceptional and unlimited value of 
their actions, each of them merited to have “Houses” – Priesthood and 
Kingship. 
The Torah tells us that Avraham our Patriarch provided hospitality to 
three wayfarers who were angels. The Gemara in Tractate Bava 
Metzia tells us that as a result of the hospitality that Avraham had 
provided for the angels, the Jewish people merited three special gifts in 
the desert which allowed them to survive and affected their spirituality 
until the end of time. Chofetz Chaim asks, “Why does the Torah 
specifically address this particular act of hospitality of Avraham when 
he was ninety-nine years old and not all the other acts of kindness that 
he had done selflessly prior to this moment?” He explains that because 
Avraham had dedicated himself to G-d through the espousal of 
monotheism by performing acts of selfless kindness, he merited to host 
the most special guests, the angels. Because the beneficiaries of 
Avraham’s kindness were the most special, he merited unlimited and 
eternal benefit. 
As a result of the midwives sparing the Jewish newborn males, 
there was a proliferation of the Jewish people that was not to be 
fathomed because of their number. This was the “benefit” to the 
midwives that G-d allowed their sacrifice for His sake to bring about 
unlimited results. They thus each merited the House of Priesthood 
and the House of Kingship. 
The Torah states, “G-d said to Avraham, ‘I will bless those who will 
bless you, those who curse you will be cursed.” Seemingly, the word 
structure of the verse is inconsistent. On one hand, G-d promised 
Avraham that He would bless those who will bless him and regarding 
those who curse him, they will only be cursed after they will curse 
him. One would think that the verse should have stated that G-d will 

curse those who will curse Avraham in a similar vein as He will bless 
those who will bless him. Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh asks, “Why does the 
Torah differentiate between those who bless Avraham and those who 
curse him?” 
Ohr HaChaim HaKadosh explains that G-d wanted Avraham to be the 
greatest beneficiary of His blessing. Thus, G-d blesses in advance, those 
who will bless Avraham so that he should be the greatest beneficiary of 
the blessing. It is because he would be the beneficiary of a blessing from 
one who was blessed by G-d. However, regarding the curse, there would 
be no value to Avraham if G-d were to curse someone before he cursed 
him. We see that when one is truly worthy, G-d wants to maximize on 
behalf of the individual to increase the value and benefit that he will 
receive. 
4. The Significance of Yosef Adjuring His Brothers (from Vayechi) 
The Torah tells us that Yosef adjured his brothers that when the Jewish 
people will be redeemed from Egypt, they should take his remains along 
with theirs out of Egypt. As the verse states, “…you must bring my 
bones up out of here with you.” Rashi cites Chazal who explain the 
words “with you” to mean, “When your children will take out your 
remains from Egypt, you must ensure me that they will remove my 
remains with them.” Every one of the Tribes wanted their remains to be 
removed from Egypt when redemption would come about. Since every 
one of the Tribes wanted their remains to be removed from Egypt by their 
own descendants, why did Yosef need to adjure his brothers to do so? 
Yosef could have requested that his two sons Ephraim and Manasseh 
assume this obligation as the other tribes assumed responsibility for 
their descendants? Why was it necessary for Yosef to obligate the 
entire Jewish people to take out his remains from Egypt? By obligating 
the Jewish people in this manner, Yosef caused that it should be 
prerequisite for the redemption of the Jewish people from Egypt. If they 
fail in fulfilling their obligation to him, they would not be able to leave 
Egypt to become G-d’s chosen people at Sinai. 
The Torah states, “Moshe took the bones of Yosef with him…” The 
Gemara in Tractate Sotah cites a verse from Proverbs, “Chacham lev 
yeekach mitzvos – the wise hearted takes mitzvos.” Chazal tell us that 
the “wise hearted person” is referring to Moshe, because he was the only 
one who chose to seek out the remains of Yosef. When Moshe was 
attending to the remains of Yosef, the rest of the Jewish people were 
preoccupied with borrowing the silver and gold vessels from the 
Egyptians, as they were commanded to do by G-d. They gathered the 
wealth of Egypt as a fulfilment of the promise that G-d had made to 
Avraham, that the Jewish people would leave Egypt “with great 
wealth.” Although Moshe had understood the value of gathering the 
wealth of Egypt, he chose to seek out the remains of Yosef, because 
the redemption from Egypt was contingent upon fulfilling the oath that 
he had made with the Jewish people before he passed away. 
The Torah tells us that when Yosef was initially sent by his father to 
seek out the welfare of his brothers and their flocks, he encountered a 
man on the way in the field. Chazal tell us that this was the Archangel 
Gabriel. The man said to him, “Your brothers traveled from this 
(meezeh)…” Sifsei Chachamim (on Rashi) explain that the numerical 
value of the word “meezeh” is twelve. Meaning, what Gabriel, the angel 
was telling Yosef that he should understand that he is no longer viewed 
as part of the unit of twelve brothers but rather, the unit of twelve has 
been broken. He no longer part of the twelve. Yosef, as the Provider 
of the families of his brothers in Egypt understood that the twelve sons of 
Yaakov, which are the foundation of the Jewish people, must be reunited 
and unified in order to establish an eternal Jewish people. When Yosef 
adjured his brothers that their descendants should be responsible to 
bring his remains out of Egypt to be buried in the Land of Israel together 
with theirs, he was bringing about a correction to twelve that had been 
dismantled. The only way the Jewish people would be qualified to 
receive the Torah at Sinai at a proper level was only if the “twelve” was 
fully reinstated. As indicated in the verse, which states, “…then you 
must bring my bones up out of here with you (meezeh).” It was to 
establish the “zeh” (the twelve). He thus, he needed to obligate the 
entire Jewish people to bring out this unification. It was not sufficient for 
Yosef to rely on his own children to do so. 
If the obligation was incumbent on the entire Jewish people to take out 
the remains of Yosef, why was Moshe qualified to act independently of 
all the tribes in order to bring this about? Why was this adequate 
and sufficient to bring about the correction? Chazal tell us that the 
dimension of Moshe’s spirituality was the equivalent of the entire 
Jewish people. Maharal of Prague explains in his work Gevuras Hashem, 
that Moshe’s soul was connected to every Jew. The soul of an individual 
is his essence. Since Moshe was the equivalent of the entire Jewish 
people, he was thus qualified to take out the remains of Yosef and 
reinstate and permanently establish the unity of the twelve forever. 
5. The Rise of Holiness from Spiritual Devastation (from Vayechi) 
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Chazal tell us that the Ten Martyrs who were the ten greatest Torah 
sages (who had lived in the same generation since the giving of the 
Torah at Sinai), were killed by the Romans in the most cruel manner to 
atone for the sin of the ten brothers selling Yosef into slavery. As a result 
of the brothers selling Yosef in to slavery, their father Yaakov went into 
a state of melancholy for twenty- two years during which he was denied 
prophecy. For twenty-two years, the Divine Presence did not rest upon 
him in the same manner that it had prior, since the Divine Presence only 
rests in a location of joy. Yaakov not being able to prophesize for 
twenty-two years was a spiritual tragedy that cannot be fathomed. The 
clarity of Torah was removed from the Jewish people for twenty-two years 
which is a devastation that cannot be corrected until the end of time. 
Therefore, the punishment was measure for measure. Just as the ten 
brothers of Yosef denied their father unlimited spiritual growth, thus 
bringing about a lack of clarity, so too the ten martyrs being taken from 
the world, caused the Jewish people to have an extreme lack of clarity 
within the context of Torah. 
Although the devastation of losing the Ten Martyrs was unfathomable, it 
brought about the greatest level of sanctification of G-d’s Name. The 
Avodah of Yom Kippur states that they had asked Reb Yishmael to 
ask in heaven, “What is the Will of G-d regarding the Ten Martyrs?” G-d 
replied that it was crucial for the future of the Jewish people that the 
Ten Martyrs should give their lives to sanctify G-d’s Name. Thus, each 
of the Ten Martyrs gave their life to sanctify G-d’s Name and for the 
sake of the Jewish people. 
The Torah tells us that the brothers faulted Yehudah for the sale of Yosef. 
They had claimed that just as he interceded and prevented them from 
killing Yosef, he could have interceded and prevented them from 
selling him into slavery. Thus, in a certain way, Yehudah carries more of 
the culpability than the other brothers do. The Gemara asks, “What is 
the difference between Yehudah and Yosef?” When Yosef resisted the 
seduction of his mistress the wife of Potiphar, it was considered a 
sanctification of G-d’s Name. He thus merited to have in his name half of 
the Name of G-d. G-d had added the letter “Hey” to Yosef’s name as it 
is written on the Choshen “YeHosef” Why did Yosef only merit to 
have half of the Name of G-d in his name? It is because his 
sanctification of G-d’s Name was in concealment. In contrast, Yehudah 
merited the entire Name of G-d in his name “YKVK” because he 
brought about a public sanctification of G-d’s Name. When Yehudah 
admitted that he was wrong, regarding the issue of Tamar, he disgraced 
himself publically and did not take the lives of Tamar and her two unborn 
children in the presence of the entire Jewish people. 
We see that although something came about because of the desecration 
of G-d’s Name, such as the removal of clarity from the Jewish people 
through the actions of Yosef’s brothers, G-d presented an opportunity to 
bring about a sanctification of His Name, namely through the Ten Martyrs. 
Although Yehudah initially failed seriously, G-d allowed him to bring 
about a public sanctification of His Name. We find something similar 
regarding Nadav and Avihu. 
Rashi in the Portion of Mishpatim cites the Midrash which states, “The 
original group of seventy elders and the sons of Aaron, Nadav and 
Avihu, deserved to die at the time of the giving of the Torah at Sinai 
because they had openly gazed upon the Divine Presence, which was 
considered inappropriate and disrespectful….Why did G-d not strike 
them down at there moment of disrespect at Sinai? Had He done so, it 
would have interfered with the joy at the time of the giving of the 
Torah.” G-d therefore delayed the death of the sons of Aaron until 
the eighth day of the inauguration of the Mishkan. The death of the 
sons of Aaron, Nadav and Avihu is considered to be a sanctification of G-
d's Name. As the verse states, “‘I will be sanctified through those who 
are nearest to Me…” Nadav and Avihu, although they had failed at 
Sinai because and deserved to die, they were taken at a time that brought 
about the ultimate Sanctification of G-d's Name. The Jewish people 
witnessed that G-d’s Divine Justice is meted out even on the most 
righteous, if they were to waver even to the slightest degree. G-d’s 
Justice is exacting and consistent, regardless of the individual. Therefore, 
although they had died because of their spiritual failing, it was subsumed 
by a greater spiritual result- “I will be sanctified by those who are 
closest to Me.” 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parshas Shemos 5776 - Pushing the Envelope 
This week's portion introduces us to Moshe Rabeinu, the messenger of 
Hashem who redeems the Jewish nation from Egypt. We are told of 
Hashem's proposal to Moshe to lead the Jews out of Egypt, and how 
Moshe refuses the opportunity. 
First Moshe responds, "Who am I that I should go to Pharaoh?" (Exodus 
3:11) After Hashem assures him of his ability Moshe asks, "When I go to 

the nation and they ask me, 'what is His name?' what shall I say?" (Exodus 
3:14) 
Hashem responds again. Then Moshe respectfully demurs, "But they will 
not believe me, and they will not heed my voice, they will say "Hashem 
did not appear to you!'" (Exodus 4:1) Again Hashem responds by giving 
Moshe two miraculous signs that he, when challenged, should in turn show 
to the Jewish nation. 
And again Moshe is hesitant. "Please my L-rd," he cries, "I am not a man 
of words, for I am heavy of mouth and heavy of speech." Once again 
Hashem rejoins, "Who made a mouth for man or makes one deaf, or dumb, 
sighted or blind? Is it not I, Hashem!" (Exodus 4:10-11) 
Hashem patiently responds to each of Moshe's excuses with a clearly 
defined rebuttal. Except when Moshe makes what proves to be his final 
plea. After exhausting all of his excuses, Moshe, seems desperate to 
absolve himself of the task and declares, "Send the one whom you usually 
send!" (Exodus 4:13) According to Rashi, Moshe was referring to Ahron, 
who prophesized to the Jews even before Moshe and throughout the time 
that Moshe was hiding in Midian. 
Suddenly, the conciliatory answers cease. "The rage of Hashem burned 
against Moshe." Hashem declares to Moshe that Ahron is elated with the 
decision. "Ahron is going to greet you with joy in is heart!" (Exodus 4:14). 
There are no more protestations. Moshe journeys back to Egypt and into 
eternity. The question is obvious. What did Moshe finally say that 
inflamed the ire of Hashem to the extent that the Torah tells us that His 
"anger burned"? Hashem responded calmly to each of Moshe's previous 
justifiable issues. Why did Hashem only become angry when Moshe 
evoked the concept of using Ahron, the one who normally and previously 
did the prophesizing? 
The Story 
As a result of lower-level mismanagement, poor earnings, and low moral, 
the Board of Directors dismissed the CEO of a major corporation who had 
served faithfully and successfully for many years. His wisdom and 
experience, however, were well respected in the industry and the new boss 
looked to the former executive for introductory advice. 
"I can't tell you much," said the seasoned executive, "but I will give you 
something." The older boss, handed the neophyte executive two envelopes. 
One of them had a large#1 written on it, the second was marked #2. 
"Young man," began the former CEO, "when you are challenged with your 
first major crisis open envelope number one. If things have not calmed 
down after a few days, then open envelope number two." 
After a brief turnaround, things began to fall apart. Soon a crisis erupted, 
the employees were disgruntled, and chaos began to reign. The Board of 
Directors were once again looking to make major changes, and the 
unseasoned executive's job was on the line. As hard as the young executive 
tried to calm the situation, it was futile. He locked himself in his office and 
opened the first envelope. In small but clear typewritten letters were the 
words, "Blame your predecessor." He followed the advice but the results 
were short-lived. 
The following weeks were not productive. In fact, things were getting 
worse. It was time for the second envelope. 
The young CEO opened it. When he saw the message typed on the small 
piece of paper, he knew his time had come. It read, "prepare two 
envelopes." 
The Message 
The Bechor Shor explains that as long as Moshe's hesitations engendered 
reasons that entailed his own perceived shortcomings, Hashem responded 
with a clear and precise rebuttal. But when Moshe exclaimed, "send the 
one who used to go," and did once again not offer any reason for his own 
failing but shifted the responsibility to his brother Ahron, Hashem became 
upset. And at that point, "the rage of Hashem burned against Moshe." 
When challenged with difficult tasks we must face the mission presented 
to us and deal with our own abilities. By shifting the responsibility to 
someone else, even if we feel he is better suited, we may be inviting wrath. 
Because when we are asked by Hashem to perform, then there is no one 
better to do the job. 
Good Shabbos ©2015 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Katz 

HaMaayan 
Parshas Shemos - Righteous vs. Upright 
Volume 30, No. 13 21 Tevet 5776 January 2, 2016 
Sponsored by Rikki and Nat Lewin in memory of her mother Rebbetzin Tziviah Ralbag Gordon 
a”h Gil and Faith Ginsburg in memory of her mother Lottie Rosenson (Zlata Chaya bat 
Avraham Zev a”h) 
Daf Yomi: Gittin 20 
Our parashah opens: “V’eileh shemot” / “And these are the names of Bnei 
Yisrael who came to Egypt.” The Midrash Tanchuma comments on the 
opening letter “vav” / “And”: “Wherever the Torah says ‘Eileh’ / ‘These,’ 
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it is rejecting what came before. Where it says, ‘V’eileh’ / ‘And these,’ it 
is adding praise to what came before.” [Until here from the midrash] 
R’ Avraham Yitzchak Hakohen Kook z”l (1865-1935; Ashkenazic Chief 
Rabbi of Eretz Yisrael) asks: In what way could the sons of Yaakov have 
been more praiseworthy than the Patriarchs such that the midrash could 
say the Torah “is adding praise to what came before”? He explains: 
We read (Tehilim 97:11), “Light is sown for the righteous; and for the 
upright of heart, gladness.” What is the difference between a righteous 
person / tzaddik and an upright person / yashar? Indeed, why are the 
Patriarchs referred to by our Sages (Avodah Zarah 25a) as “yesharim” 
(plural of “yashar”)? 
R’ Kook answers: A tzaddik is someone who is challenged by the yetzer 
hara and who, after a struggle, makes the correct choice. A yashar is 
someone who has already defeated the yetzer hara for good, whose service 
of Hashem is as pure as that of Adam before his sin. Our Patriarchs 
attained such clear knowledge of Hashem that their service became that of 
“yesharim”; they no longer faced challenges. Bechirah / free will, the 
potential to be a tzaddik, was left to their descendants, the twelve sons of 
Yaakov. It is true, as Tehilim says, that “for yesharim there is gladness.” 
Light, however–i.e., the light of redemption at the end of a dark exile, the 
chance to snatch success from the jaws of defeat--belongs to tzaddikim 
alone, and that is the praise alluded to here. (Shemuot Ha’Rayah) 
“It was because the midwives feared Elokim that He made them houses 
[of royalty and priesthood].” (1:21) 
R’ Mattisyahu Solomon shlita (mashgiach of Beth Medrash Govoha in 
Lakewood, N.J.) writes in the name of R’ Elazar M. Shach z”l (1898-2001; 
rosh yeshiva of the Ponovezh Yeshiva in Bnei Brak): Hashem rewarded 
the midwives for their fear of G-d, not for saving the babies. When one 
fears G-d and recognizes his debt to Him, he has no choice but to do the 
right thing, so he deserves no reward for his good deeds. But, for fearing 
G-d he does deserve a reward. (Matnat Chaim al Tomer Devorah p.21-22) 
“They replied, ‘An Egyptian man saved us from the shepherds, and he 
even drew water for us and watered the sheep’.” (2:19) 
Why did Yitro’s daughters believe Moshe to be an Egyptian man? 
Perhaps, writes R’ Zalman Sorotzkin z”l (1881–1966; rabbi of Lutzk, 
Ukraine; later in Israel), he spoke to the other shepherds in Egyptian or 
wore the clothing of Egyptian prince. 
R’ Sorotzkin adds: Even though our Sages teach that Bnei Yisrael were 
redeemed because they did not change their language or adopt Egyptian 
fashions, Moshe lived in Pharaoh’s palace and was permitted to dress and 
speak like an Egyptian in order to be a more effective lobbyist for Bnei 
Yisrael. Similarly, the Gemara (Bava Kamma 83a) records that the Sages 
permitted someone named Avtolmus ben Reuven to have a Roman-style 
haircut because he lobbied for the Jewish People in Rome. 
R’ Sorotzkin continues: The midrash Devarim Rabbah teaches that 
Hashem criticized Moshe Rabbeinu for Yitro’s daughters’ calling him an 
Egyptian man. Hashem said, “Yosef, who acknowledged his homeland 
[Bereishit 40:15 - ‘I was kidnapped from the land of the Hebrews’], 
deserves to be buried in Eretz Yisrael. You [Moshe], who did not 
acknowledge your land, will not be buried in Eretz Yisrael.” Why, asks R’ 
Sorotzkin, is Moshe to blame for what Yitro’s daughters said? 
He answers: Some cite a midrash which says that Moshe was standing on 
the other side of the door when Yitro’s daughters made their statement, so 
he could, and should, have contradicted them. Others say that Moshe 
actively concealed the fact that he was a Hebrew. 
Nevertheless, R’ Sorotzkin writes, further explanation is required. After 
all, Yosef was born and grew up in Eretz Yisrael, so it was only natural 
that he thought of himself as being from that Land. Moshe Rabbeinu, on 
the other hand, never set foot in Eretz Yisrael. Why should he be faulted 
for not associating himself with it? The answer must be, R’ Sorotzkin 
writes, that, once Hashem promised Eretz Yisrael to Avraham Avinu, 
every Jew who is asked where he is from is obligated to answer: “From 
Eretz Yisrael.” Even if he and his parents never set foot in the Land, he 
betrays and insults Eretz Yisrael if he answers otherwise. (R’ Sorotzkin 
adds: If, nevertheless, a person who does not acknowledge that fact merits 
visiting or being buried in Eretz Yisrael, while Moshe could do neither, it 
is only because Hashem does not judge us as precisely as He judges a 
tzaddik like Moshe.) 
Notably, continues R’ Sorotzkin, the Torah speaks of Eretz Yisrael as 
something that has feelings. We read, for example (Vayikra 26:34), that if 
shemittah is not observed, we will be exiled and, “Then the Land will be 
appeased for its sabbaticals during all the years of its desolation, while you 
are in the land of your foes.” The fact that the Torah attributes feelings to 
the Land testifies to its importance. (Oznayim La’Torah) 
“Hashem said to Moshe in Midian, ‘Go, return to Egypt, for all the 
people who seek your life have died’.” (4:19) 
Halachah permits a chacham (loosely translated, “rabbi”) to annul a 
person’s vow under certain conditions; for example, if the person who took 
the vow regrets that he ever did so once he realizes its full implications. 

The Tanna / Sage of the Mishnah Rabbi Eliezer is of the opinion that a 
chacham can annul a person’s vow when the person’s regret is the result of 
unforeseen changed circumstances; for example, if one took a vow not to 
derive any benefit from another person and that person then became 
related to him by marriage or became a teacher of Torah. The Gemara 
(Nedarim 64b) teaches that Rabbi Eliezer’s opinion is based on our verse. 
Moshe had taken a vow not to return to Egypt, where his life was in 
danger (see Shmot 2:21 and Rashi z”l to Nedarim 64b), and Hashem 
annulled Moshe’s vow based on the changed circumstances, i.e., the fact 
that the people who wanted to kill Moshe had died. 
R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach z”l (1910-1995; Yerushalayim) asks: Can a 
vow be annulled when the person who took it does not regret that he took 
the vow, but he does regret not limiting it to a shorter duration; for 
example, if he took a vow for a year and now wishes he had limited it to 
six months? At first glance, R’ Auerbach writes, our verse answers this 
question because, presumably, Moshe Rabbeinu did not regret that he had 
vowed not to return to Egypt. Rather, Moshe regretted only the fact that he 
had made the vow open-ended, and, even so, Hashem annulled it. 
R’ Auerbach continues: In reality, though, one cannot prove one way or 
the other from our verse. Although Moshe fled Egypt as a teenager and 
was now decades older, we don’t know when he married Yitro’s daughter 
and how long passed between his vow and its annulment. Maybe Moshe 
took the vow only a short time before Hashem spoke to him, and the basis 
for annulling it was that, if Moshe had known that his pursuers would die 
in the very near future, he would not have taken the vow in the first place. 
Therefore, R’ Auerbach concludes, further analysis is required to answer 
this question. (Halichot Shlomo: Kuntreis Shalmei Neder p.369) 
Zemirot Shabbat 
“Shivtei kah l'yisrael edut / That the Tribes are G-d’s He bore witness to 
Yisrael, amid their distress is His distress, in oppression and slavery.” 
(From the zemer Baruch Hashem Yom Yom) 
What does it mean that Hashem bore witness to Yisrael? Commentaries 
explain that this phrase is alluding to the midrash cited by Rashi z”l in his 
commentary to Bemidbar 26:5: “Because the heathen nations spoke 
disparagingly of Bnei Yisrael, saying, ‘How can they trace their descent 
by their Tribes? Is it possible that the Egyptians did not father some of 
them?’ Therefore, Hashem added His Name to the name of each family 
(see Bemidbar ch.26)--the letter ‘heh’ on one side of each name and the 
letter ‘yud’ on the other side--to hint: I, Hashem, bear testimony that they 
are the sons of their reputed fathers and not of the Egyptians.” 
R’ David Falk shlita (Yerushalayim) adds: The Zohar teaches: “What did 
Hashem do to prevent the Tribes from assimilating among the nations? He 
took them from one place to another, where their special qualities would 
not be appreciated, until they ultimately went to live in Egypt among 
difficult people who disparaged them (Yaakov’s family) and disparaged 
their customs. The Egyptians thought of Bnei Yisrael as slaves and 
therefore had no desire to intermarry with them. All of this was Hashem’s 
plan to keep Bnei Yisrael pure.” This, writes R’ Falk, is what our zemer 
means when it ties Hashem’s bearing testimony about the purity of the 
Tribes to their earlier distress in oppression and suffering. One of the 
purposes of that oppression and suffering was to keep Bnei Yisrael pure. 
(Kinor David p.178) 
The editors hope these brief 'snippets' will engender further study and discussion of Torah topics ('lehagdil Torah u'leha'adirah'), and your letters are 
appreciated. Web archives at Torah.org start with 5758 (1997) and may be retrieved from the Hamaayan page. Hamaayan needs your support! Please 
consider sponsoring Hamaayan in honor of a happy occasion or in memory of a loved one. The low cost of sponsorship is $36. Donations to 
HaMaayan are tax-deductible.  
 

Rabbi Dov Kramer 

Taking A Closer Look 
“And G-d said to Moshe in Midyan, ‘go return to Egypt, for all the men 
who seek to kill you have died” (Sh’mos 4:19). These instructions were 
given to Moshe “in Midyan,” after he returned to Yisro to ask for 
permission to go back to Egypt (4:18), which was after the long 
conversation at the burning bush when G-d told him to go Egypt and take 
the Children of Israel out of their bondage and lead them to the Promised 
Land (3:4-4:17). Why did G-d have this second communication with 
Moshe to tell him to go back to Egypt? He was already planning to go, as 
he had asked his father-in-law for permission to (which was granted), so 
this second command seems superfluous. Was Yisro’s “permission” 
facetious, doubting Moshe’s story about G-d appearing to him, with his 
response being a sarcastic “good luck,” as if to say “you’ll never succeed,” 
thereby necessitating another prophetic vision to assure Moshe that he 
shouldn’t be afraid of returning to the country from which he had fled?  
Ibn Ezra, in his “short” commentary, says that this second communication 
occurred many days after Moshe had returned to Yisro, making it seem as 
if G-d needed to reissue His instructions because His first set hadn’t been 
followed yet. In his “long” commentary (the one that appears in most 
Chumashim), Ibn Ezra says that these verses were taught out of order, with 
4:19 occurring chronologically before 4:18. First G-d spoke to Moshe at 
Sinai (where the burning bush was), then Moshe returned to Midyan where 
he experienced a second divine communication, then he asked his father-
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in-law for permission to return to Egypt. As far as why this second 
communication was needed, the implication embedded within Ibn Ezra’s 
words are that G-d wanted to assure Moshe that he shouldn’t be afraid of 
those who wanted him dead, but couldn’t do so during the first 
communication because they hadn’t died yet. By the time he returned to 
Midyan, though, they had, so G-d informed him of this. However, if the 
purpose of the second communication was to put Moshe’s mind at ease, 
which could not have been done yet while Moshe was still at Sinai, there 
would be no need to alter the chronological order of the verses; just as 
Moshe’s enemies hadn’t died until he returned to Midyan, they may not 
have died until after he had asked (and been granted) permission to return 
to Egypt. [Some (e.g. Rabbeinu Avraham ben HaRambam and Abarbanel) 
suggest that it was Yisro’s response that made Moshe uneasy about 
returning because of what might happen, which is why G-d told him now 
that those who wanted to kill him were dead, so there was no need to 
worry, but this can’t be what Ibn Ezra had in mind, as then the verses 
wouldn’t be out of chronological order.] 
Ramban rejects Ibn Ezra’s chronological switch [although I don’t 
understand his (stated) reason for rejecting it, as Ibn Ezra himself 
acknowledges that the second communication was not in the same location 
as the first one]. Ramban suggests that after the first communication, 
Moshe’s plan was to make a quiet trip to Egypt, by himself, without 
attracting any attention, not to “return” to Egypt permanently. [Rather than 
reading 4:18 as “I will go and return to my brothers who are in Egypt,” he 
reads it as “I will go to my brothers who are in Egypt and then return to 
Midyan,” although this reading doesn’t fit with the musical notes.] G-d 
therefore spoke to Moshe a second time, in Midyan, to tell him to “return 
to Egypt,” not just go visit, and that he shouldn’t be concerned about 
attracting attention, as those who want to kill him were dead. After hearing 
this, Moshe took his wife and children too (since “returning” meant 
moving there permanently, at least until the entire nation leaves Egypt), 
which would show everyone that he was confident that the exodus was 
imminent (as if not, why bring them into slavery when they were living in 
freedom in Midyan). [S’fornu has a similar approach.] 
There are several issues with Ramban’s approach. First of all, how could 
Moshe have considered going “quietly” if G-d had explicitly told him to 
go to Pharaoh (3:10) with the nation’s elders (3:18) and demand that he let 
the nation leave the country? Did Moshe think he only needed to keep 
things quiet initially, until he garnered enough support from the nation, 
after which he could go public? Although Ramban often disregards 
Midrashim that Rashi quotes [so quoting Midrashim that are inconsistent 
with Ramban’s approach cannot (from his standpoint) be used to disprove 
it], there are Midrashim (e.g. Bamidbar Rabbah 11:2) that have Moshe 
disappearing for months after his initial appearance in Egypt, which means 
he didn’t “return” to Egypt right away. Besides, Yisro brought Moshe’s 
wife and children back to Moshe at Mt. Sinai well after the exodus (18:2), 
so they must not have been in Egypt. Even if Ramban rejects the Midrash 
that Rashi quotes there, that Aharon convinced Moshe not to bring his 
family into Egypt, Ramban himself acknowledges that at some point 
before the exodus Moshe must have sent his family back to Yisro in 
Midyan. How could the purpose of G-d’s second communication with 
Moshe have been to tell him to “return” to Egypt with his family, if his 
family never really “returned” there? [It is possible that bringing the 
family was Moshe’s idea, not G-d’s, from which he later backtracked and 
sent them back to Midyan, but if the whole point of the second 
communication was for Moshe’s return to be permanent instead of 
temporary, how permanent could the move be without his family?] 
Or Hachayim suggests that although G-d wanted to assure Moshe that he 
shouldn’t be afraid of those who want to kill him, He didn’t want to tell 
this to him until after Moshe had already committed to going. At Sinai, 
Moshe gave numerous reasons why G-d should send someone else instead 
of him, but concern for his own personal safety was not one of them. By 
waiting to tell Moshe until after he received permission from Yisro to go, 
when Moshe was all set to go despite such concerns, we know that 
Moshe’s protestations were not for personal reasons [but because Moshe 
genuinely thought he was not the right person for the job], and Moshe can 
be given credit for not including the concern he had about his own safety 
as a factor. (Although Or Hachayim is only addressing why the Torah tells 
us that the second communication was in Midyan, not why there needed to 
be a second communication, I extended his thought to address both issues.) 
K’sav Sofer, quoting Ramban saying that had Moshe asked G-d to heal his 
speech deficiency He would have done so, suggests that if Moshe had been 
healed no one would have known that he was the same person who had 
fled all those years earlier. Therefore, it was only after the first 
communication had ended, and Moshe never asked to be healed, that it 
became relevant that those who wanted to kill him were dead. However, 
this information could have still been included at the very end of the first 
communication, at the point that it would have otherwise ended. Besides, 
since Dasan and Aviram were included in those who wanted Moshe dead, 

and they knew who Moshe’s family was, no longer having a speech 
impediment wouldn’t have prevented them from figuring out it was 
Moshe.  
When Moshe asked Yisro for permission to return to Egypt, he didn’t tell 
him that G-d had commanded him to do so, or that the goal of his trip was 
to lead the Children of Israel out of Egypt; he only said that he wanted to 
“see his if his brothers were still alive.” Several reasons are given for this, 
including not having been given permission to share the real purpose of his 
trip (Or Hachayim), and not being confident that Yisro would let him go if 
he told him the real reason he was going (Midrash HaGadol) -- especially 
since Yisro might not be happy that Egypt would be smitten (Alshich, see 
Rashi on 18:9). [The latter might be the reason for the former.] 
Midrash HaGadol is among those who mention that Moshe had to get 
permission from Yisro because he had taken an oath that he wouldn’t leave 
Midyan without it (see Rashi on 2:21). Nevertheless, since Moshe didn’t 
tell Yisro that he was planning to leave for good (and not just a visit), the 
permission Yisro gave didn’t really fulfill the conditions of the oath. 
Midrash HaGadol therefore says that during the second communication, 
G-d negated the oath, by finding an “opening” that rendered it a mistake -- 
had Moshe known that the Children of Israel needed him in order to be 
redeemed, he never would have made the oath in the first place. Once the 
oath was null and void, he was able to return to Egypt without Yisro’s 
permission. However, negating Moshe’s oath could have occurred before 
he asked Yisro for permission, so even if negating the oath was what the 
second communication accomplished, we still need to understand why this 
couldn’t have been done during the first communication. Because of this, 
Midrash HaGadol adds that when an oath is negated, it must be done in the 
presence of the person to whom the oath was made (as otherwise it will 
seem as if the oath was being violated). [As a matter of fact, the Talmud 
(N’darim 65a) says that G-d undoing Moshe’s oath to Yisro in Midyan is 
the source that an oath must be negated in the presence of the person to 
whom the oath was made.] However, this still could have been done before 
Moshe asked for Yisro’s permission, and, if the purpose of undoing the 
oath in Midyan was so that Yisro knew it was being undone, not telling 
him the full story wouldn’t suffice. We therefore still need to understand 
why G-d waited until after Moshe asked for permission to visit his brothers 
before undoing the oath, if Moshe was eventually going to have to tell 
Yisro the real purpose of his trip anyway. 
One possibility is that G-d wanted to break it to Yisro gently, first 
allowing him to grant Moshe permission to go for a visit before being told 
that he was leaving permanently. Had Yisro been told right away that 
Moshe was leaving (or been asked permission for that), he likely would 
have been much less receptive to the idea. [If not for the Talmud, and the 
Midrash, saying that G-d negated the oath during that second 
communication, it could be suggested that after Moshe only asked for 
permission to visit his brothers in Egypt, G-d had to tell him to go back to 
Yisro to get permission to return to Egypt, not just to go for a visit.] It is 
also possible that, as Alshich suggests, Yisro’s response of “go in peace” 
meant that he was only giving him permission to go if it was “in peace,” 
i.e. if there was no concern that he would still be in danger. Rather than G-
d communicating with Moshe a second time just to confirm that he would 
not be in danger (so he had Yisro’s permission to go), if the second 
communication was meant to negate the oath (because Yisro wouldn’t 
have been confident that Moshe wasn’t in danger no matter what Moshe 
told him), it had to happen after Yisro gave his conditional permission, so 
that he would be more accepting of G-d negating the oath (or, from Yisro’s 
perspective, of Moshe being convinced that G-d had negated the oath). G-
d telling Moshe that he was no longer in danger may not have been enough 
for Yisro to let him go back, but it was enough for Yisro to accept that G-d 
had negated the oath, since he had already agreed that Moshe could go 
back if there was no longer any danger in doing so. 
 

Rabbi Moshe Krieger 

Bircas HaTorah Parsha Sheet 
Parshas Shmos 5776: Who Hashem Chooses 
Moshe Rabbeinu led Klal Yisrael from slavery to freedom. He led them to 
Har Sinai and brought the Torah down to them from heaven. He led his 
nation for 40 years in the desert until bringing them to the border of Eretz 
Yisrael. He was Hashem's chosen emissary for the most important 
missions in history. How did he merit this? 
The Midrash (1:27) answers that Moshe Rabbeinu was a "nossei b'ol," 
meaning he shared in his brothers' burden. Moshe grew up as a prince in 
the royal palace of Pharaoh, yet at the first opportunity he went out to help 
his enslaved brothers. He abandoned all of the trappings of royalty. He 
removed his regal garments and dressed in plain clothes, setting out to help 
the Jews. He would bend over to pick up their heavy loads. He cried out: 
"Woe to me that this is their plight. Would that I die and not behold their 
pain!" 
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This sounds impressive, but Moshe's acts of kindness and display of 
empathy for the Jews seem small when compared to their reward. Why is 
being nossei b'ol so special? 
The Alter of Kelm explains that one who is nosei b'ol is going in the ways 
of Hashem. Being nosei b'ol is one of Hashem's middos. When Hashem 
saw that Moshe was putting in such great efforts to be nossei b'ol, He 
chose him. 
The verses and Rashi show just how much Moshe followed in Hashem's 
path: 
"…Moshe grew up and he went out to his brothers and saw their 
sufferings…" (Shmos 2:11). Rashi explains: "He focused his eyes and 
heart to be pained for them." 
Later, it says of Hashem: "And G-d saw the Bnei Yisrael and G-d knew" 
(2:25): Rashi explains this verse with almost the same words: "Hashem 
focused his heart on them and did not turn His eyes away." 
Being nosei b'ol is Hashem's midda, as He declares: "I am with him in 
distress" (Tehilim 91:15). Whenever a Jew is in distress, Hashem feels this 
pain, too. 
The Ramchal (Mesilas Yesharim 19) adds that such a person merits 
tremendous love from Hashem: "Hashem only loves a person who loves 
Yisrael, and the more one increases his love for Yisrael, the more Hashem 
increase His love for him. Such people are the true shepherds of Yisrael, 
whom Hashem desires the most; those who give of themselves for His 
flock, and are ever looking for ways to help them and benefit them, and 
are always standing in the breach to pray for them and nullify the harsh 
decrees, and open the gates of blessing before them. This can be compared 
to a father, who loves no one more than those whom he sees truly love his 
children." 
People who love Yisrael, who share their sorrows and seek always to help 
them — these are the people Hashem desires, and implicit in His desire is 
that He will assist them in becoming the shepherds and leaders of Klal 
Yisrael. This is why Moshe merited what he did. 
In fact, Moshe went far beyond the level of nossei b'ol that we are 
obligated to reach. He risked his life for Klal Yisrael. In the rigid social 
framework of Egypt, forsaking the royal palace donned in plain clothes to 
go out to his people meant a violation of norms that could have cost Moshe 
his life. Later, he risked his life again when he saw an Egyptian beating a 
Jew. He couldn't bear this. He killed the Egyptian and only by miracle 
avoided execution (Rashi on Shmos 18:4). 
This level of being of nosei b'ol may be beyond us, but Rav Chaim 
Friedlander notes that all of us should at least make the effort to feel our 
fellow Jew's pain and think about how we can help him. His pain should 
be our pain. Likewise, his joyous occasion should be ours, and when he 
needs guidance or encouragement, we should be there for him. Much of 
the anguish people go through stems from feeling that they are going 
through their crises alone. Simply expressing our awareness of their 
difficulty and our emotional support can mean a great deal to them. 
Once, Rav Aharon Yehuda Leib Steinman was approached during a time 
when several tragedies had occurred in his neighborhood. 
What should we be trying the most to correct? They asked. Bein adam 
laMakom or bein adam lechaveiro? 
Rav Steinman answered with words that apply whenever tragedies occur: 
"It's clear to me that we should first be working on bein adam lechaveiro. 
But the way we must do it is to truly empathize with our fellow man. We 
have to work on feeling his pain as if it is ours." 
Rav Menachem Tzvi Berlin once came to visit Rav Shach, who was then 
very weak. He was surprised when Rav Shach asked him to come with him 
to a family whose name Rav Berlin did not recognize. 
Rav Shach took a box of chocolate candies and the two set out. When they 
arrived, Rav Shach went over to the children and began handing out 
candies, smiling and inquiring about the game they were playing. He then 
spoke at length with the mother, who was busy caring for her newborn 
baby. Rav Berlin looked on, trying to figure out what Rav Shach's 
connection was to this family, and why he was giving them so much of his 
time. 
Before leaving, Rav Shach turned again to the children, asking each one of 
them individually about their studies in school. One of the children wanted 
to have his photograph taken together with Rav Shach. Rav Shach agreed, 
and then the other children wanted to do this as well. Rav Shach reassured 
the mother that he was in no rush. Only after being photographed with all 
the children did Rav Shach then say goodbye. 
Once out of the house, Rav Shach explained: "The mother and father had 
to travel abroad with one of their sons, who needs medical treatment. A 
relative took care of the other children but then the mother came back to 
give birth, and since then she's been all alone with the children. No one 
knows about their situation. I know because they asked me to daven for 
their son, but no one knows that she just gave birth. Who is going to take 
care of them?" 
May we go in Hashem's ways and be nosei b'ol! 
 

Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Parshas Shemos - Already Destined for Greatness 
And these are the names of the Children of Israel who came to Egypt; 
Yaakov, each man and his household came… (Shemos 1:1) 
Wouldn’t it be sufficient, (Dayeinu), for the Torah to tell us that these are 
the Children of Israel who came down to Egypt?! Why do we need here to 
say that these are their names? Why is the mentioning of names at all 
relevant? Of course they have names! And that becomes the title this 
whole 2nd Book- “Names!” What’s in a name, anyway?! 
There are few important things to know about names. Hebrew names are 
not arbitrary at all. A name signals and describes the essence of a person, 
his or her mission and reason for being. Parents are gifted at the time of 
naming their child with a form of prophecy. Just as together with G-d they 
bring a child into the world, so they are the partners too in the naming of 
their baby. 
When our third son was born about a quarter of a century ago, it was a few 
days before Rosh HaShana, and the fast of Gedalia was between the time 
of the birth and the Bris. I had been learning a Sefer by my Rebbe’s father, 
Ohr Gedaliahu, my father in law’s father who perished in the 2nd World 
War was Gedalia, and therefore a rather swift decision was made to name 
the boy Gedalia. We had never had such an easy time deciding. Other 
times the naming seeming harder than the actual birthing, to me, at least. 
Now in a few hours we were set, we thought. The night before the Bris, 
my wife shared, in advance, with her father the good news, but for some 
mystical reason he insisted that we not give that name after his father. 
Another nephew already bore the name and he was adamant. We were 
stuck and left fishing the night before. I called up one of my Rebbeim and 
he said two things, 1) Let there be no arguments of bad feelings involved 
in the choosing process and 2) he assured us that whatever name we 
choose it will be the exact prophetic choice. We decided on the name of 
my great grandfather, and also a prominent person from my wife’s 
illustrious family tree, Shmuel. 
At the Bris I honored myself to say a few words which, even though I had 
little time to research and prepare, zeroed in on the essence quality of 
Shmuel. It went something like this: The Gemora in Chulin tries to figure 
who was greater according to their humility. Dovid said.“I am a worm and 
not a man…” A worm is still a living thing! Avraham said, “I am dust and 
ashes.” Dust and ashes are still substantial. Moshe and Aaron, however, 
said, “What are we?! (Nachnu Mah!?)” They declared and understood 
themselves to be absolutely zero and therefore they are found to be 
greater. 
However, the Talmud also teaches us, based on a verse in Tehillim that we 
recite during Kabbalas Shabbos, “Moshe and Aaron through their service 
and Shmuel with the calling of His name”, that Shmuel, since he is 
mentioned seamlessly together with them in the same verse, he is equal to 
both Moshe and Aaron. How and why is he as great the greatest? Where 
do see it. Where’s the proof? The answer is there in that very verse! 
“Moshe and Aaron…” 
When Chana, Shmuel’s mother prayed for a child, she had already 
dedicated her son before he was ever conceived. That was her irresistible 
formula of prayer. This child is from You and for You Hashem! Shmuel 
means, “Shemo”- his name and his sake “El” is for G-d! Another meaning 
is that she expresses, M’-from Hashem- Shoalti. His name, Shmuel means, 
“I have borrowed him from Hashem”. 
Therefore, Shmuel was “nothing” to himself before he was ever anything. 
He was absolutely dedicated from before birth. While Moshe and Aaron 
became great by their service to Hashem, they grew to see themselves in 
proper proportion by hard work. Shmuel, as it were, was born into a 
position of this same nullification, by the calling of his name. 
Normally we would read it, that by the calling of Hashem’s name he 
became superior, but here, we understand, by the calling of his own name, 
he was already destined for greatness. 
DvarTorah, Copyright © 2007 by Rabbi Label Lam and Torah.org. 
 

Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Shemot- Gratitude for Our First Grade Teacher 
When G-d appears to Moshe at the burning bush and instructs him to go to 
Pharaoh and demand that he release Beneh Yisrael from bondage, Moshe 
initially refuses. He claims, “Lo Ish Debarim Anochi Gam Temol Gam 
Shilshom” – for a long time, he had a speech impediment which made him 
the wrong person for this job (4:10). 
The Hida (Rav Haim Yosef David Azulai, 1724-1807), in his Debarim 
Ahadim, raises the simple question of why Moshe refused such a vital 
mission. Beneh Yisrael were suffering and dying under Egyptian tyranny, 
and G-d now decided to send Moshe to lead them to freedom. How could 
he refuse? Why would Moshe give “excuses” why he shouldn’t accept this 
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mission? What valid excuse could their possibly be to refuse to undertake 
such a vitally important responsibility? 
The Hida’s answer is remarkable. He explained that when Moshe says that 
he is not an “Ish Debarim” (literally, “a man of words”), he means not that 
he is physically incapable of this mission, but rather that it would be 
inappropriate for him to accept this task. Moshe owed an enormous debt of 
gratitude to Pharaoh and the Egyptian royal family, as he was raised by 
Pharaoh’s daughter in the palace after she found him in the river. It was 
the Egyptian royal family that cared for Moshe after his mother had to 
place him in a basket in the river to hide him from those seeking to kill 
him. Moshe felt incapable of now turning around and becoming Pharaoh’s 
adversary, demanding that he release his slaves and bringing plagues when 
he refused. 
The Hida proceeded to explain that in truth, G-d chose Moshe for this role 
precisely because of the debt of gratitude that Moshe owed to Pharaoh. 
Pharaoh’s crime against Beneh Yisrael began with ingratitude. The Torah 
tells that Pharaoh “did not know Yosef” (1:8), referring to his decision to 
ignore Yosef’s immense contribution to the country. Yosef saved the 
Egyptians from famine, and worked to ensure that Egypt became wealthy 
and prosperous during the famine years, as other countries purchased grain 
from them. Yet, instead of rewarding Yosef’s work by treating his people 
kindly, Pharaoh mistrusted them and subjected them to torture and 
torment. Pharaoh was the ultimate ingrate. And he was thus punished 
“measure for measure” by having Moshe, who was raised in the royal 
palace, confront him and demand in G-d’s Name that he release the slaves. 
As he was ungrateful to Yosef, it was specifically Moshe, somebody who 
owed him a debt of gratitude, who came against him. 
In explaining his refusal to G-d, Moshe noted that he was not the right 
person for the job “Gam Mi’tmol Gam Mi’shilshom” – for a long time. 
This means that the kindness he had received from Pharaoh many years 
earlier prevented him from approaching Pharaoh. The fundamental trait of 
“Hakarat Ha’tob” – gratitude – requires us to remember kindnesses 
performed for us years earlier. Gratitude does not only mean thanking the 
person who held the door open for us or the waiter who served our food 
(though it certainly includes this), but also appreciating that which was 
done for us in the distant past – just as Moshe felt grateful to Pharaoh even 
decades later, when he was already a grown adult. 
I once received a call from a woman asking me if I could speak at a 
function she was arranging. My busy schedule does not allow me to accept 
every invitation to speak, and so I was not initially prepared to agree. As 
we were talking, however, I told her that her name sounded familiar, and 
she reminded me that she was my first grade teacher, who taught me to 
read and write. I immediately accepted her invitation. How could I not? 
Did I not owe her an enormous debt of gratitude? She worked and toiled to 
teach me the basics that without which, I could not accomplish anything. 
The very least I could do was to agree to speak at her function. 
We cannot even begin to imagine the gratitude we owe to our and our 
children’s teachers, who work hard to educate their students for modest – 
to put it mildly – salaries and often under difficult conditions. Even years 
and decades later, we must never forget the vital role they played in our or 
our children’s development. 
This is also true of our parents, spouses, business associates and friends. 
Our mothers endured nine months of pregnancy, labor, sleepless nights 
and the countless other challenges of parenting so we could come into this 
world, grow and thrive. Do we not owe them our time and affection? Our 
spouses share their lives with us. Can we ever even begin to repay them? 
Many Rabbis have taught that we are called “Yehudim” because 
expressing thanks – “Toda” – is the most basic trait by which we must 
live. It is only by developing our sense of gratitude to the people around us 
that we can begin to appreciate all that the Almighty does for us, and thus 
happily commit ourselves to fulfill His will and serve Him every day of 
our lives. 
 

National Council of Young Israel 
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Parshat Shemot 
21 Teves 5776 / January 2, 2016 Daf Yomi: Gittin 20 
Stretching Out Our Hands 
By Rabbi Dr. Boaz Tomsky 
Associate Member Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
As a professor in the School of Marketing, I often instruct my students 
about the importance for a company to construct a Marketing Plan. One of 
the earlier stages in the formulation of a Marketing Plan is the objectives 
of the organization. It is necessary that these goals are tangible, time-
sensitive and most importantly, obtainable. 
When upper management creates unrealistic expectations, goals that are 
completely out of reach, the typical employee won’t even attempt to try. 

After all, even with the greatest effort, they would fall short of the mark. 
The overall morale and motivation will be to just quit right away. Instead, 
goals must be at arms-length, within our grasps, within our reach. 
This leads to a difficult problem found in this week’s Parsha. Pharaoh 
issues the evil decree that every Jewish boy must be tossed into the Nile 
River and left to drown. Soon after giving birth, Yocheved, a daring young 
mother, placed her new-born son in a basket and set him to float down the 
Nile. 
Meanwhile from afar, Batya, a young Egyptian woman, saw a basket 
containing a precious infant. She stretched out her hand and took the child 
safely to dry land. Rashi comments on the word “Amatah” to mean cubits. 
According to the Midrash, Batya’s hand miraculously grew many cubits 
until it got long enough to enable her to reach the child. This baby was 
clearly out of her reach, so why did Batya bother to reach toward the 
infant when she clearly saw the basket was so far away? We might 
compare this to a person who, while sitting at a table, wants a sefer from 
the bookshelf. He wouldn’t stretch out his hand to get the book; why did 
Batya do differently? 
I believe the answer comes from Batya herself. In the very next Pasuk she 
says, “Miyalday HaIvrim Zeh − this is a Jewish child.” Batya knew 
nothing about miracles. All she knew was that a Jewish child’s life was 
being held in the balance and that he must be saved. To do nothing was not 
acceptable, for she, a member of Egyptian royalty, realized the value 
attributed to every Jewish child. 
It is no coincidence that the name of this baby was Moshe. In truth, this 
was not Moshe’s only name. The Medrash states that Moshe actually had 
ten names. His father Amram called him Chaver. His mother Yocheved 
called him Yekuthiel. His sister Miriam called him Yered. His brother 
Aaron called him Avi Zonach. The Gemara in Sotah (12A) states that 
Moshe’s real name was Tuvia or Tov. These are a wonderful array of 
Jewish names. Why then did he choose to go by a name given to him by an 
Egyptian princess? Why didn’t he embrace the names his parents or 
siblings gave him? 
Moshe’s name means Ki Min HaMayim Mishisihu − because he was 
drawn from water. Moshe wanted to constantly remind himself the only 
reason he was capable of reaching the highest of heights as an adult was 
due to the compassion bestowed upon him as an infant. If Batya had 
refused to stretch herself and assist the child, there would have been no 
Moshe Rabbaynu − no Moshe Kibel Torah MiSinai (Moshe receiving the 
Torah on Mount Sinai). 
We too must stretch our hands toward Jewish children. Especially during 
the current state of the economy in which many Yeshivot and community 
day schools struggle to remain open. It is imperative that we all support 
these Yeshivot for the betterment of our children’s futures. As challenging 
as this may be, it is necessary to stretch ourselves, as Batya did, to save the 
lives of our Jewish children from the destructive influences of the outside 
world. The efforts we make today will lead to the promise that the future 
of our Jewish youth will be bright. 
May we merit to learn from Moshe Rabbaynu, our teacher, to never 
underestimate how early impressions impact our children. 
Shabbat Shalom   
The Weekly Sidra- A Most Technical Usage Of Terms 

By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 
Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
It is always very intellectually exhilarating to discover through our 
Rabbanim of blessed memory, that a very popular perception of something 
in the Torah is not in fact, what the general public seems to think of it. The 
unearthing of such Torah phenomena always dramatically alters that which 
we imagined prior. In this week’s essay, we shall delve into the words of 
the second edition of the text K’hilas Yitzchak (published 1900) by Rav 
Yitzchak Ben HaRav Nissan of Vilna of blessed memory, in which we 
find some very interesting perceptions. To begin with, the Torah tells us of 
the ‘re-marriage’ of Moshe’s parents: 
“And there went a man of the house of Levi, and took for his wife a 
daughter of Levi.” (Sh’mos 2:1) 
On this Passuk (verse), Rashi cites from the Gemarah of Sotah 12a: 
“And there went a man of the house of Levi. Where did he go? Rabbi 
Y’huda Ben Z’vina said that he (Amram father of Moshe) went in the 
counsel of his daughter (Miriam). A Tanna taught, ‘Amram was the 
greatest man of his generation. When he saw that the wicked Pharaoh had 
decreed “Every son that is born you shall cast into the river” (Sh’mos 
1:22), he said, “In vain do we labor (to have children)!” He arose and 
divorced his wife (Yocheved his aunt). All (the B’nai Yisroel) thereupon 
arose and divorced their wives. His daughter said to him, “Father, your 
decree is more severe than Pharaoh's, because Pharaoh decreed only 
against the males, whereas you have decreed against the males and 
females. Pharaoh only decreed concerning this world, whereas you have 
decreed concerning this world and the World to Come (drowned babies 
would live in the hereafter, unborn ones would not). In the case of the 
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wicked Pharaoh there is a doubt whether his decree will be fulfilled or not, 
whereas in your case, because you are righteous, it is certain that your 
decree will be fulfilled, as it is said, ‘You shall also decree a thing, and it 
shall be established unto you!’” (Iyov 22:28) He arose and took his wife 
back; and they all arose and took their wives back.’” 
Concerning the birth of Moshe, the Torah soon tells us: 
“And the woman (Yocheved) conceived, and bore a son; and when she 
saw that he was a good child, she hid him three months. And when she 
could no longer hide him, she took for him an ark made of reeds, and 
daubed it with slime and with pitch, and put the child in it; and she laid it 
in the rushes by the river’s brink.” (Sh’mos 2:2-3) 
Rashi explains why Moshe could be hidden from the Egyptians for three 
months: 
“And when she could no longer hide him….. Because the Egyptians 
counted her (pregnancy) from the day that he (Amram) took her back. She 
bore him (Moshe) after (only) six months and one day.….. And they 
searched after her at the end of nine (months from when Amram took her 
back).” 
The K’hilas Yitzchak poses a question on the two P’sukim (verses) in this 
week’s Sidra. In LaShon HaKodesh (holy tongue), there are two words 
which translate into ‘hide’ or ‘conceal.’ The letters of the root of one of 
them are Tzadik, Fay, Nun Sofis. The letters of the root of the other are 
Tes, Mem, Nun Sofis. Very simply then, the two terms would be referred 
to as Tzafun and Tamun. Why, poses the K’hilas Yitzchak, do our above 
two P’sukim make use exclusively of Tzafun and not Tamun? What then, 
is the difference between both terms? 
The K’hilas Yitzchak instructs that the term Tzafun refers to the 
concealment of something spiritual such as a concept or idea. But wait! 
The term Tzafun in our above P’sukim seems to speak of the hiding of a 
physical male baby from Egyptians. This is not something spiritual, but 
something very corporeal. Let us however, leave this question for the 
moment, because it will soon be very well resolved. Some other examples 
in Mikra (Scripture) of Tzafun (hiding something spiritual) are presented: 
“I have hidden Your word (Tzafun) in my heart, that I might not sin 
against You.” (T’hillim 119:11) 
“And these things have you hidden (Tzafun) in your heart; I know that this 
is with you.” (Iyov 10:13) 
As can clearly be seen, both P’sukim are speaking of the hiding of spiritual 
matter such as concepts. The second term Tamun however, refers to the 
concealment of something physical or corporeal. Several examples can be 
seen: 
“And they gave to Ya’akov all the strange gods which were in their hand, 
and all their rings which were in their ears; and Ya’akov hid them (Tamun) 
under the oak which was by Sh’chem.” (B’raishis 35:4)  
“And he (Moshe) looked this way and that way, and when he saw that 
there was no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him (Tamun) in the 
sand.” (Sh’mos 2:12) 
“When I (Achan) saw among the booty a good garment of Shinar, and two 
hundred shekels of silver, and a wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight, then 
I coveted them, and took them; and, behold, they are hidden (Tamun) in 
the earth in the midst of my tent, and the silver under it.” (Y’hoshua 7:21) 
“And when these lepers came to the outer edge of the camp, they went into 
one tent, and ate and drank, and carried from there silver, and gold, and 
garments, and went and hid it; and returned, and entered into another tent, 
and carried there also, and went and hid it (Tamun).” (M’lachim II 7:8) 
The difference between Tzafun and Tamun is very well illustrated, as per 
the K’hilas Yitzchak, in the two spies that Y’hoshua sent to Y’richo, who 
came to the house of Rachav. First, it states: 
“And the woman took the two men and hid him (Tzafun), and said thus (to 
the men of Y’richo), ‘There came men to me, but I know not from where 
they were.’” (Y’hoshua 2:4) 
At this point, the K’hilas Yitzchak poses two questions: 
1) If Rachav is hiding spies (physical objects), why is the term Tzafun (for 
something spiritual) utilized? 
2) If Rachav is hiding two spies, why does it state, “And hid him,” and not, 
“And hid them?” The next Passuk seems to use the term Tamun (for 
something physical) correctly: 
“But she had brought them up to the roof of the house, and hid them 
(Tamun) with the stalks of flax, which she had laid in order upon the roof.” 
(ibid. 2:6) 
In answer to our first question, the K’hilas Yitzchak informs us that what 
is actually meant in Passuk #4 by “And hid him (Tzafun)” refers not to the 
spies themselves, but rather to Rachav’s knowledge of any spies, which of 
course, refers to a concept or something spiritual which she kept hidden 
from the men of Y’richo. 
And, since we in essence are speaking of an idea instead of two spies, the 
Mikra states, “And hid him,” or as would be said in English, “And hid it.” 
Both our questions are resolved. 

And, concludes the K’hilas Yitzchak, that is why the Torah utilizes the 
term Tzafun (something spiritual) when speaking of the hiding of Moshe. 
For, the Torah is not speaking of hiding the physical baby Moshe, but 
rather of hiding the idea that he was born three months premature, as we 
see in a similar sense with Rachav and the spies. And so, all our questions 
are resolved. May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete 
resplendence- speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos. 
Confidential matters may be sent to Rabbi Greebel at: belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com Also appearing on the website: The National Council of Young Israel 
http://www.youngisrael.org  

Torah Insights - Empathy and Faith 
By Rabbi Dov Shapiro 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
Last Week’s Zman Magazine featured an article about Dr. Joel Salinas, a 
doctor who suffered from Synesthesia, a rare condition that caused him to 
acutely feel the pain of others. The article describes the unique challenge 
this condition placed on a physician whose job it was to treat others in pain 
and how he succeeded in overcoming this potential handicap. Although in 
the case of Dr. Salinas the condition was clinically pathological, being 
able to sympathize with and feel the pain of others to a healthy degree is 
an admirable midah and one which great people exemplify. 
In this week’s parsha we find a surprising application of the degree to 
which one is expected to feel the pain of other Jews. 
When Moshe Rabbeinu first approached Pharaoh to request the release the 
Jews’ release from Egypt, not only did he not accomplish his goal, but the 
plight of the Jews actually worsened. Whereas previously they had been 
given the material to make the bricks, Pharaoh now decreed that the Jews 
would be required to scavenge for their own materials and still complete 
the same number of bricks daily. Moshe was pained by the increase in the 
Jews’ suffering that he had inadvertently caused, and he complained to 
Hashem about the turn of events. 
“Lama Harei’osa l’am hazeh, lama zeh shlachtani – Why have you 
worsened the plight of these people, why did you send me?” Rashi (Shmos 
6:1) quotes the gemara (Sanhedrin 111) that Moshe’s response was 
inappropriate and as a result he was punished by not being allowed to enter 
into Eretz Yisroel 40 years hence. 
The gemara elaborates on Moshe’s indiscretion. Hashem said to Moshe 
“You question my decisions, unlike your forefather Avrohom. When I 
commanded Avrohom to sacrifice his son Yitzchok at the akeida, he did so 
willingly, but you witnessed the suffering of the Jews and you 
complained.” The midrash seems to draw a parallel between Avrohom’s 
reaction and what Moshe’s reaction ought to have been. Just as Avrohom 
accepted the sacrifice of his son, Moshe should have overcome the 
identical challenge regarding the Jews’ plight. The obvious question is that 
Avrohom’s situation seems much more severe. Avrohom was being asked 
to actively sacrifice his only child, the child he had waited for and prayed 
for his entire life, and the only one who would be the progenitor of his 
future generations. Why does the midrash feel that is parallel to Moshe’s 
reaction to the suffering of other Jews? How are these two events 
comparable? 
Apparently, Moshe Rabbeinu, the future leader of Klal Yisroel, had 
developed his sensitivity to the suffering of other Jews - even strangers - to 
such a point that he felt their suffering as acutely as one would feel the 
suffering of his own children. As their leader he viewed them all as his 
children and he felt their pain accordingly. Hence the expected reaction to 
his witnessing the suffering of other Jews would have paralleled that of 
Avrohom, and Moshe was taken to task for not reaching the lofty level of 
Avrohom and accepting Hashem’s decision with total faith. 
This idea of how great people feel the pain of others is also found in last 
week’s parsha, Parshas vayechi. When yaakov asked Yosef to bury him in 
Eretz Yisroel, he knew that Yosef was displeased with the fact that Rochel 
had been buried on the side of the road rather than being transported to a 
more respectable location. As Yaakov lie on his deathbed, communicating 
his own burial instructions to Yosef, he explained to him that Rochel’s 
burial place was chosen with the future of Klal Yisroel in mind. When the 
Jews would later be driven into exile, they would pass by Rochel’s grave 
and pray for redemption. A reasonable explanation, but why the delay? 
Why didn’t Yaakov explain this to Yosef earlier instead of allowing Yosef 
to wonder and question Yaakov’s motives for the past thirty years? The 
Sifsei Chachamim explains that Yaakov did not want to relate to Yosef the 
future suffering of the Jewish people sooner than necessary. Apparently 
Yaakov understood that a man of Yosef’s stature would suffer greatly 
upon hearing about the Jews’ future exile, and Yaakov wanted to spare 
Yosef that pain for as long as possible.  
While it is true that specifically a leader needs to love every Jew in order 
to be able to lead them properly, there is a lesson here for all of us. All of 
us have the ability and the responsibility to work on feeling achdus and 
love towards other Jews so that we can increase our ability to feel the 
suffering and needs of others. 
Rabbi Dov Shapiro is the Rav of Kehillas Bnei Aliyah in New Hempstead, and a Certified Mohel. He can be reached at 877-88-Mohel or 
www.eastcoastmohel.com. To receive an e-mail of his weekly parsha column, e-mail: DSMohel@gmail.com  
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Shabbat Shalom 
Shmot 5776  
GOOD MORNING! If you had the chance, would you like to talk with 
God? Maybe ask God a few questions: Why was humankind created? 
What is the purpose of my life? How do I get the most pleasure out of life? 
Are there absolute truths? What is love? How do I get my prayers 
answered? I would. 
Well, second best ... there is a book -- What the Angel Taught You -- by 
Rabbi Noah Weinberg, of blessed memory, my teacher and the founder of 
the world-wide Aish HaTorah movement. He co-authored the book with 
Rabbi Yaakov Salomon. The book is fabulous -- comprehensive and deep, 
yet understandable wisdom about life. The book presents Seven Keys to 
Life Fulfillment: 1) The Five Levels of Pleasure 2) Prayer 3) Knowledge 
4) Happiness 5) Free Will 6) Intellectualism 7) Love. 
Why the title, What the Angel Taught You? According to the Talmud, 
before we were born, when we were safely ensconced in the comfort of the 
womb, each of us had a personal angel to teach us all the wisdom we will 
ever need to know on this planet. Everything. 
And then ... just before we are born... the angel gives us a little "tap" 
between the nose and upper lip and everything he taught us is immediately 
forgotten. That is how all human beings receive that small indentation in 
the skin beneath the nose, anatomically known as the 'philtrum.' 
Why would God send an angel to teach us everything we need to know, 
only to instruct him to then make us forget everything he just taught us? 
The answer: learning something once makes it so much easier for us to 
learn it for the second time. When we hear truth it has a harmonic ring that 
we recognize. (There is also another lesson to learn from the philtrum -- 
every human being was touched by an angel sent to learn with him. We 
must respect every human being for he was lovingly created by the 
Almighty.) 
To give you a taste of the wit and wisdom of my teacher, I will share with 
you an insight regarding attaining pleasure in life. One of the greatest 
obstacles to achieving pleasure is the confusion between "comfort" and 
"pleasure." Writes Rabbi Weinberg, "What is the opposite experience of 
'pain'? When asked this question, about nine out of ten people will answer, 
'Pleasure.' Not only is this the wrong answer, but the belief that pleasure is 
the opposite of pain is, by far, the most destructive counterfeit concept that 
faces Western civilization! In truth, the opposite of pain is simply no pain, 
or comfort. And comfort is NOT at all synonymous with pleasure. 
Comfort is nice -- it is a painless experience -- but it is not pleasure, by 
any stretch. 
"In fact, pain and pleasure actually go hand in hand! Pain, or effort, is the 
price we pay to get pleasure. Think about it. To achieve anything in life 
that's really worthwhile -- good relationships, successful careers, the 
pursuit of meaning, all of life's lasting pleasures -- requires a lot of pain 
and effort... 
"If you ask parents what is their greatest pleasure, they are most likely to 
answer, 'My children.' If you then ask what their greatest pain is, they will 
probably give the very same response, 'My children.' It is not simply 
coincidental that the object of our greatest pleasure, our children, also 
happens to be the source of our greatest potential anguish. Pleasure and 
effort are far from being opposite constructs -- they actually work 
together... 
"If all you seek is comfort, it is true you'll be rid of pain, but you will also 
be robbed of almost any type of achievement. If you try to get pleasure by 
spending your life avoiding pain, you will only end up with the world's 
most prominent counterfeit -- comfort. Without effort, you will never get 
real pleasure." 
If the above excerpt has the harmonic ring of truth -- you can thank your 
angel. If you want more insights into getting the most out of life, I cannot 
recommend highly enough that you buy a copy of this book. And if you're 
like me, you'll probably end up buying copies for those you love and care 
about. (What the Angel Taught You is available at your local Jewish 
bookstore, at JudaicaEnterprises.com or by calling toll-free to 877-758-
3242.) 
Torah Portion Of The Week: Shemos 
This week's portion tells a story often repeated throughout history: The 
Jews become prominent and numerous. There arises a new king in Egypt 
"who did not know Joseph" (meaning he chose not to know Joseph or 
recognize any debt of gratitude). He proclaims slavery for the Jewish 
people "lest they may increase so much, that if there is war, they will join 
our enemies and fight against us, driving (us) from the land." (Anti-
Semitism can thrive on any excuse; it need not be logical or real -- check 
out our online seminar "Why the Jews?" at aish.com/sem/wtj -- the 
seminar will transform the way you view yourself, your people and your 
history. It's spectacular!) 

Moshe (Moses) is born and immediately hidden because of the decree to 
kill all male Jewish babies. Moses is saved by Pharaoh's daughter, grows 
up in the royal household, goes out to see the plight of his fellow Jews. He 
kills an Egyptian who was beating a Jew, escapes to Midian when the deed 
becomes known, becomes a shepherd, and then is commanded by God at 
the Burning Bush to "bring My people out of Egypt." Moses returns to 
Egypt, confronts Pharaoh who refuses to give permission for the Israelites 
to leave. And then God says, "Now you will begin to see what I will do to 
Pharaoh!" 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Almighty tells Moshe at the incident of the Burning Bush: 
"The place upon which you are standing is holy ground" (Ex. 3:5). 
What deeper meaning and lesson can we derive from these words? 
When a person finds himself in a situation with many distractions and 
difficulties, he is likely to say, "When the Almighty improves my 
situation, then I will be able to study Torah and fulfill more mitzvot, but 
not right now. Now I can only think of my problems. 
The Chofetz Chaim, the greatest rabbi of the last generation, applies this 
verse to those situations. "The place upon which you are standing" -- that 
is, the exact situation in which you find yourself -- that is sacred. If your 
life situation is difficult, it is exactly in that difficult situation that the 
Almighty wants you to serve Him. The Almighty only gives people tests 
which they can pass and the tests are for their own personal growth and 
spiritual elevation. The Sages teach us "According to the difficulty is the 
reward," We must strive to make the most of our every situation to serve 
the Almighty to the best of our ability. 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
Tziporah, Moshe's future wife, and her 6 sisters drew water for their 
father's sheep. Shepherds came and drove them away. The Torah tells us 
that then: 
"Moshe got up and saved them and watered their sheep" (Ex. 2:17). 
Moshe saved Tziporah, who at that time was a total stranger. Later on we 
read in the Torah how Tziporah saves Moshe's life (Exodus 4:24-5) while 
he is on his way back to Egypt from Midian to lead the Exodus. 
The Chofetz Chaim tells us that from here we learn that all the kindness 
that a person does for someone else is eventually repaid to him. Whenever 
you do a favor for someone, you benefit yourself. Definitely, the highest 
level of righteousness is to do a kindness for the sake of the mitzvah 
without thinking of personal gain. However, if you find it difficult to do a 
kindness for someone, you can at least draw on a pragmatic motivation. 
Life is like a mirror. If you do kindness for others, they will be kinder to 
you. Also, if you act with kindness, eventually you will make yourself into 
a kinder person. 
Quote of the Week 
People who are green with envy are ripe for trouble  
Happy Anniversary! Marc & Helena Igra 
With Special Thanks to Moshe & Robin Pamensky 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/363579611.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on 
readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like 
you around the world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish 
HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2015 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
 

Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 

Weekly Chizuk 
Parshas Shmos: You Can't Outsmart Hashem 
And a man from the House of Levi went and married a daughter of Levi. 
(Shemos 2:1) 
"And a man from the House of Levi went." Where did he go? R. Yehudah 
bar Zevina said, "he went with his daughter's advice." 
We are taught that Amram was the greatest sage of the generation. When 
he saw that the wicked Pharaoh decreed that all the male children should 
be thrown into the river, Amram said, "Why do we have to sire our 
children in vain?" He got up and divorced his wife. Everyone followed his 
example and divorced their wives. His daughter said to him, "Father, your 
decree is worse than Pharaoh's. Pharaoh only decreed against the boys. 
You have decreed against both the boys and the girls. Pharaoh only 
decreed [to kill them] in this world [but they will still live in the World to 
Come]. You have decreed against them in this world and in the World to 
Come. [Since they will never be born, they can never attain the World to 
Come - Rashi.] Pharaoh is an evil man, and it is not certain that his decree 
will be carried out. But you are a tzaddik, and certainly your decree will be 
effective." 
[Upon hearing his daughter's arguments,] he stood up and remarried his 
wife. Then everyone stood up and remarried their wives. (Sotah 12a) 
The following is adapted from Chofetz Chaim Al Ha-Torah, as cited in 
Yalkut Lekach Tov, vol. 2, p. 13. 
The Chofetz Chaim remarks that this advice of Miriam parallels the advice 
of the Prophet Yeshayahu to King Chizkiyahu. The king didn't want to 
marry, having seen in a prophecy that he would have a son who would be 
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terribly evil [King Menashe]. The Prophet Yeshayahu told him, "Why are 
you getting involved with the hidden secrets of the Merciful One." (Don't 
start making calculations that go counter to a direct commandment.) Since 
you are obligated to marry and have children, cease from all reckonings 
and just do the mitzvah! King Chizkiyahu listened to what the prophet told 
him. He got married, and one of his descendants was the great King 
Yoshiyahu, of whom it states, "There was none like him, nor will there be 
afterwards." 
This teaches us an important lesson regarding man and his responsibilities. 
No one has permission to subject the mitzvos to rational analysis and to 
perform them according to human outlooks. One must be careful of even 
the best intentions. Human vision is by nature shortsighted and cannot 
detect the distant outcome. 
The Steipler Rav in Birkas Peretz writes: 
Chazal tell us (Sotah 12b) that Pharaoh's astrologers foresaw that there 
would arise a savior of the Jews to take them out of Egypt - and that 
Pharaoh and his people were terribly alarmed by this. However, the 
astrologers also saw that this savior would eventually be punished by 
water. So Pharaoh immediately decreed that all the male babies should be 
thrown into the river. He was so worried that he even had the Egyptian 
children murdered. In the end, not only was Moshe not cast into the river, 
but he was saved by none other than Pharaoh's own daughter. And if that 
wasn't enough, Pharaoh, in all his glory, brought up the Jewish child in his 
own palace! So we see that the chain of events that brought Moshe into 
Pharaoh's palace began with the decree that all the children be cast into the 
river. Because of the decree, his mother hid him, and Pharaoh's daughter 
found him and took him into the palace and raised him like a son. 
All of this is meant to teach us that none of man's actions and schemes can 
move by one inch what has been ordained in Heaven (except teshuvah and 
tefillah, which have the power to reverse the evil of the decree). Moreover, 
those same actions that man does to accomplish his desires are liable to be 
turned into the vehicle for attaining the very opposite. Whatever Heaven 
has dictated to be, will be. Our job is merely to execute our responsibilities 
without engaging in unnecessary calculations and rationalizations that are 
not based on the wisdom of Torah. Gut Shabbos 
© Rabbi Eliezer Parkoff 4 Panim Meirot, Jerusalem 94423 Israel Tel: 732-858-1257 Rabbi Parkoff is author of "Chizuk!" and "Trust Me!" (Feldheim 
Publishers), and "Mission Possible!" (Israel Book Shop Lakewood). If you would like to correspond with Rabbi Parkoff, or change your subscription, 
please contact: rabbi.e.parkoff@gmail.com Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.co.il http://www.shemayisrael.co.il Jerusalem, Israel 
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To Be Viewed As Venerable 
“And Yosef died, and all his brothers and that entire generation.” 
Shemos 1:6 
The Torah is teaching us that as long as any of the brothers was still alive, 
the Egyptians honored and respected the group of Jews which had come 
from Canaan. Even later, as long as some survivors of that generation 
were still alive, the Jews were all held in high esteem in the eyes of the 
Egyptians, and there was no thought of harming them. Tragically, the 
situation gradually deteriorated. Although until now the Jews had been 
considered on an elevated status, with the death of Yosef, the Jews were 
looked upon simply as equals. When the last of the brothers died, the Jews 
became despised and resented. Nevertheless, the attempt to subjugate and 
enslave the Jews only began once that entire generation passed on. -- Or 
HaChaim 
In his Sichos Mussar, HaRav Chaim Shmuelevitz points out that 
although the Egyptians were a cruel and corrupt people, they could not 
bring themselves to mistreat the Jews as long as they considered them 
respectable and distinguished. It was only when the Egyptians began to 
regard the Jews with disdain that they felt that they could violate their 
rights and take advantage of them. Even the Egyptians could not harm the 
Jews when they were of noble stature. 
This strategy is also employed by the yetzer hara as it battles man. It first 
pressures a person to compromise in areas that are elective. After a person 
diminishes his observance, his own self-image is tainted and he becomes 
vulnerable to further attacks from the yetzer hara. Once a person is 
convinced that he is no longer a prince in the palace of Hashem, he forfeits 
the spiritual dignity necessary to persevere and to maintain an aura of 
holiness. A prince does not want to fail and to be embarrassed. Similarly, a 
princely Jew does not want to sin and to fail in the eyes of Hashem. 
Where Is The Justice? 
“Come let us act wisely to it, lest it become numerous and it may be that 
if a war will occur, it, too, may join our enemies and wage war against us 
and go up from the land.” Shemos 1:10 
The Gemara (Sotah 11a) cites Reb Chiya bar Abba in the name of R’ 
Simai, who reports that Pharaoh consulted with three advisors regarding 
the matter of whether to kill the children of the Jews. The three were 

Bilaam, Iyov and Yisro. Bilaam advised to kill the boys, and as a result he 
was ultimately killed. Iyov remained silent, and as a result he was later 
subject to pain and suffering during his illness. Yisro ran away, and as a 
reward for this he merited to have his descendants sit among the sages of 
the Sanhedrin. 
Sefer Ta’am v’Da’as posits that it might seem a bit unfair that Iyov 
suffered as a result of his being silent, while Yisro also ended up not 
participating in the vote by running away. Why does Iyov deserve to suffer 
whereas Yisro is rewarded, apparently, for his silence? 
Yisro could not tolerate seeing the Jewish children suffer. He could not 
bear to stand by, albeit helplessly, and witness the Jewish people suffering 
such torture on the part of the Egyptians. This is why he ran away. Iyov, 
on the other hand, knew that it was wrong for the Egyptians to subject the 
Jews to such inhumane treatment, but he also did not feel repulsed by it. 
He did not offer advice to kill the Jewish children, but he also did not feel 
it intolerable to be there when it occurred. The measure-for-measure 
response to this was that he, too, experienced suffering later in his life. 
It was said about Rabbi Baruch Ber Levovits' k"mz, that he used to read 
the headlines of the papers. When the evil leader of the Germans came to 
power, and the terrible news about the horrors which were experienced by 
our fellow Jews reached the yeshiva in Kamenetz, Rabbi Baruch Ber 
stopped glancing at the headlines in the paper. His students asked him to 
explain why he stopped looking at the paper, because they felt that with 
knowing what is going on in the world, a person could daven better. 
Rabbi Baruch Ber answered that as he became aware of the degree of 
suffering that was happening, he felt that the only thing he had to do was 
to commiserate with the pain of our fellow brothers. Because there was 
nothing he was able to do for them, he felt that simply reading about it and 
knowing about it was not enough. 
When Yisro escaped from Pharaoh, he did so because he could not tolerate 
seeing the Jews suffer, particularly because he could not do anything more 
to help them. 
A Name And One’s Identity 
“And the king of Egypt said to the Hebrew midwives, of whom the name 
of the first was Shifra and the name of the second was Puah, and he 
said: ‘In your assisting the Hebrew women at childbirth and you see on 
the birthstool; if it is a son, you are to kill him, and if it is a daughter, 
she shall live.” Shemos 1:15-16 
Shifra, this was Yocheved, because she beautified the child. Pu’ah, this 
was Miriam, because she cried and spoke and cooed to the child in the 
manner of women who soothe a crying baby. -- Rashi, from Sotah 11b 
The verse is peculiar in that it begins by telling us that Pharaoh spoke to 
the two women, and it lists their names. The verse continues by again 
reporting that Pharaoh spoke to them, and only at this point does the verse 
state what he said to them. It is quite peculiar that the verse then repeats 
“rnt«hu - and he said...” What did Pharaoh say the first time the verse says 
that he spoke? 
Sefer Bnei Yissascher explains that apparently, the first thing Pharaoh 
said in the verse was the women’s names. More specifically, Pharaoh told 
them what their names were to be. He changed the name of Yocheved to 
Shifra, and he changed the name of Miriam to Puah. This was, in fact, a 
command on his part. What was so significant about this name change, and 
why did it occur at this juncture? 
Pharaoh knew that as long as these women identified themselves as fine, 
Jewish women, they would be incapable of perpetrating acts of murder 
against the Jewish newborns. Even with bringing them into the Egyptian 
society and training them as midwives, Pharaoh felt that maintaining a 
Jewish name would help these women identify themselves as Jews, and 
they would continue to relate to others with compassion and respect, at 
least to some degree. This is why his first order was for them to be rid of 
their Jewish names and to adopt, what were then, Egyptian names. Pharaoh 
was hoping that by doing so he would be able to prevail upon them to 
fulfill his second command. With the name change and the associated 
change in how they identified themselves, he hoped that their very nature 
would shift, and they would now act with greater insensitivity and with a 
sense of harshness and cruelty toward the newborn sons of the Jews. 
Remarkable Level Of Trust 
“And his sister stood in the distance, to know what would be done to 
him.” Shemos 2:4 
In the same manner in which a person conducts himself, he is awarded 
accordingly. Miriam waited a short while for Moshe, as it is said: “And 
his sister stood in the distance.” Therefore, Israel was delayed for her for 
seven days. - Sotah 9b 
The Gemara considers this effort on the part of Miriam to be of 
monumental significance. Through it, she later merited to have the entire 
nation wait for her while she recovered from her condition of tzara’as (See 
BeMidbar 12:14-16, Rashi). It would seem, however, that any sister would 
wait and monitor a situation as a brother floats away in danger of 
drowning. Could anyone walk away from such a scene and not be 
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concerned? What, then, is the greatness which is attributed to Miriam for 
her watching Moshe in the small basket? 
In his Sefer Ateres Mordechai, Rabbi Mordechai Rogow notes that 
typically, when faced with such a traumatic scene, a person would become 
desperate and seek some manner to alleviate the crisis. Some would call 
out for help, while others might anxiously run off for assistance. Yet, if 
Miriam had done any of these things, it would have actually prevented 
Moshe’s being saved, for it would have been obvious that he was a Jew, 
and his fate would have been for doom. The greatness of Miriam was that 
she watched quietly, calmly and with full confidence, showing no signs of 
alarm or terror. “His sister stood by from a distance” - as if she were 
merely an observer who was remote and removed. Miriam was capable of 
doing this due to her possessing a tremendous degree of faith and trust in 
Hashem. She knew that in some way or fashion a salvation was sure to 
come about. It was only from this perspective that she was able to remain 
quiet and under control. This expression of trust was so remarkable that in 
its merit, Miriam was worthy to have the entire nation learn her lesson as 
they waited patiently for her years later. 
Accepting Moshe’s Leadership 
“And he said [to Moshe]: ‘Who placed you as a man of authority and a 
judge over us?’ ” Shemos 2:14 
Though the speaker is a single person, he uses the plural “over us”. In his 
mind, he was speaking for all of the enslaved Jews when he challenged 
Moshe. Even though Moshe, according to the Midrash, had obtained 
concessions for them from Pharaoh, such as the agreement that they would 
not have to work on Shabbos, the Jews were not ready to accept Moshe as 
their leader. What was the reason for their reluctance? 
In his Sefer Oznaim LaTorah, Rabbi Zalman Sorotzkin cites the 
Midrash Rabba in Shemos, which provides us with a clue. Moshe was told, 
“Are you not in reality the son of Yocheved? How can you call yourself 
the son of Pharaoh’s daughter - and thereby become an authority over us?” 
We see that had he actually been from the royal family, they would not 
have challenged his authority over them. But, since he was merely “one of 
them”, they felt that he was not worthy to consider himself in a higher 
position. Furthermore, again according to the Midrash, they threatened 
him that if he would not give up his position, they would tell Pharaoh that 
he had killed the Egyptian! 
They were more willing to receive lashes from a foreigner than verbal 
chastisement from their fellow Jew. We can learn an important principle 
from this. For a foreigner to have control is not an indication of his 
superiority or better qualification, but rather that through physical force he 
was able to gain control over another. Psychologically, the Jews could 
accept the authority of the Egyptian taskmaster since it was a function only 
of brute force. However, Moshe was a fellow Jew. His elevation to a 
position of leadership meant that his followers had to acknowledge his 
being promoted to the position and thereby accept his superior attributes. 
This takes a measure of humility to which many of the Jews of that 
generation could not bring themselves. Only those who were able to 
acknowledge Moshe’s leadership were prepared to follow him out of 
Egypt. 
National Vs. Individual Concerns 
“And it was when he was on the way, at the inn, that God encountered 
him and sought to kill him.” Shemos 4:24 
This refers to Moshe. The angel sought to kill Moshe because he had not 
circumcised his son Eliezer. - Nedarim 31b 
Moshe was confronted with a legitimate dilemma. On the one hand, he had 
to perform the milah for his son, while on the other he had to travel 
immediately to Egypt, which would be a direct danger for the newly-
circumcised son. His choice to travel and to delay the milah was justified. 
However, when he arrived within range of Egypt, where the remaining 
journey no longer would have been harmful for his son, Moshe should 
have immediately busied himself with the circumcision rather than dealing 
with arrangements at a lodge. 
This incident was directly related to the situation later which faced the 
Jewish nation as a whole as they were to depart from Egypt. After all, on 
the one hand they were commanded to prepare and eat from the Pesach 
offering, about which the law (Shemos 12:48) is that “anyone who is 
uncircumcised shall not partake of it”. On the other hand, the Jewish 
nation realized that they were about to leave Egypt the next morning, and 
it would be dangerous to travel after having just circumcised themselves. 
Nevertheless, the people trusted in Hashem fully. They brought the Pesach 
offering, after having circumcised themselves, and they fearlessly left 
Egypt without delay, whereupon they were protected and saved. In fact, it 
was specifically in the merit of the blood of both the Pesach offering and 
the milah that they earned the protection of Hashem and that they were 
saved. This was an exceptional situation, where the nation was 
commanded to perform the milah although they were immediately about to 
travel and to depart from Egypt. Moshe, however, as an individual, was 
indeed justified in not circumcising his son before leaving Midian for 

Egypt. Why, then, was Moshe endangered by his not having circumcised 
his son? 
Perhaps, explains the Chasam Sofer, the problem was that Moshe was to 
arrive in Egypt and to introduce himself as the messenger of Hashem to 
save the Jewish nation and to redeem them. If his own son was not 
circumcised, albeit for a good reason, the Jewish people would notice and 
wonder why the merit of his mission was not sufficient to save his son 
from the risk of travelling immediately after the milah. This would have 
directly discouraged them later, when they were faced with the same 
predicament before they left Egypt. They would have remembered that 
Moshe himself delayed the milah of his son under similar circumstances, 
and they would not have necessarily made the distinction between 
themselves on a national basis, who were directly commanded to 
circumcise and leave, and Moshe, who was not given a direct command, 
and who therefore correctly chose to delay his son’s procedure due to the 
possible danger. 
Halachic Corner 
Every man should read Krias Shema with fear and trepidation. This can be 
acquired by thinking, while reciting the Krias Shema, about the acceptance 
of ohnJ ,Ufkn kIg - the yoke of Hashem - to be prepared to give up one’s 
life for Hashem. This is the meaning of the words "WJpb kfC" - “with all 
your soul”. The entire Krias Shema should be recited with attention and 
devotion to what is being said. The Mishna Brura cites a Yerushalmi that 
each of the Ten Commandments is alluded to in Krias Shema. Thus, a 
person should have vbuF to avoid skipping any one of them. However, in 
order to fulfill the mitzvah, only the first pasuk of Shema Yisrael and the 
verse of " wudu oJ QUrC¨" need to be said with great intention. The intention 
for these verses is to accept ohnJ ,Ufkn kIg - the yoke of Hashem, with all 
the mitzvos it entails. If one did not recite these first statements with 
proper intent, they must be repeated, along with the rest of the first 
paragraph of Shema. In order for a person to achieve this vbuF, he should 
recite the first pasuk aloud, covering his face with his hand, so that he will 
not look at anything else. If one must repeat the first pasuk of Krias 
Shema, he should do so quietly. (c"f e"x c"n whg) 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. What is the significance of the order in which the tribes are listed at the 
beginning of Shemos? See Chizkuni 1:2 
2. Which word indicates that Bnei Yisrael were afflicted at every part of 
their bodies by the Egyptians? See Ba’al HaTurim 1:14 
3. How was Yocheved related to Amram before they were married? See 
Shemos 6:20 
4. How did Pharaoh not realize that Moshe was saved during the time that 
he had decreed that all baby boys should be killed? See Ha’amek Davar 
2:10 
5. Why did Moshe become a shepherd when he left Egypt? See Rabbeinu 
Bachya 3:1 
6. Which mountain was the "ohektv rv" - the “Mountain of God” - where 
Moshe and Aharon met? Why did they meet there? See Ramban 4:27 
Answers: 
1. The sons of Leah and Rachel are listed first. After that the sons of 
Bilhah and Zilpah are listed. Yosef is mentioned last, as this led into the 
mention of his death. 
2. The word "rn«jC" (“with mortar”) is written without a "u", indicating that 
Bnei Yisrael were afflicted with all 248 (j"nr) limbs. 
3. Pasuk 6:20 states that Yocheved was Amram’s aunt. This was only 
permitted before the giving of the Torah. 
4. When the Torah says "skhv ksdhu" - “and the lad grew up”, it is indicating 
that he grew up at an abnormal rate. He was much taller than the two years 
old that he was at that time. (Eventually he would be 10 amos, 15-20 feet 
tall.) 
5. Moshe was following in the footsteps of his righteous ancestors, Hevel, 
Avraham, and all his descendants. Our forefathers did this to avoid the sin 
of the general population. Shepherding also provided a quiet place to 
obtain prophecy and to come close to Hashem (,UssIC,v).  
6. This was Har Sinai. They met there as it was between Midian and Egypt 
and Moshe and Aharon met in the middle of Har Sinai. 
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Rabbi's Message 
The Jewish Home 
The Parsha begins by reviewing the names of Yakov’s children who 
entered Egypt. One wonders: Why does the Torah need to repeat their 
names? Anyone who has been studying Torah until now hasn’t forgotten 
the names of Yakov’s children. 
Even more troubling is the order in which the brothers are listed. The list 
starts off in a predictable way: Reuvein, Shimon, Levi, Yehudah, 
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Yisochar, Zevulun- all children of Leah. But then we encounter the name 
of Binyomin. We know that Binyomin was the youngest of the twelve 
brothers, so it seems odd that his name should be listed as number seven. 
What exactly is the order in which the names are listed? 
If you study the order in which the brothers are listed you will notice a 
simple pattern. The brothers are listed in the order that Yakov married 
their mothers. First he married Leah, so all her children are listed. Next he 
married Rochel, so Binyomin is listed next. Following these marriages, 
first Rochel, then Leah gave their maidservants to Yakov in marriage. 
Their children are listed next. In other words: the brothers are listed in the 
order that each Jewish home was founded. 
The forces of the Egyptian exile were very significant. Most nations would 
have disappeared if they had experienced what we did. For over a century, 
the Jewish family was under pressure to make it disappear. Initially, the 
exile was a pleasant one, and the Jewish people were tempted to assimilate 
into Egyptian society. Later a different kind of pressure was applied, as 
our nation was singled out for slavery. The Torah recounts the names of 
the tribes for a very important reason. The Torah wants to remind us that 
they survived because of the Jewish Home 
In Jewish tradition, the Jewish Home is referred to as a mini-Sanctuary. 
Not only do we have the gifts of synagogues and a yeshiva system, but 
Judaism finds its truest and most personal mark in the coziness of the 
Jewish home. It is here that husband and wife chart their direction and that 
of their family. It is in this trusting environment that a person can find his 
or her own personal satisfaction in Judaism. If you would like to 
understand how the Jewish Family survived the challenges described in the 
Parsha, you must understand how they identified themselves. They didn’t 
view themselves in order of birth or some other meaningless sequence. 
They viewed themselves in the order that their respective Jewish families 
were founded, because the Jewish family is what was important to them. 
We are today during the Jewish time of year called “Shovivim,” a time 
designated to strengthen the Jewish Home. There will be numerous classes 
and discussion groups throughout the community, and I encourage you to 
attend them. To strengthen your Jewish home is to strengthen the Jewish 
people at its foundation. It is our hope that just as the Jewish home was an 
island of fortitude and serenity in the past, so may it be for us in our 
generation as well. With best wishes for a wonderful Shabbos! 
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Yeshiva Kesser Torah 
Yeshiva Kesser Torah of QueensCopyright 2016 
A Commentary Published by Yeshiva Kesser Torah of Queens  
Shmos 5776 - How Much Must We Sacrifice In Order Not To Offend 
Another Human Being. 
"And he [Moshe] said, 'i beg you, Hashem, please send in the hand of 
another !' " (Shmos 4:13) 
From this Posuk we see that Moshe sought to decline the mission that Hashem 
wishes to entrust him -to lead the nation of Israel out of Egypt.  
The Yalkut Shimoni (Shmos 172), states, "Moshe said, 'All of these years it was 
Aharon who prophesied to them...Now I enter into the domain of my brother 
causing him anguish...' Therefore, Moshe did not wish to go..." We see from 
this Midrash that Moshe initially refused Hashem’s holy mission because he 
sought not to hurt his brother's feelings. Aharon had served as the leader and 
prophet of Klal Yisroel for over eighty years; and it would be insensitive for 
Moshe, Aharon's younger brother, to replace him. 
This is mystifying. Let us consider what Moshe Rabbeinu balked at accepting. 
He wished to reject the incredible z'chus and privilege of redeeming Hashem's 
chosen people from enslavement and affliction in Egypt, to freedom. The 
chance to help bring about the greatest revelation of Divine Providence ever 
to occur in the history of the world (Hashem’s descending upon Har Sinai in 
the presence of all the people).(1) The chance to give Hashem's nation the 
greatest gift imaginable - the Holy Torah. The possibility of bringing Klal 
Yisroel into Eretz Yisroel. The opportunity to build the Beis HaMikdash, the 
dwelling place of the Shechina. In essence, the mission involved the issue of 
Pikuach Nefesh of an entire nation, as well as being the fulfillment of the very 
purpose of creation. Was it worthwhile to relinquish all of this simply to avoid 
a possibility of causing someone pain?  
Furthermore, would Aharon really be offended that his younger brother was 
replacing him? Aharon, of all people, whose extraordinary humility 
transcended even the humility of Avrohom Avinu (Chullin 89a). Aharon not 
merely performed kindness but was the very essence of kindness and 
goodness itself(2). Would Aharon, the living angel of holiness and humility, of 
kindness and goodness, be offended that it was not he, but his younger brother 
who would be zocheh to bring about the salvation of Klal Yisroel? How much 
hurt would Aharon actually feel? In light of all this, was it really worthwhile 
for Moshe to give up such an opportunity of immense dimension in order to 
merely avoid a minute possibility of causing Aharon anguish? 

The answer is a resounding "yes." Moshe Rabbeinu, who attained the highest 
levels of wisdom and prophecy, understood that even Aharon, with all his 
holiness and purity, was still only a human being of flesh and blood. There 
could be buried deep within the depths of Aharon's pure and holy heart a 
personal hurt that he would not be the leader of Klal Yisrael anymore. Given 
this assessment, Moshe Rabbeinu was obligated to decline even this incredible 
mission that Hashem was entrusting him with.  
Causing tzaar, however slightly, to another human being is absolutely 
forbidden. Notwithstanding the infinite magnitude of the mission assigned 
him, Moshe knew that he could not take part in something that might 
ultimately lead to causing anguish, however minutely, to another individual. 
May we merit to realize that causing hurt to another human being is an 
offense of major proportion. Each and every human being possesses G-
Dliness within him. He was created betzelem Elokim and has within him a 
chelek eloka mimaal, a Divine soul from Above.(3) Moshe Rabbeinu recoiled 
from accepting a mission of universal proportion because of a possibility of 
causing a miniscule amount of hurt to his brother Aharon.  
May we be privileged similarly, to do everything within our power not to 
inflict any hurt whatsoever upon any individual. May we be zoche to treat 
each and every human being with respect and with dignity. Amen. 
1. Bereshis 19-11 
2. Yalkut Shimoni Shmos 174. 
3. One who causes hurt to another Jew is as if he causes hurt to the Shechina itself, Kavyachol  
(Sanhedrin 58b). 
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Covenant & Conversation 
Turning Curses into Blessings (Shemot 5776) 
29 December 2015 
Genesis ends on an almost serene note. Jacob has found his long lost son. 
The family has been reunited. Joseph has forgiven his brothers. Under his 
protection and influence the family has settled in Goshen, one of the most 
prosperous regions of Egypt. They now have homes, property, food, the 
protection of Joseph and the favour of Pharaoh. It must have seemed one 
of the golden moments of Abraham’s family’s history. 
Then, as has happened so often since, “There arose a new Pharaoh who did 
not know Joseph.” There was a political climate change. The family fell 
out of favour. Pharaoh told his advisers: “Look, the Israelite people are 
becoming too numerous and strong for us”(1) – the first time the word 
“people” is used in the Torah with reference to the children of Israel. “Let 
us deal shrewdly with them, so that they may not increase.” And so the 
whole mechanism of oppression moves into operation: forced labour that 
turns into slavery that becomes attempted genocide. 
The story is engraved in our memory. We tell it every year, and in 
summary-form in our prayers, every day. It is part of what it is to be a Jew. 
Yet there is one phrase that shines out from the narrative: “But the more 
they were oppressed, the more they increased and the more they spread.” 
That, no less than oppression itself, is part of what it means to be a Jew. 
The worse things get, the stronger we become. Jews are the people who 
not only survive but thrive in adversity. 
Jewish history is not merely a story of Jews enduring catastrophes that 
might have spelled the end to less tenacious groups. It is that after every 
disaster, Jews renewed themselves. They discovered some hitherto hidden 
reservoir of spirit that fuelled new forms of collective self-expression as 
the carriers of God’s message to the world. 
Every tragedy begat new creativity. After the division of the kingdom 
following the death of Solomon came the great literary prophets, Amos 
and Hosea, Isaiah and Jeremiah. Out of the destruction of the First Temple 
and the Babylonian exile came the renewal of Torah in the life of the 
nation, beginning with Ezekiel and culminating in the vast educational 
programme brought back to Israel by Ezra and Nehemiah. From the 
destruction of the Second Temple came the immense literature of rabbinic 
Judaism, until then preserved mostly in the form of an oral tradition: 
Mishnah, Midrash and Gemara. 
From the Crusades came the Hassidei Ashkenaz, the North European 
school of piety and spirituality. Following the Spanish expulsion came the 
mystic circle of Tzefat: Lurianic Kabbalah and all it inspired by way of 
poetry and prayer. From East European persecution and poverty came the 
Hassidic movement and its revival of grass-roots Judaism through a 
seemingly endless flow of story and song. And from the worst tragedy of 
all in human terms, the Holocaust, came the rebirth of the state of Israel, 
the greatest collective Jewish affirmation of life in more than two thousand 
years. 
It is well known that the Chinese ideogram for “crisis” also means 
“opportunity”. Any civilisation that can see the blessing within the curse, 
the fragment of light within the heart of darkness, has within it the 
capacity to endure. Hebrew goes one better. The word for crisis, mashber, 
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also means “a child-birth chair.” Written into the semantics of Jewish 
consciousness is the idea that the pain of hard times is a collective form of 
the contractions of a woman giving birth. Something new is being born. 
That is the mindset of a people of whom it can be said that “the more they 
were oppressed, the more they increased and the more they spread.” 
Where did it come from, this Jewish ability to turn weakness into strength, 
adversity into advantage, darkness into light? It goes back to the moment 
in which our people received its name, Israel. It was then, as Jacob 
wrestled alone at night with an angel, that as dawn broke his adversary 
begged him to let him go. “I will not let you go until you bless me”, said 
Jacob. That is the source of our peculiar, distinctive obstinacy. We may 
have fought all night. We may be tired and on the brink of exhaustion. We 
may find ourselves limping, as did Jacob. Yet we will not let our adversary 
go until we have extracted a blessing from the encounter. This turned out 
to be not a minor and temporary concession. It became the basis of his new 
name and our identity. Israel, the people who “wrestled with God and man 
and prevailed”, is the nation that grows stronger with each conflict and 
catastrophe. 
I was reminded of this unusual national characteristic by an article that 
appeared in the British press in October 2015. Israel at the time was 
suffering from a wave of terrorist attacks that saw Palestinians murdering 
innocent civilians in streets and bus stations throughout the country. It 
began with these words: “Israel is an astonishing country, buzzing with 
energy and confidence, a magnet for talent and investment – a cauldron of 
innovation.” It spoke of its world-class excellence in aerospace, clean-
tech, irrigation systems, software, cyber-security, pharmaceuticals and 
defence systems. (2) 
“All this”, the writer went on to say, “derives from brainpower, for Israel 
has no natural resources and is surrounded by hostile neighbours.” The 
country is living proof of “the power of technical education, immigration 
and the benefits of the right sort of military service.” Yet this cannot be all, 
since Jews have consistently overachieved, wherever they were and 
whenever they were given the chance. He goes through the various 
suggested explanations: the strength of Jewish families, their passion for 
education, a desire for self-employment, risk-taking as a way of life, and 
even ancient history. The Levant was home to the world’s first agricultural 
societies and earliest traders. Perhaps, then, the disposition to enterprise 
was written, thousands of years ago, into Jewish DNA. Ultimately, though, 
he concludes that it has to do with “culture and communities”. 
A key element of that culture has to do with the Jewish response to crisis. 
To every adverse circumstance, those who have inherited Jacob’s 
sensibilities insist: “I will not let you go until you bless me.” That is how 
Jews, encountering the Negev, found ways of making the desert bloom. 
Seeing a barren, neglected landscape elsewhere, they planted trees and 
forests. Faced with hostile armies on all their borders, they developed 
military technologies they then turned to peaceful use. War and terror 
forced them to develop medical expertise and world-leading skills in 
dealing with the aftermath of trauma. They found ways of turning every 
curse into a blessing. The historian Paul Johnson, as always, put it 
eloquently: 
Over 4,000 years the Jews proved themselves not only great survivors but 
extraordinarily skilful in adapting to the societies among which fate had 
thrust them, and in gathering whatever human comforts they had to offer. 
No people has been more fertile in enriching poverty or humanising 
wealth, or in turning misfortune to creative account.(3) 
There is something profoundly spiritual as well as robustly practical about 
this ability to transform the bad moments of life into a spur to creativity. It 
is as if, deep within us were a voice saying, “You are in this situation, bad 
though it is, because there is a task to perform, a skill to acquire, a strength 
to develop, a lesson to learn, an evil to redeem, a shard of light to be 
rescued, a blessing to be uncovered, for I have chosen you to give 
testimony to humankind that out of suffering can come great blessings if 
you wrestle with it for long enough and with unshakeable faith.” 
In an age in which people of violence are committing acts of brutality in 
the name of the God of compassion, the people of Israel are proving daily 
that this is not the way of the God of Abraham, the God of life and the 
sanctity of life. And whenever we who are a part of that people lose heart, 
and wonder when it will ever end, we should recall the words: “The more 
they were oppressed, the more they increased and the more they spread.” 
A people of whom that can be said can be injured, but can never be 
defeated. God’s way is the way of life. 
1. Ex. 1:9. This is the first intimation in history of what in modern times 
took the form of the Russian forgery, The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. 
In the Diaspora, Jews – powerless – were often seen as all-powerful. What 
this usually means, when translated, is: How is it that Jews manage to 
evade the pariah status we have assigned to them? 
2. Luke Johnson, ‘Animal Spirits: Israel and its tribe of risk-taking 
entrepreneurs,’ Sunday Times, 4 October 2015. 

3. Paul Johnson, The History of the Jews, London, Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1987, 58 
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Rabbi A. Leib Scheinbaum 

Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Shemos 
They embittered their lives with hard work… All the labors that they 
performed with them were with crushing hardness. (1:14) 
The Talmud Pesachim 39a explains that Chazeres/ lettuce, which may be 
used for marror, bitter herbs, is representational of the type of crushing 
hard labor to which the Jewish People were subjected by their Egyptian 
taskmasters. Chazeres begins soft (at first, when one bites into it, it seems 
soft, almost sweet), becoming marror and bitter tasting overtime; likewise, 
the Egyptian initiated the Jewish slave labor with sweetness: either by 
offering them money in reimbursement for their time and toil; or by 
convincing them of the significance of their labor, etc. 
Chazal's statement attributing the use of lettuce to its similarity with the 
manner in which the Egyptians initiated the Jewish slave labor is 
enigmatic. The primary purpose served by marror is to recall the bitterness 
that we experienced while we were slaves in Egypt. Marror is bitter; the 
slave labor was bitter! What more is there to say? How does the fact that 
the bitterness was at first sweet, that our slave experience began with a 
smooth tongue, add to the bitterness of the experience? How does the use 
of the word pehrach, a soft tongue, which is a homiletic rendering of 
perach, usually translated as crushing hardness; affect the bitterness which 
Klal Yisrael experienced?? 
Horav Yosef Tzvi Salant, zl, draws a distinction between one who 
experiences pain and troubles for which he is not responsible, and one who 
experiences pain and suffering for which he is responsible. The former is 
neither guilty of any infraction which would warrant his suffering, nor did 
he do anything to initiate it; the latter is himself the cause of his troubles, 
such as that he was convinced/fooled by others to do something for which 
he is presently paying bitterly. If the Jews would have suffered at the 
hands of the Egyptians for no reason other than that the Egyptians were an 
evil nation who subjected them to crushing labor out of their deep-rooted 
hatred for the Jews, we would have lived with it. Now, added to the pain 
of the bondage is the humiliation of our own involvement in our tragedy; it 
increases the nature of the pain of the slavery. 
The Jews in Egypt experienced devastating pain as they slaved for their 
Egyptian taskmasters. In addition, Klal Yisrael realized that they had 
played a leading role in bringing this bondage upon themselves. Thus, as a 
remembrance of the folly and pain of their bondage, they established the 
custom of eating bitter lettuce, which is, at first, soft and, later, hard and 
bitter. 
Rav Salant suggests that this might be another reason for dipping the bitter 
marror into the charoses, which is sweet: to recall the fact that the bitter 
labor had a sweet beginning. At first, the Egyptians acted as our best 
friends, who supposedly were looking out for our welfare and wanted us to 
earn some extra money. Later, we realized that it was all a ploy to 
convince us to work, so that we would fall under their domination. 
Moshe grew up, and went out to his brethren and observed their burdens. 
(2:11) 
"Moshe grew up". The Torah teaches us that the definition of "growing 
up" is assuming responsibility. It has nothing to do with age. Personally 
identifying with the plight of the Jews; viewing them as his brothers - 
despite the fact that he had been raised amid royalty and wealth - was a 
sign of Moshe's maturation. The next step in his growth process was 
actually leaving the royal palace and joining together with his brothers in 
their labor. Last, as the well-known Rashi expounds - Nosan eino v'libo 
liheyos meitzar aleihem; "He applied his eyes and heart to see their 
suffering and grieve with them." Horav Aharon Kotler, zl, explains that 
Moshe Rabbeinu did two things: he shared their burdens; he also felt their 
pain. The Rosh Yeshivah explains that helping someone in need is a great 
mitzvah: lending a hand, writing a check, sending over a meal, even being 
there whenever necessary to support, encourage, soothe, are all important. 
They are, however, only part of the mitzvah of nosei b'ol im chaveiro, 
carrying the yoke together with his friend, sharing in his burden. Intrinsic 
to this mitzvah is actually feeling his pain. Moshe did not work alongside 
his brothers; he suffered and grieved with them. He experienced what they 
were experiencing. 
We are Rachamanim bnei Rachamanim, compassionate sons (and 
daughters) of compassionate sons (and daughters): we help; we are there; 
we give; we visit; we talk. At the end of the day, however, we go home to 
our families, our lives, our homes. We do not live their pain. It does not 
hurt us. Rav Aharon explains that Moshe did more than just help - he 
grieved; he felt their pain in such a manner that it grieved him. He was 
sickened by their plight. 
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When a Jew provides kindness with his hands, but his heart is indifferent 
to the plight of the subject of his kindness, he remains detached, unfeeling, 
and, eventually, he will become uncaring. Empathy is an inherent 
component of giving. To give and not feel the beneficiary's pain is lifeless 
giving. It is not Jewish giving. With this idea in mind, I think we can 
understand the following story, which I wrote a number of years ago. 
In the slave labor camp of Plashuv, a Jewish prisoner was aroused one 
night to the sound of two kapos conversing with one another. These kapos 
were concentration camp police who were selected from among the Jewish 
prisoners themselves to carry out the orders of the Nazis in expediting the 
Final Solution. Their personal survival was contingent upon their being 
able to prove their fidelity to the Nazi beasts in carrying out heartless acts 
of cruelty against their own brethren. Not only did the Nazis kill the Jews, 
but they also used their victims' coreligionists to execute these orders. One 
would think that finding "volunteers" for this type of work would meet 
with difficulty. Sadly, this is the human condition; one will do anything to 
survive, to save members of his own family - even at the expense of 
descending to the nadir of depravity and becoming an enemy to his 
brethren. This was truly a sad page in our history. The following 
conversation ensued between the two kapos: 
One of them was crying, to his comrade's astonishment. Cruelty was part 
of their lifestyle, and, whatever emotions they might have had, were long 
gone. Tears were not an expression endemic to a kapo. 
"Why the tears? What happened?" 
"Do not ask," the other kapo replied. "Something occurred that shook me 
up terribly." 
"I do not understand. What could possibly shake you up? We are unmoved 
by the sufferings of our wretched brothers. After all, it is either us or them. 
I escorted my own father to his death, and you watched as your mother 
was shot to death. What could possibly bring you to tears?" 
Amid broken-hearted sobs, the weeping kapo answered, "Today was 
different than anything I had ever experienced. I was taking an old chasid 
to be killed, when, suddenly, he stopped, looked me straight in the eyes 
and said, 'Yes, we deserve this horrible punishment. We are truly guilty 
and warrant this terrible fate. If one Jew is capable of leading another Jew 
to the slaughter, then something is very amiss with our nation, and we 
must answer for it - even if it means such a punishment!' Whenever I think 
of that old Jew's condemning words, I tremble with disgust and self-
loathing." 
This story and the old chasid's glaring words should evoke a feeling of 
introspection within all of us. Are we in some remote way guilty of the 
same form of indifference? Must one chas v'shalom, Heaven forbid, have 
to lead a fellow Jew to his death, or does a lack of empathy- or even a 
twinge of hatred for someone who does not maintain our beliefs - warrant 
Hashem's anger? Hopefully, we will never find out. Moshe Rabbeinu 
teaches us the level of empathy to which a Jew must go. It is not the gold 
standard - it is the minimum, because our gold standard is the minimum. 
Everything else is above and beyond the call of duty. Feeling the pain of 
the other is the Torah's definition of chesed. 
Moshe was shepherding the sheep of Yisro, his father-in-law, the Priest 
of Midyan. (3:1) 
The Torah is informing us that Moshe Rabbeinu's vocation prior to his 
being selected as the man who would lead the Jewish People from Egypt, 
and who would shepherd them throughout their desert journey, was a 
shepherd. The Torah does not waste words. If the Torah mentions Moshe's 
background, it is because it is vital to his resume as leader. Chazal explain 
that our quintessential leader was first given a "trial run" as Yisro's 
shepherd, in order to ascertain his leadership abilities. After seeing how 
Moshe performed as a shepherd, Hashem chose him to lead our ancestors. 
What did he do that was so special? 
Moshe distinguished between the needs of the younger, weaker sheep and 
the older ones. Young sheep need to drink; they cannot chew tough grass; 
they tire much quicker than older ones. Moshe's sensitivity to the little 
things, his empathy for the "little guy," indicated that he possessed the 
qualities inherent in a great leader. 
Horav Shlomo Freifeld, zl, expounds on the idea that an individual's 
sensitivity to caring about the little things, and the little people in life, 
determines his ability to be a manhig, leader. Chazal teach that Hashem is 
bochein, tests, a tzaddik, righteous person, concerning his sensitivity to the 
bedikah ketaneh, small things. What is so important about small things? 
The Rosh Yeshivah compares this to the (then) newly-discovered science 
of molecular biology, chemistry, science. Molecules are something which 
we cannot see, but are the primary force behind the objects which we do 
see. He explains that there is tremendous symmetry within the molecular 
structure, thus allowing it to generate its greatest power. It is not the actual 
size of a product; it is the harmony, the symmetry, the perfection of its 
molecular components. One may not ignore the "little" things, the 
molecules which comprise the things we see. Likewise, in the spiritual 
dimension, there is a concept of molecular ruchniyos, spiritual molecules. 
A leader who ignores the little things, who lacks sensitivity to the spiritual 
molecules within each person, who ignores the spiritual molecules within 
himself - is not fit to be a leader. 
Let us delve a little deeper into this idea. Chazal (Pirkei Avos 2) teach that 
the world was created through the medium of Asarah Maamaros, Ten 

Divine Utterances. Why? Hashem could just as well have ordained the 
world into being with one utterance. The Mishnah says that Hashem used 
ten, so that now there is license to punish the wicked who destroy a world 
through ten utterances. Obviously, Chazal's statement leaves us in an even 
greater quandary. What is achieved/what message is conveyed through the 
lesson of Ten Utterances? 
The Maharal explains that the purpose of the Ten Utterances is to 
demonstrate that there is order and hierarchy in the universe; there is a 
system. All aspects of the cosmos - both physical and spiritual - function 
in accordance with a precise system, a vast and beautiful symmetry in 
which even the tiniest molecule has its place and fits in perfectly. The 
symmetry of Creation is supported by tov, good, and it is disrupted by ra, 
evil. Thus, good equals symmetry, bad begets chaos and disorder. Chazal 
are teaching us a very important lesson in life. All that supports the 
symmetry of Creation is good, while all that disrupts it is evil. Good - 
order; evil - chaos. Chazal have provided us with a powerful principle by 
which to navigate life. 
The rules of symmetry are not rigid. Symmetry is fluid. Thus, we treat 
people with kindness and consideration, because, to do otherwise, would 
be chaotic and create an imbalance in the order/harmony of Creation. 
Since symmetry is fluid, we understand that sometimes we must be kind, 
but, at other times, we need to be cruel. At times, we laugh and are filled 
with joy, but, at other times, we must weep and mourn because the 
situation warrants it. This is the meaning of fluid symmetry. It is flexible, 
moving and changing as it flows through time, through various situations. 
All it takes is seichel, common sense, and daas, intelligence, which are 
both the result of our connection with Torah scholars who teach and hone 
our ability to think. Daas is a derivative of learning Torah from a rebbe. 
We are taught how to think, how to live, when to cry and when to laugh. 
Thus, we become symmetrical human beings who support Creation. 
Simple/little things provide symmetry. They distinguish between a 
symmetrical moment and a crude experience. A reverberating "Good 
morning," rendered with a smile, creates symmetry within a person, 
causing him to feel happy and put together. That "Good morning," 
however simple, makes his day. Rav Freifeld remembers approaching 
Horav Arye Levin, zl, the tzaddik of Yerushalayim, at a wedding and 
giving him shalom Aleichem - a simple greeting. The tzaddik looked at 
him, took his hand in both of his and smiled warmly. He conveyed a 
message: "I care about you. You are important to me." 
Kindness is all-important, but, at times it is necessary to suspend our kind 
emotions, such as when dealing with cruel, perverted people. To be kind to 
them means to be cruel to others. This is not symmetrical. Parents have to 
manifest love and affection toward their children, but we all know that 
misplaced kindness can be as detrimental as misplaced discipline. One 
must employ seichel (if he has any; if not, he should ask advice and listen). 
Molding children is one of the most difficult and complex undertakings. 
One must use daas to know what to do and when to do it; otherwise, he 
will create a lack of symmetry. 
The Rosh Yeshivah relates hearing of a young child that fell off a fence on 
Shabbos and landed on his head. A young man ran out of his shul, his 
peyos flying, threw off his tallis, picked up the child, and immediately 
flagged a taxi to take the child to the hospital. (This occurred before 
Hatzalah had become a household term.) His friend came running over to 
him, "Perhaps you should not be so rash. Wait. It does not look so bad. 
There is no reason to be mechallel, to desecrate the holy Shabbos." Once 
again, the significance of Shabbos observance is immeasurable, but the 
symmetry of Creation may call for the opposite. 
The Alter, zl, m'Kelm, Horav Simcha Zissel Broide, was the standard 
bearer of the Kelm Talmud Torah and of the community which also 
reflected his character and demeanor. The yeshivah maintained the 
services of a shamash, an attendant, who performed menial jobs around the 
yeshivah. He was paid a small salary for his troubles. In addition, he 
received an additional compensation for all of his troubles: grazing rights 
for his goat on a grassy plot of land next to the yeshivah. 
One day, Rav Simcha Zissel crossed this plot of land on the way to the 
yeshivah. The students noticed their revered Rebbe stop as he was about to 
enter the yeshivah. He bent over, raised his foot and inspected his shoes. 
He then extracted a few blades of grass that had stuck to the heel of his 
shoe. Seeing this, one of the talmidim asked, "Rebbe, why do you do 
this?" (This, too, was part of the learning process in Kelm. No action was 
wasted; no action went unnoticed.) 
The Alter explained, "You know, of course, that the grass on that little 
patch belongs to the shamash. This is food for his goat. The grass was 
high, and I was afraid that when I crossed the patch I might have 
inadvertently taken some of the grass that did not belong to me. So I 
returned it to its proper place." 
This might be a bit extreme for us, but it certainly bespeaks the level of 
symmetry achieved by the Alter m'Kelm. His life was a work of art, a 
harmonious image of brilliant and perfect symmetry. For someone of his 
caliber, a blade of grass that was not his had to be returned to its proper 
place. We now understand the extent to which Moshe Rabbeinu concerned 
himself with the needs of the young sheep - and why Hashem chose him to 
be our leader. 
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Many ascribe to achieve symmetry, but, without the complement of 
daas/seichel, it is difficult. Indeed, what they think is symmetry is, in fact, 
chaos. Furthermore, once one achieves an exalted position in life, it does 
not excuse him from striving to maintain symmetry in his life. Rav 
Freifeld relates that he was once in a hotel in Tel Aviv in which the huge 
dining hall overlooked the Mediterranean Sea. It was truly a breathtaking 
view. The Ponevezer Rav, zl, was also staying at that hotel. While Rav 
Freifeld was eating breakfast, Rebbetzin Kahaneman, his wife, entered the 
room and approached the head waiter. They seemed to be looking all over 
the room for something. The head waiter walked out and returned a few 
minutes later with a vase. The Rebbetzin then proceeded to put a flower 
into the vase and place it on the table which was designated for the 
Ponevezer Rav. No other table in the dining room had a flower on it. It is 
the small things that can make a difference. A single flower strategically 
placed can lift a person's spirit, enliven his days and bring light into his 
life. The Rebbetzin wanted it for her husband - symmetry. 
And he (Aharon) went and encountered him (Moshe) at the mountain of 
G-d, and he kissed him. (4:27) 
According to Rambam, Moshe Rabbeinu and Aharon HaKohen met at Har 
Sinai. What seems to be a simple meeting of two brothers is described by 
Chazal as an encounter of two individuals with complementary character 
traits. "This is what is written, Chesed v'emes nifgashu, tzedek v'shalom 
nashaku, 'Kindness and truth met, righteous and peace kissed'" (Tehillim 
85:11). Kindness" refers to Aharon, and "truth" refers to Moshe. This is 
what is meant by "kindness" and "truth" met - "And he (Aharon) met him 
(Moshe) at the mountain of G-d." "Righteous" refers to Moshe and "peace" 
refers to Aharon. Thus, "kiss" corresponds to "and he kissed him" (The 
Midrash cites the corresponding pesukim which indicate that Moshe and 
Aharon were the exemplars of these individual middos, character traits.) 
We must add that this does not mean that Moshe Rabbeinu represented 
only emes and tzedek, and Aharon HaKohen represented only chesed and 
shalom. Clearly, Moshe was also dedicated to kindness and peace, as 
Aharon was devoted to truth and righteousness; rather, the intent of the 
Midrash is to underscore the primary attributes emblematized by Moshe 
and Aharon. 
Horav Aharon Soloveitchik, zl, observes that, when dealing with people, 
one must have recourse to the four middos represented by Moshe and 
Aharon. He distinguishes, however, between Jews and non-Jews with 
regard to the predominant attitude one must employ. When confronting 
Jews, the dominant attitude should be that of Aharon - a disposition of 
chesed and shalom, although, at times, emes and tzedek must be utilized. 
When confronting gentiles, the middos which best represented Moshe, 
emes and tzedek, should prevail. 
Let us now view the pasuk in Sefer Tehillim to understand the Psalmist's 
specific choice of words: "Kindness and truth met; righteous and peace 
kissed." Why does David Hamelech choose these two disparate terms of 
reconciliation? The Rosh Yeshivah explains that the term "meeting," 
implies more than a simple coming together. It bespeaks an encounter 
which involves negotiations and even, at times, slight concessions. 
"Kissing," however, has a deeper meaning. It implies an alliance, a coming 
together of the minds in such a manner that total harmony reigns. Now we 
must see how these specific terms relate to chesed and emes, and tzedek 
and shalom, respectively. 
In order to understand the distinction between these terms we must first 
see how the Torah views these terms and in what context. Emes mei eretz 
tazmach v'tzedek miShomayim nishkaf, "Truth will sprout from the 
ground and righteousness will look down from Heaven." What is the 
meaning of this pasuk? Does truth grow from the ground? Is righteousness 
a Heavenly attribute? Chazal (Midrash Rabbah, Bereishis 8:5) quote this 
pasuk to explain the well-known Aggadah which relates that, when 
Hashem was about to create Adam HaRishon, man, the middah, character 
trait, of emes protested. Man is prone to prevaricate. Why bring his lies 
into the new world? Hashem's response was to cast emes to the earth, from 
where it could grow. 
Chazal are teaching us that, indeed, the cultivation of truth in others is a 
slow, often tedious, process. Similar to the cultivation of a tree which 
grows from the earth - it does not happen overnight. When teaching others, 
emes must be fostered gradually. This, the Rosh Yeshivah explains, is why 
there is no mitzvah of tochachah, rebuke, towards a person who will not 
heed the reproof. It is a waste, because if he does not possess the middah 
of emes as an inherent part of his psyche, it is all for naught. One must be 
truthful with himself in order to accept rebuke. 
Tzedek, however, "will look down from Heaven." Righteousness and 
justice must be held as they appear in all their glory, in all their brilliance. 
These are terms that are Heaven-sent, their source determined by Heavenly 
rules and perfection. While emes refers to spreading a true idea to others, 
tzedek refers to one's personal rectitude. When it comes to just/righteous 
behavior, there is no room or time for development. One cannot excuse his 
unjust, unrighteous behavior by attributing it to development issues. "It 
takes time to develop a sense of justice" is a disingenuous excuse. One's 
personal ethical conduct must be inspired and guided by the lessons 
gleaned from - and implied by - the Divine idea of righteousness and 
justice. Veritably, one must be patient in imbuing others with moral 
values; one cannot hesitate (or neglect altogether) to demonstrate the 

principles of righteousness and justice in his own actions. An individual 
whose sense of right and wrong, justice and righteousness, have yet to be 
refined has no business inspiring others. 
To recap: Between truth and kindness, which represent our dedication to 
the principles of truth and our devotion to dealing kindly with others, there 
can be a meeting, a sort of reconciliation, because truth is developed 
gradually. It cannot, however, develop into a solid alliance. Truth and 
kindness can meet, but not ally with one another. An alliance with a 
weakened - yet underdeveloped - truth is the same as compromising the 
truth, and we brook no compromise with regard to the truth. This means 
that, unequivocally, we do not concede the truth of the Torah just so that 
we may better relate to those who are not committed to the truth of the 
Torah. There can, likewise, be no spiritual alliance with those who deny 
the existence of Torah min haShomayim, the Authorship of the Torah. 
(This applies to both the Written and Oral Law). Meeting - yes; alliance - 
no, for alliance bespeaks compromise on our part. On the other hand, 
between shalom, true peace which is predicated upon justice and fairness - 
and tzedek, righteousness, there can certainly be a full alliance. 
Va'ani Tefillah 
Prior to commencing Shemoneh Esrai, we take three steps backward, so 
that we can take three steps forward. This is our final preparation before 
we begin our conversation with Hashem. The Baal Shem Tov, zl, 
explained this with an analogy. When a parent teaches his child to walk, he 
does so by calling the child to come towards him. As the child comes 
closer, the parent moves further away in order to encourage his child to 
walk a bit more. Likewise, we have moments in our lives when Hashem 
appears to be moving away from us. He seems to be concealing Himself, 
withdrawing Himself from our lives (in effect our minds), leaving us to 
fend for ourselves. This is not a sign of Divine rejection or even 
displeasure. On the contrary, Hashem often withdraws Himself from us, so 
that we will initiate a search for Him. If at first we do not "seem" to find 
Him, we intensify our search until we feel that we have made the 
connection that we are seeking. Hashem steps back (so to speak), so that 
we will step forward. He wants and encourages us to come to Him. As we 
prepare to rejuvenate our relationship with Hashem via the medium of the 
Shemoneh Esrai encounter, we symbolically re-enact this process. It is as 
if we are saying; "We are not discouraged when Hashem takes three steps 
back from us, because we understand that He is, thus, encouraging and 
empowering us to take three steps forward toward Him." 
Sponsored In memory of Mrs. Toby Salamon  
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Rabbi Dovid Seigel 

Haftorah 
Parshas Shemos  - Yeshaya 27:6 - 28:13, 29:22 
This week's haftorah displays the true potential of the Jewish people and 
their unlimited ability. The prophet Yeshaya opens with a descriptive 
expression about the Jewish exile and exodus from Egypt. He states, 
"Those who are coming will strike roots as Yaakov and will blossom and 
bud as Yisroel." (27:6) These words refer to the drastic contradistinction 
between the Jewish people who struck roots in Egypt and those who 
merited the exodus. Yeshaya says that they entered with the identity of 
Yaakov and left as Yisroel. This change of name typified the spiritual 
ascent of the Jewish people which began from the downtrodden status of 
the galus Jew,Yaakov, and resulted with the supreme status of Yisroel. 
These names truly reflect the incredible spiritual growth of the Jewish 
people who developed from a nearly assimilated group rising to the lofty 
kingdom of priests. 
In this week's parsha the S'forno reveals to us a significant dimension 
regarding the Jewish people's conduct in Egypt. In describing the Jewish 
population explosion in Egypt the Torah says, "And the children of Israel 
were fruitful and multiplied in swarms and proliferated and became 
overpowering in excessive measures." (Sh'mos 1:7) The S'forno takes note 
of this peculiar expression "multiplying in swarms" which seems to 
compare the Jewish people to swarms of insects and crawling creatures. 
He explains that this comparison refers to the prevalent mannerisms of the 
Jewish people in those days. They fell prey to Egyptian culture and were 
transformed into of a free thinking, undisciplined race. This comment 
reflects the words of Chazal which indicate that during the early years in 
Egypt the Jews roamed the streets of Egypt. They preoccupied themselves 
with Egyptian practices and freely participated in Egypt's immoral style of 
amusement and enjoyment. 
The S'forno, in his commentary to previous passages, informs us that this 
severe spiritual descent transpired only after the passing of the initial pious 
group who entered Egypt. Once the devout were out of sight, the Jewish 
people began viewing Egypt as their homeland and became acclimated to 
her alien culture. This, however, was the description of their earliest era. 
Miraculously, after years of heavy servitude and torturous slavery, this 
same Jewish people emerged as a nation of sanctity and dignity, each 
worthy of the highest level of prophecy. At this point they qualified for the 
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revelation of Hashem at Har Sinai and were temporarily elevated to the 
spiritual level of the angels. The prophet Yeshaya reflects upon this early 
experience to demonstrate the Jewish people's true potential. From it we 
learn that even after digressing for an extended period to the level of 
swarming creatures the Jewish people's potential remained that of the 
angels themselves. 
The prophet Yeshaya continues and predicts that this pattern will reoccur 
amongst the Jewish nation. He begins with sharp words of reprimand to 
the ten tribes of Israel and calls upon them to remove every trace of 
idolatry from their kingdom. He warns them and says, "Woe unto you, 
crown of arrogance; drunkards of Efraim. The splendor of your glory will 
be likened to a withering bud." (28:1) This refers to the imminent 
experience of destruction and exile soon to befall the ten tribes. Yeshaya 
then continues and turns to the remaining Jewish segment, the Judean 
kingdom, and blames them for following a similar path. To them Yeshaya 
says, "And they too were negligent through wine and strayed through 
intoxication...for all of their tables were replete with refuse without any 
remaining space." (27:7,8) These passages refer to the sinful plunge of the 
Judean empire into idolatry. Although this repulsive practice originated 
from the ten tribes it eventually took hold amongst the Judean kingdom 
and they also seriously strayed from the proper path. 
But, Yeshaya inserts here some encouraging words and says, "On that day 
Hashem will be a crown of splendor and a diadem of glory for the remnant 
of His people." (28:5) The Radak (ad loc.) explains Yeshaya's reason for 
expressing these comforting words in the midst of his heavy rebuke. Radak 
sees these words as a reference to the Judean kingdom's future fortune, 
meriting one of the greatest miracles in Jewish history. In their near future, 
the mighty King Sanherev would attempt to engage in a heavy war against 
the Jewish people. In response to this Hashem would perform an awesome 
miracle and rescue His people without suffering one casualty. This miracle 
would result from an unprecedented campaign by King Chizkiyahu to 
proliferate Torah knowledge throughout the Judean kingdom. The Talmud 
(Sanhedrin 94b) records that during this illustrious era every single person 
- man or woman, boy or girl - was proficient in the most complicated laws 
of ritual cleanliness. This very same kingdom who, one generation earlier 
was so heavily involved in idolatry, would soon cleanse itself from all sin 
and become totally immersed in Torah study and rituals. Through this 
enormous comeback, the prophet demonstrated the unlimited potential of 
the Jewish people. Although they may seriously digress in their spiritual 
ways, they do remain capable of a perfect reversal. Yeshaya stressed the 
phenomena that over the span of but one generation the Jewish people 
went from total spiritual bankruptcy to almost unprecedented perfection, 
meriting one of the greatest miracles ever seen. 
In this spirit, Yeshaya brings the haftorah to a close and relays Hashem's 
heartwarming statement to our patriarch Yaakov. Hashem says, "Now, 
don't be embarrassed Yaakov, and don't blush from shame because when 
your children will see My hand in their midst they will sanctify My 
name... and exalt the Hashem of Israel." (29: 22, 23) The undertone here is 
that in the future the Jewish people will severely stray from the proper 
path. Their actions will be so inexcusable that their beloved patriarch 
Yaakov will be embarrassed and ashamed of them. But Hashem reminds 
Yaakov to focus on the unlimited potential of his children, the Jewish 
people. Although they can and do stray from the path, this is only when 
Hashem conceals Himself from them. In spiritual darkness, they lose sight 
of true values and, being amongst the nations of the world, adopt foreign 
values and customs. But the moment Hashem returns to them with His 
open hand, they will regain their true status of greatness. They will quickly 
return to Hashem and follow His perfect ways, sanctifying and exalting 
Him with their every action. Hashem told our patriarch Yaakov to 
overlook his children's present spiritual level and to focus on their 
potential greatness. The time will surely arrive when Yaakov, after all the 
long, hard years of servitude and exile will merit Hashem's revelation. 
Undoubtedly the response to this will be an immediate return to the lofty 
levels of spirituality and Yaakov, now Yisroel, will praise and glorify 
Hashem's name for eternity. 
Text Copyright © 1998 Rabbi Dovid Siegel and Project Genesis, Inc. The author is Rosh Kollel of Kollel Toras Chaim of Kiryat Sefer, Israel.  
 

Rabbi Yaakov Asher Sinclair 

Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
With the death of Yosef, the Book of Bereishet (Genesis) comes to an end. 
The Book of Shemot (Exodus) chronicles the creation of the nation of 
Israel from the descendants of Yaakov. At the beginning of this week's 
Parsha, Pharaoh, fearing the population explosion of Jews, enslaves them. 
However, when their birthrate increases, he orders the Jewish midwives to 
kill all newborn males. Yocheved gives birth to Moshe and hides him in 
the reeds by the Nile. Pharaoh's daughter finds and adopts him, although 
she knows he is probably a Hebrew. Miriam, Moshe's sister, offers to find 
a nursemaid for Moshe and arranges for his mother Yocheved to fulfill that 

role. Years later, Moshe witnesses an Egyptian beating a Hebrew and 
Moshe kills the Egyptian. Realizing his life is in danger, Moshe flees to 
Midian where he rescues Tzipporah, whose father Yitro approves their 
subsequent marriage. On Chorev (Mt. Sinai) Moshe witnesses the burning 
bush where G-d commands him to lead the Jewish People from Egypt to 
Eretz Yisrael , the land promised to their ancestors. Moshe protests that the 
Jewish People will doubt his being G-d’s agent, so G-d enables Moshe to 
perform three miraculous transformations to validate himself in the 
people's eyes: transforming his staff into a snake, his healthy hand into a 
leprous one, and water into blood. When Moshe declares that he is not a 
good public speaker, G-d tells him that his brother Aharon will be his 
spokesman. Aharon greets Moshe on his return to Egypt and they petition 
Pharaoh to release the Jews. Pharaoh responds with even harsher decrees, 
declaring that the Jews must produce the same quota of bricks as before 
but without being given supplies. The people become dispirited, but G-d 
assures Moshe that He will force Pharaoh to let the Jews leave. 
Insights 
An Offer You Can’t Refuse 
"And there arose a new king over Egypt" (1:8) 
Rabbi Leib Chasman was the mashgiach (spiritual mentor) of the Chevron 
Yeshiva in the 1930s. The Yeshiva was faced with a certain problem and it 
was decided that the issue should be decided in a general meeting of all the 
rabbis. One of the speakers, a venerable man in his late eighties, rose to the 
podium. His advanced years and fragility necessitated the help of two of 
the younger rabbis. Finally, he cleared his throat and began to speak. "My 
esteemed and honored colleagues — hear my words! My body is weak and 
old. The natural desires of youth no longer affect my judgment. Nothing 
clouds my judgment any longer. All life’s temptations have no taste for me 
anymore. Hear my words and be guided by me!" Rabbi Chasman jumped 
to his feet and pounded the table. "Not true. All desires may wane with age 
except one, and that gets stronger and stronger — the attraction to status 
and honor." 
Our internal negative impulse is an opportunist. It's always looking for an 
opening. When one door closes on him, it pushes even harder to get in the 
other. 
"And there arose a new king over Egypt" 
The people of Egypt came to Pharaoh after Yosef’s death to organize 
themselves against the Jews. Pharaoh wouldn’t hear of it. "We only live 
because of them. How can we turn on them?" Their reaction was to depose 
Pharaoh. He became a mere commoner, no longer enjoying the position of 
king and the honor that goes with it. After cooling his heels for three 
months, he suddenly saw the light, did a 180 about-face, and embraced the 
will of the people. Thus the Torah writes, "And there arose"meaning that 
the former Pharaoh "arose" from his deposed position. 
Such is the power of status. Our deepest convictions can be held to ransom 
by an offer we can’t refuse. 
Sources: Da’at Zekeinim miba’alei Hatosefot; Rabbi Mordechai Perlman 
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Rabbi Ben Zion Sobel 

Torah MiTzion 
Shemos 
So the people spread out through the entire land of Egypt to gather 
gleanings for straw. The taskmasters pressed, saying, "Complete your 
work, the daily matter each day, as when there was straw!" The foremen of 
the Children of Israel, whom Par'oh's taskmasters had appointed over 
them, were beaten, saying, "Why did you not complete your requirement 
to make bricks, as yesterday and before yesterday, even yesterday and 
even today?" (Shemos 5:12-14). 
Rashi explains that when Par'oh increased the workload on the Children of 
Israel, denying them straw yet demanding the same quota of bricks they 
had been required to fill until then, their plight was exceptionally pitiful. 
The Jewish foremen whom Par'oh had appointed over the slaves could not 
bear to demand from them what they could not do and so they themselves 
were beaten by the Egyptian taskmasters for not producing the required 
amount. The foremen were rewarded, after the Redemption, with the 
privilege of being appointed members of the Sanhedrin, the Supreme 
Jewish Court. 
I once heard that the Bluzhever Rebbe, Rabbi Yisrael Shapiro ztvk"l, said 
that the topic of the Holocaust should be taught in yeshivas. I wondered 
what aspect of the Holocaust he had in mind and what lesson he wanted us 
to learn from those tragic events. Rather than rely on hearsay, I decided to 
go straight to the source and ascertain for certain what the Rebbe had in 
mind. 
On a trip to the United States, I visited the Rabbi's home and asked his 
grandson if I could have a few moments with the Sage who was then 
probably in his late eighties. The grandson said that although it was 
normally not a problem, these particular weeks the Rabbi did not usually 
see people. The reason, he explained, is that this is the period during which 
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the Holocaust ended and each year, at this time, the Rebbe relives the 
horrible terrors everyone went through as they became aware of how great 
the destruction actually was and what had happened to their families and 
loved ones. I explained that I was only in from Israel for a few days and I 
would only be a moment or two to ask the Rabbi what he wanted us to do 
in our yeshiva. He said he would ask his grandfather, and, a few minutes 
later, I was allowed to enter. 
I'll never forget the site of the venerable old Tzaddik who was obviously 
grieving the pain of the entire Jewish People. With warm eyes staring at 
me, the Rebbe asked what I wanted of him. Actually, I felt guilty bringing 
up the topic which was already so much on his mind. I felt as if I were 
adding salt to open wounds. But it was too late to back out. I asked the 
Rabbi if it were true that he had said that the Holocaust should be taught in 
Yeshivas. He affirmed that he had indeed said so many times. I asked him 
what aspect of the terrible nightmare he wanted us to remember and why. 
His answer was a bit surprising. 
Filled with emotion, the Rabbi told me that we should tell stories of how 
Jews kept the Torah, as best as they possibly could, and remained loyal to 
Hashem, even in those terrifying conditions. Some risked their lives to put 
on tefillin; light Chanukah candles; bake matzah; hear the shofar blown 
and even keep Shabbos as best as they possibly could. The evil Nazis, may 
their names and memory be blotted out forever, were able to triumph over 
the Jewish bodies, but the Jewish spirit remained unconquerable. These are 
the stories we should gather together and retell in yeshivas to today's 
youth. On the one hand it will make them proud, rather than ashamed, to 
be a Jew. And on the other hand it certainly obligates us, who, thank G-d, 
do not have these obstacles in our way, to do our very best to observe the 
Torah's commandments. 
This short meeting with the Holy Man was very inspiring. But the 
highlight of it all was when he offered to tell me a story of his own 
experience, as an example of what he meant. 
A note between two inmates had been intercepted by the Concentration 
Camp wardens. This was a terrible crime in those conditions and the Nazis 
wanted to punish the one who had sent it. They called the Bluzhever 
Rebbe to their headquarters and told him that they were sure that, as the 
Rabbi of the group, he could easily find out who the guilty party was, if he 
did not know already. Therefore, they would give him twenty four hours to 
reveal his name to them, or else he, himself, would be executed by them. 
The Rebbe did not hesitate for a second. He opened the pajama shirt he 
was wearing and said, "You don't have to wait twenty four hours. You can 
kill me right now. Because, I can assure you that I will never give over a 
fellow Jew to be punished by you or anyone else!" 
The Rabbi was sure that he would be shot on the spot, but, amazingly, the 
cruel Nazis were impressed with his great Jewish spirit. They replied, 
"Rabbi, you are truly a good Jew. But the others are all pigs." 
"You are mistaken," replied the Tzaddik. "The other Jews are great, 
wonderful people. I am the lowest among them all!" 
May his memory bring blessing and protection upon us. 
Shema Yisrael Torah Network info@shemayisrael.com http://www.shemayisrael.com Jerusalem, Israel 732-370-3344  
 

Rabbi Yaakov Solomon 

Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Shemot 5776: D'var Torah 
An Angel of G-d appeared to Moses in a blaze of fire from the bush. He 
saw… the bush was burning in fire, but the bush was not consumed (3:2). 
The Midrash (Ex. Rabba 2:5) says that G-d's angel appeared in the form of 
a bush rather than as a tree to show that G-d is with His People when 
things are bad, in times of trouble. It may also be that the fire represented 
the Egyptians: as much as they afflicted them, so the Israelites became 
more numerous (1:12). Combining both, the burning bush summed up and 
symbolized the situation of the suffering Israelites. The Egyptians were 
doing what they could to destroy the growing but helpless Israelite 
population, but they were prevented by the Almighty's miraculous 
intervention. 
This idea of G-d being with the Israelites in all their trials and tribulations 
was then conveyed to Moses on a larger scale. G-d said to him that he was 
to be introduced to the Israelites as Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh. The Midrash 
(ibid, 3:6) understands the message of this phrase to mean that in the same 
way that G-d was with His People in their painful formative period in 
Egypt, so He will be always be with them in bad times way into the future. 
Thus the symbolism of the burning bush is not for one particular instance, 
but an eternal message. It is a statement of G-d's relationship with the 
Israelites. They will always survive as a people through His protection 
against overwhelming odds. 
This phrase Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh is difficult to translate into English. 
Literally it is "I will be as I will be", but it has been frequently rendered as 
"I am as I am". According to this explanation "I am as I am" seems the 
more accurate interpretation - (putting Ehyeh into the imperfect tense 
conveying timelessness - past, present, and future) as it conveys the eternal 

nature of G-d's relationship with His People. Indeed our history has shown 
that even in our darkest hours we have survived as a unit if not always as 
individuals. Persecutors, many of them world-ranking great powers have 
come and gone, but the Israelites, the "smallest of nations" (Deut. 7:7) 
have survived. As we say in the Passover Hagada: "…in every generation 
they rise against us to destroy us, but the Holy One saves us from their 
hands". 
The S'forno similarly renders the response to Moses' question "What is G-
d' name?" as "I am that I am", but extends "I am that I am" to relate to the 
whole of humanity, and specifically to the Egyptians. 
For G-d's very "being" with the Earth is in the role of positive creator. He 
loves all forces and initiatives that are constructive, ratify life, advance the 
Creation and bring it towards Him. Indeed, the S'forno several times 
stresses the concept of universal man, who when acting in harmony with 
G-d, falls under Yismach Hashem Bemaasav "G-d delights in His 
creations" (Psalms 104:31, see S'forno to Gen. 6:6). 
By contrast, the Egyptians' relentless persecution of the Israelites was 
destructive and wasteful. In presenting G-d to the Israelites as "I am that I 
am", Moses was telling them that He was on their side. G-d was heeding 
the suffering that the Egyptians imposed on the Israelites as a violation of 
His entire relationship with the creation. Destructive, not constructive. 
Undermining the creation, rather than promoting the creation. G-d's 
presenting himself as "I am that I am" means that He will not tolerate 
powerful civilizations undermining vulnerable people. 
The "I am that I am" aspect of G-d is just as relevant today. In planning an 
enterprise or business venture, a person should ask: will this advance 
humanity or will the wealth generated go at the unjust expense of other 
people? Anything whose overall impact is negative would be in opposition 
to G-d's very being that requires people to assist the creation as builders, 
and not as destroyers. 
Parashat Shemot (Haftara) 5776 
To whom is the prophet teaching knowledge? To whom is he giving 
wisdom? To those small children - lesson by lesson, line by line, a little 
here, a little there (Isaiah 28:9-10). 
Guided Tour… 
This Haftara is taken from the earlier part of the Book of Isaiah. Isaiah was 
a navi: an individual who personally received the word of G-d and 
conveyed it to the people. Isaiah himself lived at around 725 BCE. That 
was when both the kingdoms of Israel and Judah were going through 
spiritual and moral decline. In consequence, his earlier prophesies - 
messages directly from G-d - foresaw the exiles of both the northern 
Kingdom of Israel under Assyria (which took place in his lifetime), and 
ultimately the southern Kingdom of Judah. 
The Book of Isaiah also contains deeply inspiring words of 
encouragement, applying to both the Israelites and the world at large. It 
repeatedly stresses that the Israelite exiles and Divine punishments 
suffered will be temporary, and that G-d will eventually redeem His 
people and settle them permanently in His land. Not only will they live 
under His constant care and guidance, but they will also raise the moral 
and ethical levels of the other nations. 
The texts forming the Haftara imply the strong message that the real threat 
to the lives of Judah and Israel was not simply the might of Assyria, the 
great international power of the time, but the nations' own sin in 
abandoning the Torah, and their lack of faith in G-d. The northern 
kingdom of the ten tribes was hurtling down in its spiritual decay, with 
defeat and exile on the way, and the southern kingdom of Judah was 
moving along the same downhill path. Isaiah opens with the encouraging 
prophecy that the 'root' of Jacob (pseudonym for Israel when suffering 
hard times, like their patriarchal ancestor) not be trampled to extinction, 
but will flourish again in the future. Despite G-d's wrath and retribution for 
their shortcomings, they will not be decimated, as many other nations. But 
although G-d preserves the root, the nation has lost its right to His mercy 
because of their failure to recognize their true role in the Creation - to live 
according to His laws. Nevertheless, when the time comes, G-d will 
'thresh' the world to find the scattered 'kernels' of His still beloved people. 
Isaiah brings the word of G-d condemning the Ten Tribes, led by Ephraim. 
He castigates them for the spiritual products of their wealth: their 
arrogance and their drunkenness - both of which prevent people from 
recognizing the truth and acting on it. All 'heads', he says, will 'lose their 
crowns' and their 'glories will wither'. Judah, states Isaiah, has also 'erred 
through wine and staggered through aged wine'. Its people have become 
estranged from their spiritual roots - the Torah, and its values and wisdom. 
Isaiah therefore declares that they must educated back to their Torah roots 
as clearly as through they were small children - slowly and accurately - bit 
by bit - one stage at a time… 
D'var Torah 
A fundamental connection between Parashat Shemot and the Haftara 
above appears to be the break with tradition. Generations of Hebrew 
slavery to the Egyptians had obliterated many of the teachings and values 
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of G-d as practiced and revealed through Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 
Generations of idol worship, and abuse of wealth and power, had severed 
the connections with many of the teachings and values of G-d as revealed 
through the Revelation at Mount Sinai, and taught by Moses and the 
Prophets. 
A passage from the Otzar Tefilla commentary on the Siddur (Additional 
Service for Rosh Hashanah) relates the following well-known tradition. 
While the Israelites were suffering under the Egyptians, the angels 
questioned G-d's heeding their cries and resolve to deliver them. They 
protested that the Israelites were no better than the Egyptians: 'those are 
pagans, and those are pagans.' G-d agreed with His angels in principle: but 
nevertheless was prepared to save them because He 'remembered his 
covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob' (Ex. 2:24). 
The implications of this tradition strongly suggest that the enslavement of 
generations of Israelites in Egypt was not just due to bad luck, but because 
they became too comfortable there (c.f. Gen.47:27), made a good living, 
and slowly forgot their traditions - to the extent of absorbing their 
paganism. However, the Egyptians never forgot that they were not 'their 
people', and they sought means to curtail their rapid increase and 
influence. This phenomenon has repeated itself throughout history. 
According to this tradition, the slavery of the Israelites in Egypt was, to a 
small extent, something they - spiritually - brought on themselves. 
Likewise, the threats of exile and destruction under Assyria were also - 
spiritually - something that the people of Israel and Judah brought on 
themselves. Both groups of Israelites had spiritually lost their identity. 
The suffering Israelites in Egypt were started on a new page - in being 
given Moses, the Exodus, and the Revelation at Mount Sinai. The Prophet 
Isaiah advised that the people of Judah should also start on a new page - be 
taught Torah values and wisdom clearly: 'lesson by lesson, line by line, a 
little here, a little there' as appears to be the case of the return to Torah 
values under Hezekiah (and after Isaiah's death, under Josiah). Why was 
there no new start for Israel? 
One suggestion lies in the following observation. No person in the Torah 
or the Prophets rose and lived to distinction or notoriety in poverty. All the 
personalities from the Patriarchs onwards were blessed with a greater or 
lesser degree of affluence. 
The suffering Israelites (none of whom were mentioned by name) lived 
entirely at the mercy of their slave masters. Their slave mentality had been 
imposed and enforced on them. 'Those are pagans, and those are pagans', 
may have been the realities, but slavery and their basic way of thinking 
was changed to such a degree that it could only be altered by miracles and 
Divine revelations. Thus the miracles of the Exodus and the Revelation at 
Mount Sinai. 
The text (and archaeological evidence) imply that Israel at the time of 
Isaiah was much wealthier than Judah. The Israelite kingdom had sinned 
though squandering its wealth. Instead of creating an educated society 
based on social justice, its fabric had rotted into a society where the 
privilege few exploited the masses. As Amos put it: 
"They have sold for silver those whose cause was just, and the needy for a 
pair of sandals."  
"You who trample the heads of the poor into the dust of the ground and 
make the humble walk a twisted course." 
"Father and son go to the same girl and therefore profane My Holy Name." 
"On every altar, they recline on garments taken in pledge, and drink wine 
in the house of the pagan gods from money they extorted from the people." 
(Amos 2:6-8) 
In other words they abused their privileged status as masters to create a 
spiritually destructive society. 
The Israelites in Egypt could listen to Moses and the Revelation - they had 
very little to lose. The people of Judea who were following in the footsteps 
of the Northern Kingdom were not sufficiently rooted in crookedness to 
see reason if it was presented to them in a suitable manner - as 
demonstrated in the reign of Hezekiah. 
But the corruption of Israel - as detailed above - were so immersed in their 
pagan ideologies that they were rendered incapable of seeing where they 
were going wrong, even when the it was obvious to the outsider. They 
would justify themselves saying - 'it is the way we do things here and it 
fits us well'. There was nothing left, but a new start produced by a 
prolonged and painful exile. 
The idea of even intelligent people becoming incapable of seeing where 
they are going wrong may be illustrated by the following: 
On giving a test some years ago at a highly respected educational 
establishment, several students obviously copied from each other. In 
following the matter up, the students themselves did not deny the charge, 
but bitterly resented my proposal to disqualify them. When I discussed this 
with the course director I got a very puzzled look, and was derisively 
asked: 'Are you being moral or something?' 
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Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Shemos 5776 - “What Character” 
Rabbi Baruch Diamond, the Rosh Kollel of Yeshiva Shor Yoshuv in Far 
Rockaway, NY, is a beloved Rebbe. Some years ago a young woman who 
was ‘in shidduchim’ and was close with his family asked him if he could 
look into a yeshiva student who was suggested to her. Rabbi Diamond 
decided that instead of meeting with him for a few minutes, he would 
invite him to his home for a Shabbos meal. 
That Shabbos the young man joined the Diamond family for the Shabbos 
day meal. When Rabbi Diamond began singing zemiros, the yeshiva 
student picked up his fork and spoon and began drumming rhythmically on 
the table. A few minutes later Rabbi Diamond took out a bottle of 
schnapps and offered the yeshiva student to ‘make a l’chaim’. The yeshiva 
student filled up his shot glass and promptly downed the contents in one 
gulp. He complimented the taste of the schnapps as he filled up his cup for 
a second time and proceeded to down another shot in one gulp. He took a 
third shot, and then a fourth. 
After Shabbos when the girl called his home to find out about her potential 
suitor, Rabbi Diamond told her to call back later. He wanted to discuss the 
matter with his illustrious Rebbe, Rabbi Avrohom Pam zt’l. When Rabbi 
Diamond recounted the events, Rabbi Pam wasn’t bothered by the fact that 
he drummed along loudly with the beat. Perhaps he had just gotten into it. 
However, when he was told that the yeshiva student had drank four shots 
of schnapps, Rabbi Pam asked Rabbi Diamond if he served the boy each 
shot or if he had placed the bottle in the middle of the table. Rabbi 
Diamond replied that he had left the bottle for self-service. “In that case,” 
replied Rabbi Pam, “tell her not to date him.” 
Rabbi Diamond was confident that Rabbi Pam’s decision was based on the 
fact that the yeshiva boy had drunk so much but he asked his Rebbe just to 
be sure. Rabbi Pam’s response was brilliantly insightful. “Everyone knows 
that schnapps is expensive. The fact that he drank four shots without 
asking you if you mind demonstrates that he is insensitive to your money. 
If someone does not consider someone else’s money, he will also not 
adequately consider the honor of his wife. Therefore, at the present time 
that yeshiva student is not ready for marriage.”(1) 
The young life of the future consummate leader of Klal Yisroel was 
nothing short of incredible. After being rescued from the perils of the Nile 
by Pharaoh’s own daughter, Moshe was raised in the palace of Pharaoh 
himself, before being forced to escape Egypt because he had killed an 
Egyptian slave-master who was beating a Jew. For decades after his 
miraculous escape Moshe wandered, at one point even becoming a king. 
Eventually he ended up at the well in Midyan. 
A newcomer to the town, Moshe watched as a band of shepherds began 
harassing a group of women – sisters, who had gathered at the well to 
draw water for their sheep. Moshe immediately came to the aid of the 
women by chasing away the shepherds. 
When the sisters arrived home, their father Yisro asked them why they had 
come home earlier than usual. “They replied, ‘An Egyptian man saved us 
from the shepherds, and he even drew water for us and watered the sheep.’ 
He said to his daughters, ‘Then where is he? Why did you leave the man? 
Summon him and let him eat bread!(2)” 
Rashi explains that the word ‘bread’ is metaphoric for marriage. Yisro was 
telling his daughters that they should not have allowed this good-hearted 
individual to leave because he was worthy to marry one of them. 
Onkelos however understands Yisro’s words literally. After a stranger had 
done them such a favor how could they not repay him? Where was their 
sense of appreciation? Why had they not immediately invited him to eat a 
bread meal with their family? 
Rabbi Gamliel Rabinowitz shlita(3) notes that ‘hakaras hatov’(4) was one 
of the hallmarks of Yisro’s character. The gemara (Sotah 11a) notes that 
Pharaoh had three chief advisors with whom he consulted about their 
burgeoning ‘Jewish problem’: Yisro, Iyov, and Bila’am. Bila’am maligned 
the Jews, while Yisro defended them, citing the great contributions of 
Joseph to the Egyptian economy. Iyov remained silent. Because Yisro had 
spoken in defense of the Jews he was forced to flee the country, leaving 
behind his wealth and prestige, to become a fugitive. The gemarah records 
that in the merit of Yisro’s valiant defense of the Jewish people, he merited 
that his descendants served as members of the Sanhedrin, the seventy-two 
member foremost halachic judiciary authority.  
Yisro’s unwillingness to participate in Egypt’s nefarious plot against the 
Jews stemmed from his steadfast hakaras hatov. He refused to ‘forget 
Joseph’ as the rest of Egypt had done. That character trait was the catalyst 
that brought Moshe to his home and eventually marry his daughter 
Ziporah. 
Moshe agreed to marry Ziporah because he recognized not only Ziporah’s 
greatness and sterling character, but also of her father who taught it to her. 
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In seeking a partner for marriage there is nothing more important than 
checking into one’s character traits. There are many other petty external 
details that people sometimes get hooked up on. But ultimately the most 
important barometer for the success of a marriage lies in the personalities 
and character traits of the prospective spouses. 
The greatest fear of each of the patriarchs was that their sons not marry a 
Canaanite woman, for the Canaanites were people of ignoble character. 
When Avrohom dispatched Eliezer to find a wife for Yitzchok he 
specifically instructed him that if all he could find was a Canaanite 
woman, he was absolved of his mission, as the verse states, “Avrohom 
answered him, ‘beware not to return my son there.(5)”  
The Rambam(6) records a lengthy discussion about character traits. In it 
he discusses the importance of knowing how to act in different situations, 
the need for different character traits at different times, how one can 
improve his innate character traits, and the danger of one who does not 
work on improving his character traits. The Rambam titles this treatise 
“Hilchos De’os – the laws of knowledge/opinions”. 
Rabbi Avigdor Miller zt’l explains that the fact that the Rambam labeled 
this section ‘Hilchos De’os’ and not the more expected “Hilchos Middos – 
the laws of character traits” teaches us an integral lesson: A person 
develops his opinions and outlook of life based on his natural character 
traits! 
For example, a person who is naturally lazy will rationalize that taking 
things slowly and not becoming too excited is a positive character trait. He 
may convince himself that he is not actually lazy, and besides there are 
worse character traits than being a bit sluggish. The person may be very 
intelligent, but he may still fail to recognize his glaring shortcoming, 
because he is blinded by his negative character trait.  
This concept holds true for all character traits. Thus, before a person can 
contemplate the validity of his opinions and beliefs, he must first consider 
the source of his character. He must be brutally honest with himself in 
contemplating whether his character traits are as they should be or if he 
needs to work on improving himself. But if one is unable to see the 
detriment and fault of his own character, he will hardly be able to 
recognize the fallacy of his beliefs which are rooted in his personality and 
character. 
The Rambam brilliantly alludes to this concept by naming his discussion 
about character traits “the Laws of beliefs.” 
George Bernard Shaw once quipped regarding marriage: “When two 
people are under the influence of the most violent, most insane, most 
illusive, and most transient of passions, they are required to swear that 
they will remain in that excited, abnormal, and exhausting condition 
continuously until death do them part.” 
How can one ever know if he/she should agree to commit to another 
person for the rest of his/her life, to share dreams and passions, and to 
build a family together? Undoubtedly we all pray for Divine Assistance. 
But the most we can do is analyze the character and personality of a 
potential spouse. 
Moshe merited becoming our foremost leader, not only because of his 
integrity, virtuousness, and righteousness, but also because of his sterling 
character. When he stood before G-d Moshe was the humblest of men with 
awe etched on his face. But when he was instructed to appear before 
Pharaoh, gone was his humility and meekness. He stood before Pharaoh 
with a holy arrogance and unwaveringness towards his mission, without a 
trace of fear. When Moshe witnessed the servitude and oppression of his 
brethren he could not bear to see their suffering. His compassion towards 
his fellow Jews aroused within him zealousness and chutzpah to kill an 
Egyptian. Yet despite his love for his people, he uninhibitedly chastised a 
Jew who was hitting another Jew. 
Moshe is not only our teacher in the sense that he transmitted and taught 
us Torah, but also as our example of how we can become leaders as well. 
Leadership is not only a matter of insight and wisdom; it is also a matter of 
integrity, compassion, humility, appreciation, love, and zealousness – and 
knowing how to utilize each trait properly. 
“Beware not to return my son there” 
“Then where is he? Summon him and let him eat bread!” 
1. Heard from Rabbi Zechariah Wallerstein (torahanytime.com) 
2. Shemos 2:19-20 
3. Tiv HaTorah, Shemos 
4. Hakaras hatov literally means ‘recognizing the good’ but it also refers to 
expressing one’s appreciation for the good which they have recognized.  
5. Bereishis 24:6 
6. In Mishnah Torah, Sefer Maddah 

Rabbi’s Musings (& Amusings) 
Erev Shabbos Kodesh Parshas Shemos 21 Teves 5776/ January 1, 2016 
It was so strange. This week on Tuesday morning, those of us in the New 
York area, awoke to ice and snow. After a December which boasted days 
when it was warmer and brighter in New York than in Los Angeles, the 
“normal” wintery weather took us by surprise. Throughout the previous 

weeks we all undoubtedly appreciated the bright sunshine and over sixty-
degree weather. This year the weather on Chanukah was warmer than it 
was last year on Pesach (not to mention last year’s snowstorm on Purim). 
But alas, now winter has finally caught up with us in New York! 
It seems that we only appreciate things when they aren’t expected. When 
we feel es kumt mir, a sense of entitlement, we don’t enjoy it as much, or 
at all.  
Anytime I have visited a city blessed with beautiful weather during the 
winter, such as Miami or Los Angeles, I couldn’t get enough of the 
beautiful weather. I also realized that the natives didn’t appreciate what 
they had.  
The truth is that those of us who live in chutz la’aertz have a benefit over 
those who live in Eretz Yisroel, i.e. a deeper appreciation for Eretz 
Yisroel. Those who have it never appreciate it as much as those who wish 
they had it.  
This world follows a definite pattern, what we know as the circle of life. 
The divinely ordained trajectory is relentless and generally monotonous. It 
therefore behooves us and is incumbent upon us to find meaning, purpose, 
and direction within the natural course.  
When unusual events occur it adds drama to the commonplace routine of 
our lives. It’s the unexpected, the ironic components of life, that give us 
cause for excitement. We pray that such drama only stem from blessings 
and special occasions.  
This week our family is blessed to be celebrating such an experience. Our 
bechor, Yaakov Meir Shalom, will iy’H become a bar mitzvah on Tuesday 
evening, 25 Teves. It doesn’t seem so long ago that his birth transformed 
us from a young couple into a young family. Now thirteen quick years 
later he is entering the next milestone – complete obligation in Torah and 
mitzvos, our truest measure of adulthood.  
When such wonderful occasions occur it is an opportunity to thank 
Hashem and to reflect, not only on the actual celebration of the current 
milestone, but also upon the guidance and blessings He has endowed us 
with throughout the last thirteen years.  
We thank Hashem for His past blessings and pray for the future, that we 
have the wisdom and insight to appreciate even the mundane blessings, 
and to enjoy many wonderful celebrations which add meaning and 
direction to our entire lives.  
Shabbat Shalom & Good Shabbos, R’ Dani and Chani Staum 
720 Union Road • New Hempstead, NY 10977 • (845) 362-2425 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

On Being Currently Relevant 
The “hot-button” topics in our ever-changing society rarely have much 
staying power. They seem somehow to fizzle out of their own accord, 
having made a lot of noise, spawning countless op-ed pontifications but 
rarely leading to substantive change or benefit in our lives and societies. 
The main issue facing world Jewry is its shrinking population due to the 
ravages of assimilation and intermarriage, declining birth rates and the 
failure of the non-Orthodox in the Diaspora to hold on in any meaningful 
manner to their youth. Yet a cursory glance at Jewish media and current 
discussion would leave one to believe that the greatest issue that we must 
contend with today is where the Women of the Wall should be allowed to 
light their Chanuka menorah. 
There is no doubt in my mind that decades from now this currently 
important issue will have little resonance in the Jewish world. Sixty years 
ago, when I first began my rabbinic career, the issue of mixed pews in the 
synagogue was dominant. It no longer is. Mixed pews has not in any way 
increased synagogue attendance nor contributed in any way to family 
stability in the Jewish world. 
The slogan then was “the family that prays together (meaning side by side 
during the services) stays together” has been proven by time to be just 
another irrelevant slogan. There are far more regular worshippers in 
synagogues that maintain separate seating than in those that have mixed 
pews. 
The damage done sixty years age in this matter is pretty much beyond 
current repair. But the issue itself is today completely irrelevant to the 
future of Judaism and the Jewish people.  
The issue of countering assimilation should be paramount to the Jewish 
communities in the world. Accepting intermarriage carte blanche only 
worsens the problem. And the problem is exacerbated since the wolf is 
guarding the henhouse, with many of the heads of the Jewish 
organizations, who should be fighting assimilation and intermarriage, 
assimilated and even intermarried. 
Reform should be in the forefront of this battle and instead it is one of the 
chief enablers, with dire results. We can all be compassionate towards 
individuals and couples but it is difficult to reconcile that misplaced 
compassion with the willful destruction of the Jewish future. 
More Jews perhaps have been lost to assimilation over the past seventy 
years than were destroyed in World War II. There will be no museums 
built or memorials erected to commemorate these losses. The tyranny of 
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overriding political correctness has made this most relevant issue 
irrelevant, since it is not nice to talk about it for fear of offending others.  
The keepers of the faith, mainly but not exclusively Orthodox, are always 
fair game for discussion and criticism. But nary a word is ever heard or 
written about what the true cause of assimilation is and who in the Jewish 
world are its main abettors. Somehow many feel that this is not relevant to 
the discussion of the problem, while others feel that it is not really a 
problem at all. 
The security and welfare of the State of Israel would seem to be one of the 
most important and relevant topics in the Jewish world. But again there are 
many who for various reasons do not deem it to be so. It is not the number 
one political issue in the eyes of American Jewry and even amongst many 
who live here in Israel. It appears that other issues – such as perceived 
unlimited personal liberties – take precedence. 
Having struggled so long and bitterly to achieve our state and its 
independence it is unthinkable to me that there are those in the Jewish 
world who advocate giving it up in favor of all sorts of pie in the sky 
imaginary scenarios of a better world. To me, all other issues pale into 
irrelevance in comparison with the security and safety of the State of Israel 
and of its inhabitants. 
This has nothing to do with the imperfections that exist in the government, 
policies and citizenry of the state. It is just elementary that the existence of 
the state and its security and stability is the prime issue that faces the 
Jewish world today. 
Why this is not understood and not even a matter of discussion is puzzling 
to me, to say the least. In the long run of history many of the current 
issues, personal faults and countless organizations will have proved 
themselves to be irrelevant to the Jewish future. 
Shabbat shalom, Berel Wein 
U.S. Office 386 Route 59 Monsey, NY 10952 845-368-1425 | 800-499-WEIN (9346) Fax: 845-368-1528 Questions? info@jewishdestiny.com Israel 
Office P.O. Box 23671 Jerusalem, Israel 91236 052-833-9560 Fax: 02-586-8536 Questions? scubac@netvision.net.il RabbiWein.com © 2009 The 
Destiny Foundation  
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Shemot 
It should be obvious to all that Moshe is a very unlikely choice to head the 
Jewish people, to redeem them from Egyptian bondage, and to bring the 
Torah down from Heaven to the Jewish people and eventually to all of 
humankind. It is also clear that Moshe would not be the likely one to guide 
them through the vicissitudes of war, thirst and forty years sojourn in the 
desert of Sinai. 
Rambam writes that Moshe was of short temper. The Torah records for us 
that he was raised in the palace of the Egyptian Pharaoh. He kills an 
Egyptian and covers up his deed. He is a shepherd for a pagan priest of 
Midyan and marries one of his daughters. He is separated from his people 
for sixty years before returning to them and proclaiming himself as their 
leader. 
Not really too impressive a resume for the greatest of all humans and of 
the Jewish people! But there it is for all to see and study. So, what is the 
message that the Torah is sending to us with this narrative? 
Who needs to know of his previous life before becoming the Moshe we 
revere? After all, the Torah does not explicitly tell us about the youth 
experiences of Noach, Avraham and other great men of Israel and the 
world. So, why all the detail – much of it not too pleasant – about the early 
life of Moshe? The question almost begs itself of any student of Torah. 
The Torah is always concise and chary of words, so this concentration of 
facts and stories about Moshe’s early life is somewhat puzzling. 
What is clear from biblical narrative and Jewish and world history 
generally is that Heaven dose not play by our rules nor does it conduct 
itself by our preconceived norms and notions. We never would have 
chosen David as our king, Amos as our prophet or Esther as our savior 
from destruction. Jewish history in a great measure has been formed by 
unlikely heroes, unexpected champions and surprising personalities. 
It is almost as if Heaven wishes to mock our pretensions and upset our 
conventional wisdom. Oftentimes it is our stubborn nature, our haughtiness 
to think that we are always privy to God’s plans and methods that has led 
us to stray far from truth and reality. The greatness of the generation that 
left Egypt was that it not only believed in the God of Israel but believed in 
His servant Moshe as well. 
Throughout his career as leader of Israel, according to Midrash, the rebels 
would always hold Moshe’s past against him. They could not come to 
terms with Moshe as being their leader for he did not fit the paradigm that 
they had constructed for themselves. Eventually this disbelief in Moshe 
translated itself into a disbelief in God as well and doomed that generation 
to perish in the desert of Sinai. 
God’s plans, actions and choices, so to speak, are inscrutable. The prophet 
taught us that God stated: “For My thoughts are not your thoughts and My 
ways are not your ways.” Moshe’s life story is a striking example of this 
truism. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Office P.O. Box 23671 Jerusalem, Israel 91236 052-833-9560 Fax: 02-586-8536 Questions? scubac@netvision.net.il RabbiWein.com © 2009 The 
Destiny Foundation  

 

Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Parshas Shemot: Spiritual Time Management 
The two old men couldn’t have been more different from each other. Yet 
they both taught me the identical life lesson. 
The first, a cagey old Irishman, was one of my mentors in the postgraduate 
psychotherapy training program in which I was enrolled many years ago. 
He wrote quite a few books in his day, but they are all out of print now and 
nearly forgotten, like so many other wise writings 
The other was an aged Rabbi, several of whose Yiddish discourses I was 
privileged to hear in person. He was but moderately famous in his lifetime, 
but is much more well-known nowadays because of the popularity of his 
posthumously published writings. 
The lesson was about the importance of time management. Neither of 
these two elderly gentlemen used that term, which is of relatively recent 
coinage. Yet their words, while far fewer than the words of the numerous 
contemporary popular books on the subject of time management, made a 
lifelong impression upon me. 
It was long after my encounter with these elderly gentlemen that I first 
realized that their lesson was implicit in a verse in this week’s Torah 
portion, Parshat Shemot. 
The Irishman, we’ll call him Dr. McHugh, was a master psychotherapist 
with fifty years of experience under his belt. A small group of us gathered 
in his office every Tuesday evening. We went there not only for his 
wisdom, but for the warm and comfortable furnishings and splendid view 
of the city of Washington, D.C. 
Dr. McHugh was an existentialist philosophically. He was heavily 
influenced by his encounters with Martin Buber, and because of this, he 
felt a special affinity to me, thinking that since Buber and I were both 
Jewish, we must have had much in common. He wasn’t aware that my 
Judaism was very different from Buber’s, but I wasn’t about to disabuse 
him of his assumption. 
He was a diligent and persistent teacher and, true to his philosophical 
perspective, doggedly encouraged us to appreciate the human core of the 
patients we were treating. He was convinced that he had a foolproof 
method of comprehending that human core. “Tell me how the patient uses 
his time, how he organizes his daily schedule, and I will tell you the secret 
foundation of his soul.” 
Dr. McHugh firmly believed that you knew all you needed to know about 
a person if you knew how he used his time. Or, as he put it, “if he used his 
time, and how he used it.” He would then make his lesson more personal, 
and would ask, carefully making eye contact with each of us, “How do you 
busy yourself?” 
In the summer following that postgraduate course, I took advantage of the 
rare opportunity of hearing the ethical discourses, the mussar shmuessen, 
of the revered Rabbi Elya Lapian. He too spoke of the fundamental 
importance of one’s use of time, and he too, though he did not even know 
the term, was quite an existentialist. 
He began his remarks quietly, almost in a whisper. Gradually his voice 
reached its crescendo, and when it did he uttered the words I will never 
forget: “Der velt sagt,” he said in Yiddish, “the world says that time is 
money. But I say time is life!” I was a young man then, but not too young 
to appreciate the profound meaningfulness of that simple statement. Time 
is life. 
He went on to say that we all allow ourselves to become busy, and 
busyness detracts from life. 
It was quite a few years later that it dawned upon me that the Irish 
psychiatrist and the Jewish spiritual guide ware preceded in their teaching 
by the 18th century ethicist and mystic, Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzato, 
known by the initials of his name as the Ramchal. Furthermore, the 
Ramchal was preceded in antiquity by none other than the Pharaoh 
himself. 
In the second chapter of his widely studied ethical treatise, Mesillat 
Yesharim, Path of the Upright, Ramchal writes of the tactics of the yetzer, 
the personification of the evil urge which is buried within each of us: 
“A man who goes through life without taking the time to consider his ways 
is like a blind man who walks along the edge of a river… This is, in fact, 
one of the cunning artifices of the evil yetzer, who always imposes upon 
men such strenuous tasks that they have no time left to note wither they 
are drifting. For he knows that, if they would pay the least attention to 
their conduct, they would change their ways instantly… 
“This ingenuity is somewhat like that of Pharaoh, who commanded, ‘Let 
the heavier work be laid upon the men, that they may labor therein, and let 
them not regard lying words’ (Exodus 5:9). For Pharaoh’s purpose was not 
only to prevent the Israelites from having any leisure to make plans or take 
counsel against him, but by subjecting them to unceasing toil, to deprive 
them also of the opportunity to reflect.” 
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To become so busy and have no time to reflect, no time to really live, is 
bondage. Ramchal’s insight into Pharaoh’s scheme epitomizes the 
essential nature of our years of exile in Egypt. To have no time, that is 
slavery. 
How prescient were the words of Rav Elya Lapian. Time is life. And how 
germane is his teaching for contemporary man, who despite the “time-
saving” technological devices which surround him is even busier than 
those who came before him. Contemporary man has no time for himself, 
certainly no quality time, and thus no life. 
Time is life. 
Millennia ago, an Egyptian tyrant knew this secret. 
Centuries ago, an Italian Jewish mystic was keenly aware of it. 
Decades ago, I learned it from a Gentile existentialist psychiatrist and a 
gentle and pious rabbi. 
It is the secret of spiritual time management, and it is the secret of life. 
Would that we would learn it today. 
 

Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Parshas Shemos - The Final Breakaway 
These are the names of the Children of Israel who came to Egypt with 
Ya’akov. Shemos 1:1 
IT IS ONE OF THOSE TIMES that something very small means a lot. It’s 
only a letter Vav, but it tells a tremendous amount about what follows it, 
and has a lesson to teach for all generations of Jews since. It’s not even as 
if it stands out.  
This week’s parshah is the first of the second book of the Torah, 
“Shemos.” As such, it stands apart from what came before it, which was 
all of Sefer Bereishis. It is obviously connected to the previous parshios, as 
the first verse of this week’s parshah indicates. It discusses the journey of 
Ya’akov’s family down to Egypt which actually occurred back in Parashas 
Vayigash.  
This connection however would have just as easily been maintained had 
the parshah begun, “Eileh Shemos B’nai Yisroel,” and not “V’Eileh 
Shemos, etc.,” without the letter Vav. For this reason the Ohr HaChaim 
HaKadosh provides a few explanations as to what the “extra” Vav is here 
to point out. 
One such explanation is that the Vav connects the going down of the 
family of Ya’akov to Egypt with the prophecy that predicted the exile in 
the Bris Ben HaBesarim: 
He said to Avram, “You shall surely know that your seed will be strangers 
in a land that is not theirs, and they will enslave them and oppress them for 
400 years . . .” (Bereishis 15:13) 
The only thing is that the verse does not name Egypt as the place of exile 
or oppression. According to the Rambam, it did not have to be Egypt. Yet, 
the Ohr HaChaim points out, when Ya’akov and his sons descended to 
Egypt, they knew Egypt was going to be the place—and they went 
anyhow. They knowingly and willingly went into an exile that was going 
to be hard for their descendants. 
This was unlike Eisav, the Ohr HaChaim points out. When Eisav begged 
his father Yitzchak for a blessing, part of that blessing ended up including 
servitude of his younger and hated brother, Ya’akov. What did Eisav do? 
Unlike Ya’akov’s descendants, he ran in the opposite direction to another 
land altogether to avoid the fulfillment of the prophecy. 
One could argue, what did the brothers have to lose? After all, their 
brother was in charge of the country. Pharaoh, at the time, respected them. 
Clearly whatever would happen to them in Egypt would be better than 
starving to death in Canaan. Perhaps by the time the famine ended they 
would find a way to leave Egypt and return home before any of the bad 
stuff actually began for their children. 
That’s the point. Yosef’s brothers were fully aware the prophecy. They 
knew it meant that once they went down to Egypt the door locked after 
them. Since their entire lives came down to fathering a nation that would 
continue the legacy of their ancestors, it can be assumed that it was not 
easy for them to put that future nation into such peril. The knowledge of 
what was to come impacted the quality of their own lives. 
They also knew that Egypt was not going to be the last exile for the Jewish 
people, but only one of five that would span all of Jewish history with only 
a couple of brief intermissions. They knew there was going to be a 
Babylonian, Median, Greek, and Roman exile that would take the Jewish 
people all the way to the Final Redemption.  
Now, here we are, close to the end of what began with them thousands of 
years earlier. Ironically, the Final Redemption is compared to the first one, 
referred to as “like the days of leaving Egypt.” I’ve already pointed out 
how “Mitzrayim” means “boundaried 50,” which is exactly what the 
United States of America is: 50 boundaried states.  
Having said that, I want to point out something that was pointed out to me 
recently by a friend of mine. It impressed me. 
The Jewish year at present is 5776. I wrote a book called “2016” because 
of the potential of this year to be the one that finally results in redemption. 
My friend “just happened” to point out to me that the number 5776 is 

actually a square of 76 x 76, which in Kabbalah is not only significant, it is 
redemption-oriented. 
What fascinated me though was something else he pointed out regarding 
the number 76 itself, based upon the following verse. It is from Parashas 
Toldos, when Ya’akov was preparing the mourner’s meal for his father 
Yitzchak, who just lost his father, Avraham. Eisav had just come home 
starving to death. Pillaging and murdering had taken its toll on Eisav, and 
he was literally starving to the point of death. 
Lucky for him, Ya’akov had supper on. Unlucky for him, Ya’akov used 
the opportunity to acquire the right of the firstborn from Eisav, who gladly 
gave it up for a pot full of red lentils. Not before, however, Eisav swore to 
him that he would not go back on his part of the bargain: 
And Ya’akov said, “Sell me as of this day your birthright.”  
Eisav replied, “Behold, I am going to die, so why do I need this 
birthright?”  
Ya’akov said, “Swear to me as of this day,” so he swore to him, and he 
sold his birthright to Ya’akov. (Bereishis 25:31-33) 
It is not difficult to figure out why Ya’akov Avinu used Eisav’s 
desperation as a means to wrangle the birthright away from him. Clearly 
Eisav was unfit to assume the leadership of the Jewish people, and 
certainly to be the line of kohanim in the future. 
There is one word however that Ya’akov uses that is unusual: as of this 
day—kayom—which is spelled Chof-Yud-Vav-Mem. In fact, it is unusual 
enough that Rashi deemed it necessary to explain it: 
Sell me as of this day: As the Targum renders it, “like this day,” meaning 
that just as this day is clear, sell it to me with a clear sale. 
Even more interesting is that Ya’akov uses the same word twice: 
Ya’akov said, “Swear to me as of this day—kayom” so he swore to him, 
and he sold his birthright to Ya’akov. 
Why is this so interesting? Because the gematria of “kayom” is: 
20+10+6+40, or 76. The fact that the word is used twice means that this 
gematria of 76 occurs twice. 
This interests me in particular because I have long pointed out that it has 
been long pointed out that the final act of Jewish, and therefore world 
history comes down to a “showdown” between the Ya’akov element of the 
Jewish people and the Yisroel element of the Jewish people. The Malbim 
articulated this as follows: 
At the end of their exile, the oppression will be removed from them, and 
they will be joyous because they will be on the peak of the nations. The 
gentiles will give them honor and they will be their heads, instead of being 
disgraced and lowered amongst them as they were at first. Ya’akov will be 
the masses of the people, and the lesser amongst them; Yisroel are the 
great ones. The joyousness from being at the peak of the nations will be 
Ya’akov’s only, and not Yisroel’s, because they will want to return His 
Presence to Tzion. However, at that time they will “announce” and 
publicly proclaim, and “praise” God when they say, “O God, save Your 
[righteous] people, the remnant of Yisroel,” because they will want the 
true salvation of the ingathering of the exiles and return to Tzion. Then it 
will be like that, that God will return them: “Behold, I will bring them . . 
.&rdqu o; (Malbim, Yirmiyahu 31:6-8) 
The essential difference between “Ya’akov” and “Yisroel” is that the 
former is not only the twin brother of Eisav, he even holds onto his heel. 
This gives Ya’akov the potential to be just like Eisav, and in some cases, 
even worse, as the Talmud states (Beitzah 25b) and history has shown. 
Yisroel, on the other hand, rises above his Eisav-like tendencies and 
overcomes them. He takes the good that is in Eisav and uses it in the 
service of God, resulting in leaders and servants of God like Dovid 
HaMelech. He was also red, ruddy, and blood-stained, but always for the 
sake of God and ultimate truth. 
Historically, there has only really been one break-away point between 
Ya’akov and Eisav, and that was on Ya’akov’s return from Padan Aram 
when they met along the way. There Ya’akov tells Eisav: 
[Eisav] said, “Travel and we will go, and I will go alongside you.”  
[Ya’akov] said to him, “My master knows that the children are tender, and 
the flocks and the cattle, which are raising their young, depend upon me, 
and if they overdrive them one day, all the flocks will die. Now, let my 
master go ahead before his servant, and I will move [at] my own slow 
pace, according to the pace of the work that is before me and according to 
the pace of the children, until I come to my master, to Seir.” (Bereishis 
32:12-14) 
It is at that this point that Eisav goes his way and Ya’akov goes his, at least 
for the next couple of thousand years. This is because Ya’akov knows that 
exile will bring their descendants together again, violently at first, but 
peacefully in the end, in the time of Moshiach: 
Until I come to my master, to Seir: [Ya’akov] told him of a longer journey, 
although he intended to go only as far as Succos. [Ya’akov] said [to 
himself], “If [Eisav] intends to harm me, he will wait until I come to him,” 
but [Ya’akov] did not go [to Seir]. So when will [Ya’akov] go? In the days 
of Moshiach, as it says, “And saviors shall ascend Mt. Tzion to judge the 
mountain of Eisav” (Ovadiah 1:21). (Rashi) 
Just as their first historical confrontation was to decide who really owned 
the right of the firstborn, the final encounter at the end of history will 
similarly be for this purpose. It will be to prove who is the real firstborn, 
the descendants of Ya’akov or the descendants of Eisav. This has been the 
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ongoing struggle throughout history and the underlying reason for anti-
Semitism. 
The descendants of both brothers won’t necessarily know this or talk about 
it in this way, but this will be the essence of the final conflict. Eisav will 
take one last shot at reneging on his oath to Ya’akov Avinu and recover 
the birthright and all the blessings that come with it. Perhaps this will 
occur in the year that is the result of 76 times 76, or 5776.  
What kind of war will this be? It will depend. Sometimes it will be 
physical. Other times it will spiritual. Either way it will to accomplish the 
same end: undermine the Jewish people’s right to be God’s chosen 
firstborn.  
Remember, the Jewish people have to prove that we’re worthy of being the 
firstborn. Eisav just has to prove that we’re not. His job is easier, but we 
have no choice but to succeed. One of the scarier things the Holocaust 
taught us is that falling short of the right to be the “firstborn” is not simply 
being able to walk away from it. If we don’t pursue the right to be a 
Yisroel, in the end, it will stalk us. 
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Bais Hamussar 
Shemos 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated l'refuas Chizkiyahu Yaakov Alexander ben 
Miriam, bsoch shaar cholei Yisroel. 
Chazal provide us with an enlightening description of Klal Yisrael: "The 
Torah says about one who returns a lost object to a gentile, 'Thereby 
equating the satiated to the craving" (Sanhedrin 76b). Rashi explains, that 
gentiles are described as "satiated" since they do not necessarily crave to 
know their Creator, while Jews are given the appellation "craving" since 
they thirst and crave to fear their Creator and to fulfill His commandments. 
Rav Wolbe (Da'as Shlomo) elaborates on this idea. Jews have always been 
the revolutionaries - not only in the spiritual realm but also in the material 
world. In any movement that arises, you can always find Jews at the 
forefront. While gentiles are mostly complacent, the Jewish people thirst 
and crave, and are therefore always searching for fulfillment. Most 
importantly, this innate quality stands out with regard to spiritual cravings. 
Jewish People crave and search for a connection with their Creator. 
Yet, Chazal inform us that spiritual searching can be dangerous. While 
proper yearning should lead one to become closer to Hashem, if one is not 
careful then he can end up with the opposite result - he will have distanced 
himself from his Creator. Following the exodus from Mitzrayim the Torah 
tells us that Bnei Yisrael, "tested Hashem saying, 'Is Hashem among us or 
not?'" (Shemos 17:7). Immediately thereafter, Amalek waged war against 
Bnei Yisrael. Rashi explains the juxtaposition analogously: A man carried 
his son upon his shoulders and set out on his way. The son saw an item 
and asked his father to purchase it for him. The father complied and the 
scene repeated itself time and time again. The pair then met a man and the 
son asked him if perhaps he knew where his father is. The father turned to 
his son and exclaimed, "You don't know where I am?!" He threw his son 
down and a dog came and bit him. 
During their bondage in Mitzrayim and thereafter when Bnei Yisrael left 
in a most miraculous fashion culminating in the splitting of the sea, they 
had always searched for Hashem in a manner that cultivated closeness. 
They prayed and pleaded, and Hashem redeemed them from the bondage 
and their Egyptian pursuers despite the fact that they did not have the 
merits to deserve the redemption (see Ramban to Shemos 2:23). They 
craved His closeness and He reciprocated. However, subsequently they 
engaged in the negative type of searching: they began inquiring if Hashem 
was with them when they should have felt Him carrying them in His arms 
and turned to Him as they did earlier. 
It is common to find people who learn Torah and perform mitzvos, and 
nevertheless, they are discontented. They had hoped to acquire all the 
levels of spiritual perfection enumerated by the Mesilas Yesharim, or they 
had aspired to learn the entire Shas or perfect their avodas Hashem and 
they did not achieve their dreams. Their failure leads them to dejection and 
despair. They crave and search for spiritual fulfillment but unfortunately 
they end their search not merely empty handed, but with the opposite 
result. They simply did not realize Hashem was cradling him in His arms 
with every word of Torah studied and every mitzvah performed. 
Moreover, we merely need to yearn for true closeness to Hashem and the 
rest will follow automatically. The proof can be found in this week's 
parsha. When Moshe observed the burning bush, he moved toward it to 
inspect this miraculous sight. "Hashem saw that he turned aside to see, and 
Hashem called out to him" (Shemos 3:4). The Seforno explains that the 
Torah is informing us, "One who comes to purify himself, is given 
Heavenly assistance." By merely turning toward the bush, Moshe merited 
prophesy. The Seforno adds that when Moshe ascended Har Sinai the mere 
ascension of Har Sinai was the impetus for Hashem to call out to him. 

Making strides in our avodas Hashem is hard work. Yet, our Sages tell us, 
"Nothing stands in the way of one's will." Some homiletically explain this 
to mean that nothing prevents us from willing! Moreover, in light of the 
Seforno, willing itself is the very springboard needed to catapult oneself 
directly into Hashem's arms! 
Maaseh Rav 
The Mashgiach once needed a medical procedure and was hospitalized. He 
was visited by one of the humble tzaddikim of his time who had a personal 
kesher with the Mashgiach. After the brief visit, the Mashgiach turned to 
his aide saying, "That was bikur cholim of a baal Mussar. He came to see 
how I'm feeling and wish me well, and when he saw that no assistance was 
necessary he wished Refuah Shleimah and left" (not to burden the choleh). 
 

Rabbi Benjamin Yudin 

TorahWeb 
Having Faith in Faith 
"Aharon spoke all the words that Hashem had spoken to Moshe; and he 
performed the signs in the sight of the people. And the people believed, 
and they heard that Hashem had remembered the Children of Israel and the 
He saw their affliction, and they bowed their heads and prostrated 
themselves." (Shemos 4:30,31) 
The flow of the pesukim would lead one to understand that the people 
believed in Hashem due to their seeing the signs/miracles that Aharon 
performed, i.e. the staff changing to a snake and then again back to a staff, 
the leprous and healed hand, and the water of Egypt turning to blood, 
caused the people to believe. The Medrash (Shemos Rabbah 5:13), 
however, has a very different understanding of the pesukim. If indeed their 
belief came as a result of the signs, it should not have said "the people 
believed", but rather "the people saw", since when we describe something 
as a belief we are referring to something one cannot see tangibly with his 
eyes. The Medrash therefore teaches that they believed in the message of 
Moshe, not the signs. They believed in the exact formula that was 
safeguarded by Serach bas Asher - that the redeemer would present the 
credentials of "pakod yifkod", that Hashem has not forgotten you. Why, 
then, were the signs/miracles presented before the people? The Yefei Toar 
on the Medrash suggests that it was a dress rehearsal which was preparing 
Aharon for his presentation before Pharoh. 
The powerful message of this parsha is that faith does not only reflect the 
supernatural, rather it creates it. 
The miracle of Chanukah came about only after the effort of the Jewish 
Nation and their unrelenting desire to utilize pure oil to consecrate the 
menorah caused Hashem to respond in kind. The Talmud (Chulin 91b) 
teaches that Yaakov was privileged to have his majestic dream of the 
ladder only after reaching Charan and realizing his failure to pray where 
his forefathers did, and began to retrace his steps; only then did he merit 
k'fitzat haderech, the miraculous contracting of the earth on his behalf. The 
daughter of Pharoh was determined to save baby Moshe, even though he 
was impossibly out of reach. She stretched out her hand, and Hashem 
miraculously extended it to reach Moshe. Man has to take the first step, 
and his belief triggers the Divine miraculous response. While winding the 
strap of the Tefillin shel yad around our finger like a wedding ring, we 
recite the passuk, "v'eirastich li b'emunah - I will betroth you to Me in 
faithfulness" (Hoshea 2:21-22). The Yalkut Shimoni (619) comments that 
we are redeemed from exile in the merit of our emunah. For example, we 
merited Divine inspiration and sang the shirah upon our deliverance at the 
Red Sea in the merit of the emunah we displayed during that episode. 
The Chidushei Harim insightfully asks "why does the Torah introduce the 
shirah with "v'yaaminu b'Hashem - they believed in Hashem", when in 
reality they saw Hashem? They literally pointed with their finger and said, 
"zeh Keili v'anveihu - this is my God and I will glorify Him", so where 
was there room for belief? They saw/knew Hashem and were convinced of 
His control of nature and His mastery of the universe by the events they 
witnessed! The answer lies in the juxtaposition of "v'yaaminu" and "az 
yoshir". The passuk should have said, "az shar - then they sang", in the 
past tense; why does it instead say "az yoshir" in the future tense? The 
Talmud (Sanhedrin 91b) teaches that this is a source in the Torah for the 
belief in techiyas hameisim - the resurrection of the dead, because the 
passuk is telling us that Moshe will sing again in the future. While the 
Jews saw Hashem in all His might and glory at the splitting of the Red 
Sea, one thing they did not see was techiyas hameisim. A Jew cannot live 
without emunah, which is our constant connection to Hashem, and thus 
even at a moment of great revelation like krias Yam Suf we still needed to 
have belief in Hashem. 
The first of the Aseres Hadibros, which explicitly includes the belief that 
Hashem took us out of Egypt, is understood by the Sefer Mitzvot Katan 
(by Rabbi Yaakov of Corbeil) to also include belief in Hashem as the 
future redeemer; just as He redeemed us from Egypt, so will He redeem us 
in the future. The requirement for our active belief is exemplified in the 
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teaching (Sanhedrin 90a) that one who does not believe in techiyas 
hameisim will not be resurrected. 
As we start anew Sefer Shemos, the book of our geulah/redemption, we 
are not only reading about our past, but also learning how to affect the 
forthcoming geulah. The Talmud (Sotah 11b) speaks of the incredible faith 
of the Jewish women in Egypt, cajoling their husbands to procreate and 
give rise to the next generation despite the horrific environment. Hashem 
responded in kind by miraculously preserving and tending to these 
children. 
Let us realize the very special times in which we are living. If our tefillos 
are not as effective as we would like, perhaps it is because we do not really 
believe in their efficacy and power. May our emunah in Hashem, His 
Torah, His people, and His land, speedily have the meritorious effect 
described by the navi Hoshea, just as it has in the past (ma'aseh avos siman 
labonim).  
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Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 42 - The Rise of Islam 
by Rabbi Ken Spiro 
In the last installment of this series, we discussed at length the Jewish 
impact on intellectual Rome prior to the advent of Christianity. Similarly, 
Jews living on the Arabian Peninsula impacted positively on their Arab 
neighbors. 
During the days of Jewish clashes with the Roman Empire, Jews fled to 
areas outside the control of Rome and founded many towns and villages in 
Arabia. One very famous town, almost certainly founded by Jews, was 
Yathrib. Today Yathrib is better known as Medina and is considered 
Islam's second holiest city (after Mecca). 
As in Rome, the local Jews attracted significant numbers of converts to 
their way of life and many more admirers. 
M. Hirsch Goldberg, in the Jewish Connection (p. 33), sums up the story 
before the early 600's: 
"In Arabia, whole tribes converted to Judaism, including two kinds of the 
Himyarites. French Bible critic Ernest Renan remarked that 'only a hair's 
breadth prevented all Arabia from becoming Jewish.'" 
One of those impressed by the Jews' uncompromising devotion to 
monotheism was a young trader named Mohammed ibn Abdallah. 
Although his travels had exposed him to Christianity and he was clearly 
influenced by it, he found aspects of it troublesome -- in particular, the 
doctrine of the Trinity did not seem strictly monotheistic in his eyes. He is 
recorded as having said: 
"Unbelievers are those that say, 'Allah is the Messiah, the son of Mary' ... 
Unbelievers are those that say, 'Allah is one of three.' There is but one G-d. 
If they do not desist from so saying, those of them that disbelieve shall be 
sternly punished." (Koran, Sura 5:71-73) 
However, there is no doubt that in the early stages of his spiritual 
awakening, Mohammed came to be greatly impressed by the Jews. Writes 
S.D. Goiten in Jews and Arabs (pp. 58-59): 
"The intrinsic values of the belief in one G-d, the creator of the world, the 
G-d of justice and mercy, before whom everyone high and low bears 
personal responsibility, came to Muhammad -- as he never ceased to 
emphasize -- from Israel." 
He clearly had some knowledge of the Torah as later he would quote 
Moshe (though not always accurately) more than one hundred times in the 
Koran, the record of his teachings which became the holy book of his 
newfound religion. Of the 25 prophets listed in the Koran, 19 are from 
Jewish scripture, and many ritual laws of Islam parallel Judaism -- 
circumcision and prohibition against eating pork, for example. 
Children Of Yishmael 
Through his studies, Mohammed concluded that the Arabs were the other 
children of Avraham - through the line of his son Yishmael by the 
Egyptian maidservant Hagar - and that they had forgotten the teachings of 
monotheism they had inherited ages ago. He saw his mission as bringing 
them back. Paul Johnson, in his History of the Jews (p. 167), explains: 
"What he [Mohammed] seems to have wished to do was to destroy the 
polytheistic paganism of the oasis culture by giving the Arabs Jewish 
ethical monotheism in a language they could understand and in terms 
adapted to their ways. He accepted the Jewish G-d and their prophets, the 
idea of fixed law embodied in scripture - the Koran being an Arabic 
substitute for the Bible - and the addition of an Oral Law applied in 
religious courts." 
There is no argument that the Arab world into which Mohammed was born 
was badly in need of moral values and social reform. The Mecca of his day 
was a central place of pagan worship. The Arab tribesmen of the region 
worshipped a pantheon of gods there, including Al-Lat, the sun goddess, 
and Al-Uzza, a goddess associated with the planet Venus, both of whom 
were daughters of the chief deity, known as Al-Ilah, (Allah) or "the G-d." 

The Kaaba, the shrine enclosing the famous black meteorite which was 
worshipped in Mecca before Mohammed's time, was also a site for an altar 
where blood sacrifices were offered to these and other gods. 
The morality of the neighboring tribesmen could, charitably, be described 
as chaotic. Huston Smith, in his classic The Religions of Man, (p. 219) 
goes so far as to call the Arab society before the advent of Mohammed 
"barbaric." Tribal loyalties were paramount; other than that, nothing 
served to mitigate the blood feuds, drunken brawls and orgies that the 
harsh life of the desert gave sway to. 
Mohammed's Vision 
Mohammed was repelled by the cruel and crude reality around him. In the 
year 610, at the age of 40, he escaped to a desert cave where, according to 
Muslim tradition, he experienced a series of mystical visions, including 
revelations from the Angel Gabriel. He returned from the desert imbued 
with a spiritual mission to transform the pagan society around him. 
Preaching an end to licentiousness and need for peace, justice and social 
responsibility, Muhammad advocated improving the lot of slaves, orphans, 
women and the poor, and replacing tribal loyalties with the fellowship of a 
new monotheistic faith - which he called Islam, meaning "surrender to G-
d." 
Islam, according to Mohammed, was built on five pillars: 
• Faith in one G-d ("there is no G-d but Allah") 
• Prayer (five times a day) 
• Charity (2.5% of one's income) 
• Pilgrimage to Mecca called Haj (once in a lifetime) 
• Fasting (a fast lasting from dawn to dusk for 30 days during the 
month of Ramadan) 
Later a sixth pillar was added: Holy War called Jihad. (Incidentally, the 
original meaning of Jihad was an internal struggle between good and evil, 
but it was transformed into the idea of an external struggle against the non-
Islamic world.) 
Initially, he attracted very few followers. After three years, Mohammed 
had barely forty converts. But, imbued with a passion that has been the 
hallmark of the truly great visionaries of the world, Mohammed would not 
give up. And, little by little, he built a steady following of committed 
loyalists. 
The more followers he attracted, the more attention, and with it, the more 
hostility. The merchants of Mecca, whose livelihood depended on the 
pagan sites and rites of the city, weren't going to be easily displaced. A 
murder plot was hatched, but Mohammed escaped just in the nick of time. 
While persecution of the Muslims was mounting in Mecca, the city of 
Yithrab was experiencing problems of internal strife and a delegation 
decided that the fiery preacher from Mecca would be the man to bring 
order to chaos. After winning the pledge of city representatives to worship 
only Allah, Mohammed agreed to migrate. His journey to Yithrab in the 
year 622 CE, the year 1 of the Islamic calendar, was immortalized as the 
Hegira. 
Thus his life was saved and a new horizon opened for his teachings. It was 
in Yithrab -- heretofore to be known as Medina, "the city of the prophet" -- 
that Islam took hold in a major way. 
Once he had made Medina his stronghold, Mohammed mobilized an army 
of 10,000 men and, in 630 CE, moved against Mecca, meaning to purify 
the Kaaba and turn it into a center of worship of the one G-d, Allah. 
His success is legendary. Two years later, when he died all of Arabia was 
under Muslim control. 
Mohammed And The Jews 
The one problem Mohammed had faced in Medina - and elsewhere - were 
the Jews, who were not prepared to accept his Arab version of Judaism. In 
the same way they had previously rejected Christianity, so too did they 
reject Islam. 
It must be pointed out, however, that Jews had a lot less problems with 
Islam than they did with Christianity. Islam was purely monotheistic, 
whereas Christianity incorporated a lot of pagan mythology into itself. 
Islam did not claim that Mohammad was "god" or "son of god" or that G-d 
came in three parts. Islam followed many Jewish laws and customs, unlike 
Christianity which disavowed the law of the Torah in favor of faith in 
J****. 
The most important agreement was that Avraham was the father of both 
the Jews (through his son Yitzchak) and the Arabs (through his son 
Yishmael). This made the two peoples half-brothers. But the chief 
disagreement came on the issue whether Mohammed was indeed the last of 
the prophets to be sent by G-d and that his word was the final revelation. 
The Jews found the idea unthinkable. 
Their rejection was painful to Mohammed who reacted with hostility 
toward the Jews and took great pains to pointedly separate Islam from its 
Jewish roots. The Sabbath was changed to Friday; direction of prayers was 
changed from Jerusalem to Mecca; most of the Jewish dietary laws were 
excised from Islam with the exception of the slaughter rituals, prohibition 
on pork and consumption of blood. 
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Further, Mohammad maintained that the Jews had distorted their own 
Bible: Avraham did not attempt to sacrifice Yitzchak to G-d at Mount 
Moriah, one of the hills of Jerusalem; rather, Avraham took Yishmael to 
Mecca, where he offered to sacrifice him to Allah on the Black Stone of 
Kaaba. 
If Jews had previously rebuffed Mohammed's claims to prophecy, they 
now openly sneered at what they considered a complete fabrication. This 
only made things worse. Mohammed's anger and curses against the Jews 
are recorded in the Koran: 
• "And humiliation and wretchedness were stamped upon them, 
and they were visited with wrath from G-d." 
• "Of all men you will certainly find the Jews ... to be the most 
intense in hatred of those who believe." 
• "Vendors are they of error and are desirous that you go astray 
from the way ... But G-d has cursed them for their unbelief." 
Some of his followers would interpret such statements as license to purge 
the world of the Jews. Other Muslims would concentrate more on the 
commonality of heritage and belief that Mohammed had also emphasized, 
and they would treat the Jews a bit better. (We will see how in future 
installments of this series.) 
Jihad 
At the time of Mohammed's death in 632, Arabia was united and poised 
for jihad, the "holy war" or "holy struggle" to bring the world to Allah. 
Shortly, it moved with a fearsome power against the Byzantine and 
Persian empires. 
What did that mean for the Jews? 
Answers Rabbi Berel Wein in Echoes of Glory (p. 299): 
"Most Jewish historians (until the recent revisionist-historians) are 
convinced that the Byzantine Church would have attempted to eradicated 
Judaism totally if the Church itself had not been defeated and its plan for 
hegemony in Asia Minor and the Mediterranean basin thwarted by the 
rising tide of Islam. Thus the coming of Islam may be seen as a 
providential occurrence that allowed the Jews to slip between the cracks 
Islam made in Byzantine Church persecution. However, as is the case in 
all historic 'gifts' in Jewish history, the rise of Islam would prove to be 
only a mixed blessing for Israel." 
Jews were classified as ahl al-dhimma, "protected people," and were 
allowed to live in Islamic countries without being forced to convert. But a 
whole code of law applied to them, most of it designed to set them apart, 
humiliate and emphasize their inferior status. 
For example, a Jew could never have his head higher than a Muslim. So if 
a Jew was walking along, and a Muslim passed by, the Jew had to step into 
the gutter in deference to the Muslim's superior status. A Jew could never 
testify against a Muslim in court (which basically meant there was no 
justice for Jews). A Jew could not have a house of worship that was higher 
than a mosque, which is why (for example) the Four Sephardic 
Synagogues in the Old City of Jerusalem are subterranean. It should be 
noted that throughout history some of these laws were not uniformly 
enforced, and there were periods of time when Jews living in Muslim 
countries were openly persecuted and others when they were treated very 
well. 
Next we are going to look at one important Jewish community, which at 
least for a time, flourished under Muslim domination. 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/literacy/jewishhistory/Crash_Course_in_Jewish_History_Part_24_-_Purim_in_Persia.asp 
Copyright © 2001 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com Author Biography: Rabbi Ken Spiro is originally from New Rochelle,NY. He graduated from 
Vasser College with a BA in Russian Language and Literature and did graduate studies at the Pushkin Institute in Moscow. He has Rabbinical 
ordination from Yeshiva Aish HaTorah in Jerusalem and a Masters Degree in History from The Vermont College of Norwich University. Rabbi Spiro 
is also a licensed tour guide by the Israel Ministry of Tourism. He lives in Jerusalem with his wife and five children where he works as a senior 
lecturer and researcher on Aish HaTorah outreach programs.  
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #8 Constant Joy 
Joy makes you feel great about yourself. When you have joy you have the 
power; energy, motivation and confidence to achieve all kinds of things 
that otherwise may seem too difficult to even attempt. 
Everyone knows that joy is power. A salesman sells more, a baseball 
player runs faster when he's full of joy. Use this power and master it. 
Joy is a tool. This means that you can approach it like any other technical 
ability that can be taught and studied. Then you have to master it so you 
can accomplish a lot of things in your life. 
Use joy in whatever you do. Whether you're studying, touring, working or 
relaxing, first put yourself into a state joy. You'll do everything a lot 
better. 
Make Yourself A "Joy List" 
List all the times you "danced with joy." Then study your "joy list" and try 
to identify the common denominator. You'll gain insight into what causes 
joy to happen in your life. Isolating the "cause" unlocks the secret of how 
to snap yourself out of a negative mood and tap into the joy of life. 
Notice when joy happens. It will most often occur when you buy 
something new, pass a difficult exam, or experience a moment of clarity. 

Don't just stop at your own list of joy "causers." Go after people and ask 
them what provides them with their greatest joys in life, and why. This 
will help you better grasp the essence of joy in life, and clue you into 
methods for creating of joy. 
Internal, External 
Judaism has a principle called "Chitzonis mi'orrer pi'nimius" - "The 
external awakens the internal." This means it is possible to develop an 
emotion within you by acting as if you already were in that emotional 
state. 
We see examples of this in everyday life. Psychological studies have 
shown that smiling when you're feeling "sad" can improve your mood. 
There is a correlation between activating the physical muscles and 
affecting your emotional state. 
Do things that require joy, and you will become more joyful. For example: 
• Eat delicious food on Shabbos and holidays. 
• Spend time with friends and nice people. 
• Wear nice clothes. 
• Sing. 
• Think positive thoughts. 
• Learn Torah. 
• Help others. 
• Call your parents and thank them for giving you life. 
• Take a long walk on the beach. 
• Always remember it is great to be a Jew. 
The Joy Of Potential Pleasure 
Judaism says that joy is "the feeling when we anticipate pleasure coming 
our way." 
What this means is that, if you could constantly anticipate potential 
pleasure, then you would constantly be in a state of joy. Of course, when 
pleasures come, we feel good. But why not feel good in advance of that 
pleasure? 
Appreciate and anticipate your pleasures. Tell yourself: "Today, I am 
going to have a nice day." Start with this excitement. Use joy as your 
energizer. 
Examine your life to see where pleasure might be on its way. 
What are you doing today? Going to work? Rather than focus on the 
negatives of working, ask yourself, what do I gain by going? Write it 
down. 
Are you going to a museum today? Why? What do you expect to gain? 
Write it down and think about the benefit and pleasure of going. This will 
help you to feel joy long before you even get there. 
Don't Take Life For Granted 
Many people don't experience joy in life because they take life for granted. 
(That is, until they almost die.) 
What is there to enjoy every day of your life? Your hands! Your feet! 
Your eyes! Your mind! 
There is joy in the mere fact of being alive! Isn't it good to be alive? Ask 
yourself: "What's the pleasure in being alive?" Learn to feel that pleasure. 
(It'll be with you always, wherever you are!) If you don't feel that life itself 
is good, then you have nothing. Appreciate the joy of just being alive. 
"Alive" is potential, and potential is eternity. 
The person who survives a car crash never lives the same way again. He 
walks around cheering people and telling them, "Things aren't so bad, are 
they? You're alive! Do you know how wonderful that is?!" 
People think he's crazy. No one should be that happy about life unless they 
win a million dollars. But the truth is, near death experiences reveal to us 
how valuable life truly is. And that knowledge is a tremendous source of 
joy. 
Learn From Children 
Ever notice how children seem to live in a natural state of joy? Free of 
concerns (outside of their natural needs), they simply enjoy life in its 
simplest form. Adults - burdened with the responsibilities of day-to-day 
living - seem to lose the magic touch of constant joy. 
It's not that the joy of life has disappeared. It's more that the concerns of 
daily life make it difficult to focus on what gives us pleasure in life. 
Mastering joy also means mastering the ability to see through the issues of 
daily life and uncover the joy behind them. 
It is natural to feel joy in life; it is human to overlook it. 
Apply The Joy 
If you feel joy, take advantage of the situation. Don't just sit back and 
bathe in the joy. You have energy now! Go out and do something fantastic. 
Help someone. Pick up their spirits. Tackle a job you couldn't face. 
Channel your joy in a productive direction. 
We can use joy to overcome problems. Joy provides perspective in life. If 
you're feeling joy, make notes about the things that get you down. The joy 
perspective will allow you to overcome many of the issues that normally 
bog you down. 
More principles of joy: 
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1. You'll have more joy if you help others have joy. For example, celebrate 
with a bride or groom, empathize with a widow or an orphan, or help out a 
neighbor. 
2. Joy isn't playing jokes on or making fun of people. 
3. Joy isn't silly drunkenness. It's the deep happiness that comes with being 
connected to HaShem and doing what is right. 
Take Things In Stride 
Life, by definition, has its challenges. Are those challenges going to raise 
your level of joy, or diminish it? If you let little things get to you, your joy 
will be diminished. The choice is yours. 
The Orchos Tzaddikim (15th century) states: "Joy dwells in a person's 
heart when he does not focus on troubles." 
Even though there are sad or painful times, accept them as reality. Even in 
the hardest times, count your blessings. A person who has inner joy will be 
able to handle difficult times more effectively. 
Even if you can't solve your problems, don't walk around miserable and 
make everybody miserable with you. Don't give up until you find 
something positive to focus on. 
Remember, there is a difference between being concerned and worried. A 
worried person lets his problems consume him until they're over, even 
when they can't do anything to solve them. But a concerned person pays 
attention to problems and looks for solutions. But he never becomes overly 
emotionally attached to them. 
"Meaning" As A Source Of Joy 
What makes a human being happiest? When we feel significant. The more 
significant we perceive ourselves, the happier we feel. (Significance is 

measured by the impact we have on our world.) Do significant things and 
you will add to your joy. 
King David said: "Serve HaShem with joy." This teaches us that serving 
HaShem is a primary cause of joy. The ultimate joy is the ultimate 
meaning. Do the will of HaShem and you're connected to eternity. This is 
accomplished by performing HaShem's Mitzvos (commandments). 
When we are joyous, then HaShem is joyous (so to speak) and He showers 
us with blessings. 
Judaism says that Torah is the greatest joy, the essence of all joy. Torah 
teaches us the meaning of life. And if you can uncover the essence of life, 
it's yours ... for the rest of your life. 
Why Is "Constant Joy" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• Wisdom is joy because it allows us to know what life is about, and gives 
us insights for maximizing our abilities and energies. The more wisdom 
you gain, the happier your life will be. 
• The great kabbalist, the Arizal (16th century Israel) said that "joy opens 
the doors to great heights of wisdom." 
• Joy is power. Joy is energy. 
• If you have joy in wisdom, you'll retain the wisdom because you'll 
appreciate what it's worth. 
• Appreciate what you have. HaShem created us for pleasure. If we take 
pleasure in what He gave us, He'll give us more. 
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer to 
their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 6:6), 
which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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Community Kollel 

Parsha Encounters 
Parshas Vayechi – Chinuch By Rabbi Moshe M. Willner 
13 Teives 5776 / Dec. 25, 2015 
A Project Of Chicago Community Kollel 
In this week’s Parsha, Yaakov Avinu tells Yosef Hatzadik that his two 
sons Ephraim and Menashe will have the same status as the 
shevatim. The torah relates to us that Yaakov Avinu said “and now 
your two sons who were born to you in Egypt are mine”. The 
passuk implies that Ephraim and Menashe were especially dear to 
Yaakov because they were born in Egypt prior to his arrival there. 
Wouldn’t we think the opposite? The children born with Yaakov Avinu 
in close proximity should have had a closer relationship to him. R’ 
Moshe Feinstein zt”l brings out a great lesson in chinuch to be learned 
from here. It is not sufficient to be mechanech (educate) one’s child to 
behave according to the Torah at home or in a Torah society. The 
influence of his parents must be strong enough to stay with him even 
when he finds himself amongst those whose lifestyle contradicts 
yiddishkeit. Such was the chinuch that Yosef received from his father 
Yaakov Avinu. When Yosef was faced with the temptation of 
Potifar’s wife, it was his father’s image that strengthened him to pass the 
test. 
Yosef was not only successful in retaining Torah values taught to him 
by Yaakov, he passed it along to his children as well. We can only 
imagine the hardship in bringing up the only Jewish children in a 
country as decadent as Egypt. Nevertheless they remained steadfast to 
the lifestyle of their father. It is for this reason why Yaakov can say 
regarding Ephraim and Menashe “they are mine”, for Ephraim and 
Menashe are proofs of how effective Yaakov’s parenting was.  However 
the children who would be born after Yaakov and the shevatims’ arrival to 
Egypt would not prove how powerful his chinuch was, since at that point 
they would be growing up in a Torah community. 
From Yaakov Avinu we learn how Chinuch must be far reaching to all 
situations, and powerful enough to affect even one’s grandchildren. This 
concept holds true by a Rebbi of students as well.  There is a story told 
about R’  Shlomo Heiman, the  Rosh yeshiva of  Torah Vadaas. One day 
only a handful of students came to his shiur.  Nevertheless he delivered 
the shiur in a loud and dynamic fashion as if there were hundreds of 
students sitting there. One of the students commented to his Rebbi, that he 
could speak in a more relaxed and quiet tone since there were only a few 
students present today. R’ Heiman responded, I need to speak with a loud 
voice for I’m not giving a shiur to you alone but rather to your children 
and their children as well. With this in mind we must feel a strong sense 

of appreciation to our parents and grandparents for it is only through their 
efforts that we are able to grow in Torah and Yiddishkeit. 
Rabbi Willner learns daily at the kollel. 
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Halacha Encounters 
Lo Silbash - Part 1 By Rabbi Moshe Kaufman 
The Torah writes in Devarim (22:5) that a man may not wear a woman’s 
garment, and that a woman is forbidden to carry a weapon, something 
normally carried by men. The Chinuch (Mitzvah 542) explains that these 
prohibitions serve to discourage mingling between the two genders. The 
Gemara in Nazir (58) tells us that any action done by a man that is defined 
as feminine, whether in dress or any other form of beautification is 
forbidden. This issur includes clothing, accessories and hairstyle. The 
prohibition applies even if only one article of clothing is worn, and the 
person is still recognizable as a man. 
What is considered a male or female style depends on the custom of one’s 
location, minhag hamakom (Shulchan Aruch YD 182:1). The Rema 
(182:1) rules that if men also perform an act it is no longer considered 
feminine. Chachmas Adam (90:1) writes that men may wear a watch in a 
place where watches are worn for style by men as well as women (see, 
however, Ashrei Ish YD 2:17:14). Similarly, the Shulchan Aruch (YD 156 
and 182) rules that using a mirror is considered a feminine act of 
beautification and is forbidden. The Rema (156) writes that in places 
where the use of a mirror is common among men, its use is permitted. 
However, the Gra and Chachmas Adam rule like the Shulchan Aruch, that 
it is forbidden even today, for it is an intrinsically feminine practice. Rav 
Moshe Feinstein (YD 2:61) writes that a quick glance in the mirror to look 
one’s self over is permitted, even according to the Shulchan Aruch. The 
Poskim are referring to a thorough inspection of one’s appearance in the 
mirror, which is considered a feminine practice. According to these 
guidelines, one need not be concerned about using a mirror to adjust his 
tefillin, as doing so involves no more than a quick glance. 
Which people establish a masculine or feminine style is a dispute among 
the Poskim. The Perisha (in his first approach, quoted by Rav Akiva Eiger 
182:1) writes that customs of non- Jews establish a new style (see also 
Koveitz Teshuvos 3:128 who seems to follow this opinion). Other Poskim 
disagree and rule that only a style common among frum Jews determines 
the status of that style in Halachah (Maharsham 2:243, Rav Shternbuch 
1:656 and others). 
Clothing that is normally worn by both genders is permitted, provided that 
there is nothing distinctly masculine or feminine about the article of 
clothing (Birkei Yosef 4 from Nedarim 49b, see Maharsha). Examples 
include scrubs for doctors and nurses (R. Fuerst) or crocs (Mishneh 
Halachos 10:115). If the clothing has color or stitching that is especially 
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feminine, like a girls sweatshirt, it is forbidden for men to wear it 
(Chachmas Adam ibid). An article of clothing or item that is feminine but 
would never be worn by a woman, such as an old wig, may be worn by 
men (Rav Falk 2:607, Rav Belsky quoted in Ohel Yaakov, note 47). 
The Gemara would seem to indicate that the purpose of the issur is to 
prevent a man from acting in a feminine manner. The Bach suggests that 
if a person’s intent in wearing an item is not to wear a particular fashion 
but merely to protect himself from the cold or heat, he may wear it. The 
Taz (4) and Shach (7) agree with the Bach so long as the person is only 
wearing one or two items, but not if he is fully clothed in women’s 
clothing. According to this distinction, it would be permitted to use 
women’s scarves or gloves if he is using them just to keep warm. Even so, 
the Chachmas Adam (ibid Binas Adam 74/94) and other Poskim do not 
agree with this heter. In addition, the Maharsham (2:243-244) points out, 
that the Bach himself writes elsewhere that when doing such an action for 
health reasons, it has to be obvious to others that it is being performed for 
a different purpose. Therefore, a person should only rely on this heter 
when there are no other alternatives. 
The dispute between the Bach and other Poskim is only in regards to 
clothing, or physical enhancements to the body. Accessories, however, 
such as a cane or umbrella, even if designed for a specific gender, may be 
used by both genders if the purpose is to keep dry or keep one’s balance 
(Binas Adam ibid, Shevet Halevi 2:61). 
An additional issur is the removal of body hair. Nose hairs that are 
bothering him may be removed (SA 182:4, see Taz ibid 5). The Shulchan 
Aruch (ibid 2) allows one to remove all of his body hair. The Shach (5) 
explains that such an act is obviously for health purposes alone. If done 
for cosmetic reasons, it is forbidden (however, see Kerem Shlomo 8 for 
further discussion). Although many people in the secular world do remove 
body hair, it is still not the normative practice of Jewish men and depends 
on the dispute cited earlier. Also, it is unclear if this is the normative 
practice in the secular world, or if it is only done by a small minority. A 
swimmer who wants to remove hair to minimize friction in the water may 
do so. (According to the abovementioned opinion of the Gra regarding 
mirrors, even if it does become the common custom, as long as it is done 
for aesthetic reasons it will remain forbidden [see Koveitz Teshuvos 
3:128].) 
Men are not allowed to dye their hair or remove white hairs in order to 
improve their looks (Shulchan Aruch 182:6). The Poskim discuss a man 
whose hair turned white, but only on one half of his head. Besides being a 
source of embarrassment, his appearance put his livelihood at risk. Some 
Poskim rule that since his intention in dyeing his hair was not for 
beautification, but rather to remove embarrassment, it would be permitted 
(Minchas Pitim 182, Rav Shternbuch 1:461, 4:195). Based on this 
reasoning, Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach (Vol. 2:82:7) writes that 
although one may not undergo plastic surgery to beautify one’s self, he 
may do so to remove an embarrassing blemish. So too, a teenager whose 
hair has gone white may dye his hair so as to avoid shame. If in these 
situations he is really not embarrassed and merely wants to improve his 
looks, it is considered an act of beautification and is forbidden (see Rav 
Shternbuch 4:195). One should consult his Rav for specific questions, as 
there are various opinions about this issue. 
Rav Moshe (Igros YD 1:81, 2:61) allowed one to dye his hair in order to 
improve his job prospects by looking younger. However, Rav Elyashiv 
argues that this is forbidden because it is still defined as an act of 
enhancing one’s looks (Kerem Shlomo 182:22). They similarly disagree if 
a single man whose hair is turning gray would be allowed to dye his hair 
to assist in his search for a shidduch (Kerem Shlomo ibid: 23, Rishumei 
Aron Vol. 1 pg. 42, see Mesores Moshe Vol 1. YD: 86). 
Rabbi Kaufman is a full-time member of the kollel.  
 

Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
Vayechi 5776- Maker’s Dozen 
In this week’s parsha Yaakov Avinu bestows an unbelievable gift of 
perpetuity onto two of his grandchildren Efrayim & Menasheh, the sons of 
Yosef. He elevates them to official Shaivet - tribe- status, something given 
to no other grandchild. Until now Yosef was one of the official Shevatim, 
and all his descendants would have been included in his tribe. But now 
Yosef was being removed and replaced by his two sons, each having their 
own banner in the Wilderness and their own territory in Eretz Yisrael. 
After this presentation he tells Yosef that any other son(s) that might still 
be born to him would not receive their own Shaivet status, rather they 
would have to join and become part of one of their brother’s tribes. The 
question is why? What would be the big deal if any future sons too would 
be granted a similar gift to the one given to Efrayim & Menasheh? 
Perhaps the answer is that it was imperative that the total number of 
official tribes of Bnai Yisrael total a dozen. Yaakov had 12 sons. With the 
removal of Yosef (as mentioned) & Levi (whose descendants were chosen 

as Hashem’s official servants) from Shaivet status there were only two 
spaces to be filled. Any additional sons therefore could not be added to the 
select group of Shevatim. Now, we know why there are twelve eggs in a 
carton. You see, in Western Europe, particularly England, from as early as 
the 700s and continuing right up until around 1960, the Imperial Unit 
System was used. Under this system, there were twelve pennies to a 
shilling. This meant that an egg could be sold for a penny, or a dozen eggs 
could be sold for a shilling, with no change-making required. Breads and 
rolls were sold the same way at market. It made it simpler to sell 
individual units this way and group them into sets of twelve. Thus began 
the minhag. But why was 12 chosen as the designated number of 
Shevatim? 
According to one opinion in the Midrash (Beraishis, 68:11), on the night 
recorded by the Torah (beginning of parshas Vayaitzai) where Yaakov 
Avinu slept outdoors and surrounded his head with stones for protection, 
he chose 12 stones, invoking the 12 Tribes. The Yedai Moshe adds a 
fascinating explanation. Yaakov knew through prophecy that he was to be 
the progenitor of exactly 12 tribes. He understood that 12 was chosen 
because it is the same number of hours of Jewish daylight (unlike French 
Revolutionary Time which has 10 hours for day and 10 for night). On the 
afternoon before that recorded night Hashem made a miracle and had the 
sun set two hours early (so that Yaakov would stop travelling and spend 
the night at that exact spot). This worried Yaacov into wondering that 
perhaps since there was no longer a certainty of 12 hours of daylight so, 
too, the 12 Tribes were no longer a sure number. He therefore invoked the 
12 Tribes with the stones as a way of asking Hashem for clarification in 
this matter. 
[With this theory we can understand why (in Parshas Vayishlach) when 
Yaakov was in need of the therapeutic sun after his wrestling match with 
Aisav’s angel Hashem kept the sun out in the sky longer than the usual 12 
hours. Rashi, (Beraishis, 32:32) citing Chazal tells us that Hashem kept 
the sun overtime in the sky for the same amount of time he had taken it 
away in (Parshas Vayaitzai). At first glance it would seem He did this in 
order to make up the missing two hours for the sake of the timeline of 
history. But perhaps according to the Yedai Moshe the reason runs a little 
deeper. This was Hashem’s way of assuring Yaakov that the number 12 
vis-à-vis his Tribes was sacrosanct. And since the Tribes were linked to 
the hours of the day He showed Yaakov that for every day in history there 
must be someway of allotting 12 hour of daylight. 
We can also use this theory to understand the wording of Yaakov when he 
sold a bowl of lentil soup to his brother Aisav in exchange for the 
firstborn rights. He said, “Michra chayom” -”Sell like the day” (Beraishis, 
25:31). The Mefarshim grapple with Yaakov’s intent with these words. 
According to the Yedai Moshe it can be understood to mean that the 
firstborn rights include being the official ancestor of the 12 Tribes. 
Yaakov is hinting to this by saying, “Sell the rights to me that contain the 
Tribes that are 'like the [hours of] the day.'”] 
On a simple level the connection between the 12 Tribes and the 12 hours 
of a day is as follows. The day represents the time when man can be 
productive. As King David says, (Tehillim, Chapter 104:22-24) “When 
the sun rises...Man goes out to his work, to his labor until evening.” 
Maximum production is only possible if one uses the full 12 hours where 
Hashem has provided sunlight. The same idea with the 12 Tribes. The 
maximum output of Bnai Yisrael can only be achieved if they are firing 
(like a Lamborghini Murciélago) on all 12 cylinders. Anything less is akin 
to waking up very late with a full day’s work on the docket, Oh yes, 
you’ll be left wanting as the sun sets. 
The message in all this is we have much to look forward to. As of the time 
of this writing we are still in Galus and have but two of the 12 Shevatim 
around, Yehuda & Binyamin. That is why Galus is referred to as 
Choshech- night. Because if 10 Tribes are missing then our daily output is 
severely compromised like a two hour work-day. But one day, soon, we 
shall have all 12 Shevatim back in their former glory and they will usher 
in the Yom shekulo aruch-the never ending day, where the daylight never 
stops because their effect on the world will never cease. 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg, 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y. ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
 

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky 

Parsha Parables  
Parshas Vayichi 5776 - Hope in a Box 
"And Yoseph died at the age of one hundred and ten years and they put 
him in a coffin in Egypt." (Genesis 50:26) Thus ends the Book of Genesis. 
With those words the entire congregation rises in unison and shouts, 
"Chazak! Chazak! V'nischazek!" Be strong! Be strong! And may we all be 
strengthened! 
It is troubling. First, Sefer Bereishis (Genesis) ends in a state of limbo. 
Yoseph is not even buried; he lies dormant in a box through the entire 
ensuing exile. He asks his children to remember him and eventually bury 
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his bones with them upon their exodus. Why does he not seek immediate 
burial in Canaan like his father Yaakov? 
Second, the entire juxtaposition seems inappropriate. After we end Sefer 
Bereishis and declare that "Yoseph was put in a box in Egypt," we all 
shout almost as in a cheer, "Be Strong and be strengthened." Are those 
somber words a proper lead-in to the shouts of Chazak? 
Would it not have been more fitting to end the book of Genesis with the 
passing of Jacob, his burial in Israel, and the reconciliation of Yoseph and 
his brothers? That would have been a morally uplifting ending and would 
have left the congregation with a sense of closure. 
Yet, it seems that there is a definitive purpose in ending Genesis with 
Yoseph's state of limbo. What is it? 
The Story 
Alexander the Great (356-322 B.C.E.), king of Macedonia, and ruler of 
most of the civilized world, died at a young age. Before he embarked on 
his conquest of Asia, he inquired into the welfare and stability of his loyal 
followers, lest their dependents fall destitute during the long battle. After 
assessing their needs he disbursed nearly all his royal resources amongst 
hs faithful.. His friend General Perdiccas was surprised. 
"What have you reserved for yourself?" he asked the mighty ruler. 
"Hope," answered the king. "There is always hope." 
"In that case," replied his followers, "we who share in your labor shall 
share in your hope." 
With that they refused the wealth that Alexander allotted them. 
Perhaps there is great meaning behind the Torah's abrupt conclusion 
leaving a congregation to ponder as they hear the words "and he was put 
in a box in Egypt" juxtaposed with shouts of rejuvenation. 
The Message 
Perhaps there is great meaning behind the Torah's abrupt conclusion 
leaving a congregation to ponder as they hear the words "and he was put 
in a box in Egypt" juxtaposed with shouts of rejuvenation. 
Yoseph's quest was to leave this world with more than memories. He 
wanted to declare to his survivors that he, too, would not find his final rest 
during their tenure of suffering. Yoseph, the first of the sons of Yaakov to 
die in a foreign land, understood that with his passing, the long exile 
would slowly emerge. The children of Jacob would slowly and painfully 
transform from saviors to visitors, and then from visitors to strangers. 
Finally they would be considered by their hosts as intruders worthy of 
enslavement. But Yoseph also knew that one day the exile would end and 
that his people would once again be free. By remaining in a box, Yoseph 
concurrently declared his message of hope and solidarity to the multitudes 
that simultaneously awaited his final burial and their redemption. Silently, 
in an unburied box, he waited with them as the echoes of his pact rang in 
their memories. "When G-d will indeed remember you, then you must 
bring my bones up with you." 
It is a message for all generations. It is a message for all times. When we 
see the bones of Yoseph, unburied and in a box -- "we must not see a box 
of bones -- see the hope that lies therein. " We see the hope and faith that 
the patriarch declared to his children. "Do not bury me now, as you surely 
will be remembered one day. My hope is your hope." 
And as the congregation finishes the Bereishis on that unfinished note, 
they stand up and shout in unison, "Chazak! Chazak! V'nischazek!" Be 
strong! Be strong! May we all be strengthened!" For one day we will all 
be free. 
Good Shabbos ©2015 Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky  
 

Rabbi Michael Rosensweig 

TorahWeb 
Parshat Vayechi: The Convergence of Personal Legacy and National 
Destiny in Jewish Leadership 
Parshat Vayechi begins by registering "Yaakov's" years in Mitzrayim, and 
then his entire life span of 147 years. Thereupon, we read of "Yisrael's" 
response to his impending petirah - "vayikrivu yemei Yisrael la-mut", his 
understandable preoccupation with receiving a proper burial, specifically 
in Eretz Yisrael. The pesukim that follow record Yaakov's curious 
demand that his trusted son Yosef, who in this very context is described in 
otherwise superfluous filial terms - "li-beno le-Yosef"- formalize his 
commitment to execute this bequest with an official covenant-"im na 
mazati chein be-eihecha sim na yadecha tachat yereichi..."- reinforced by 
an oath - "vayomer hishavah li". This climactic exchange between the 
bechir ha-avot, whose name is synonymous with national destiny, and his 
most beloved progeny culminates with an objective gesture of 
acknowledgement and appreciation -"vayishtachu Yisrael al rosh ha-
mitah"! 
The transition from the personal"Yaakov" to the national legacy 
figure"Yisrael" accounts for the tone and emphasis of this depiction. 
Evidently, the choice of burial venue was not primarily a personal 
preference, but a matter of transcendent symbolic and substantive 
significance. Moreover, it was important to emphasize that while the 

diaspora-Mitzrayim experience was a vital phase in the development of 
Yaakov's family, the shevatim, and the fledgling Am Yisrael, Eretz 
Yisrael exclusively embodied the national destiny. It was inconceivable 
that "Yisrael" could be buried elsewhere, irrespective of the high spiritual 
quality of his final years. While "Yaakov" implicitly and absolutely 
trusted his beloved son, it would have been an egregious breach of 
national and historical responsibility for "Yisrael" to entrust this 
transcendent mission without proper contractual protocols, 
notwithstanding his personal confidence in the assigned agent. Yisrael's 
conduct reflects not gratuitous suspicion and excessive caution, but a 
heightened sensitivity and principled devotion to historic mission and 
national destiny. 
Indeed, these pesukim strikingly echo parallel formulations that convey 
two important episodes in the life of Avraham Avinu, the father of the 
nation. In both of these chapters, the luxury of personal trust and reliance 
was rejected, as Avraham correctly perceived the tasks in question as ones 
of historical national import. 
Like the internment of Yaakov-Yisrael, the purchase of mearat 
hamechpelah and the burial of Sarah, the first matriarch, were conceived 
not merely as private initiatives, but as issues of national legacy. Thus, the 
negotiation for the acquisition of the mearat hamachpelah assumed a 
formal and public character (particularly when the benei Cheit remarked 
that "nesi Elokim atah betocheinu"), replete with numerous reciprocal 
public exchanges, multiple bowings, and exceedingly transparent terms 
and conditions. The Torah's formulations -"va-yakam Avraham va-
yishtachu le-am ha-aretz li-benei Cheit...va-yishtachu Avraham lifnei am 
ha-aretz" (Bereishit 23:7, 12) resonate in Yaakov's own burial negotiation, 
as cited. 
The demand for formal covenantal protocols, and specifically the mode of 
"sim na yadecha tachat yereichi", reinforced by an oath commitment - 
"hishavah li" - vividly invokes the episode of Avraham's charge to his 
loyal assistant Eliezer to secure Yitzhak's betrothal. As in the Yaakov-
Yosef parallel, Eliezer's unassailable credentials of trustworthiness are 
accentuated precisely to underscore their irrelevance to the execution of 
this national mission. Thus, "vayomer Avraham el avdo zekan beito 
hamoshel be-kol asher lo" precedes the formalistic posture of "sim na 
yadecha tachat yereichi", as well as "vi-ashbiacha ba-Hashem Elokei ha-
shamayim ve-Elokei ha-aretz asher lo tikach ishah livni mi-benot ha-
kenani asher anochi yosheiv be-kirbo." It is self-evident that procuring the 
appropriate mate for Yitzchak was foremost a challenge with enormous 
ramifications for the continuity of the avot, as well as for the future 
structure and development of Klal Yisrael. 
The convergence of personal and national motifs characterizes the entire 
parshah of Vayechi. The Torah consistently oscillates between "Yaakov" 
the individual and "Yisrael" the embodiment of national aspirations. His 
encounter with Ephraim and Menasheh sees him transition from his 
private to his national profile in a single passuk before shifting back to 
individual status (48:2,3) ("vayaged le-Yaakov, vayomer hineh bincha 
Yosef ba eilecha; vayitchazek yisrael vayeishev al ha-mitah. Vayomer 
Yaakov..."). 
Undoubtedly, "Yisrael's" unrelenting insistence on giving priority to 
Ephraim over Menasheh stemmed from national and long-term 
considerations, as Chazal and the mefarshim note. Thus, the Torah records 
that these grandchildren were initially indecipherable to "Yisrael" (48:8 - 
"vayare Yisrael et benei Yosef vayomer mi eileh": "ve-einei Yisrael kavdu 
mi-zoken lo yuchal lirot"), though they must have been very familiar to 
"Yaakov", their intimate grandfather, as Yosef's confused plea - "va-
yomer Yosef el aviv: banai heim asher natan Elokim ba-zeh" (48:9-10) 
indicates. 
Finally, Yaakov's final bequest to the shevatim (49:1-33) again reflects the 
dialectic of both an intimate nuclear family farewell, as well as an 
encounter with and characterization of the shevatim, the core structure of 
Klal Yisrael for all generations. The oscillation between Yaakov (49:1,2,3 
) and Yisrael (49:2, 50:3) is even more striking in this context. 
The Torah's message, conveyed by some of these oscillations and by the 
demand for historic responsibility that also establishes the inadequacy of 
personal confidence or trust in a matter that impacts the historical destiny 
of Klal Yisrael, is that the very nature of Jewish leadership entails some, 
though not all, blurring of the lines that typically demarcate the public and 
private dimensions of life. The comprehensiveness of Jewish law, the 
integrity of halakhic life, and the demanding character of Jewish 
leadership, demands an acute sense of historic responsibility even when 
that impinges upon the ethos of personal trust. The convergence of public 
and personal dimensions of Jewish life and law was itself the profound 
final legacy bequeathed by Yaakov-Yisrael, the bechir ha-avot. 
Copyright © 2015 by TorahWeb.org. All rights reserved. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Sanhedrin 58b) quotes Reish Lakish who says that 
one who raises his hand against another, even if he did not hit 
him, is still called a Rasha, deriving this from lhgr vf, vnk, 
where Moshe said vf, (you will strike) rather than ,hfv (you 
struck). The fact that Reish Lakish uses what happened in Egypt 
as a contemporary principle indicates that Dasan and Aviram 
must have been subject to the ihs of Bnei Yisroel even before 
Matan Torah, regarding this. Otherwise, the Limud could not be 
made. However, according to the Gemara (Kidushin 39b), a Jew’s 
sinful thoughts are not held against him, as they are for non-Jews. 
As such, why would Dasan or Aviram be deemed a Rasha for 
only planning to strike ? The Gemara (ibid 81b) derives from the 
words: vk jkxh ‘su that a woman who violated a vow that she had 
made without knowing that her husband had annulled it, will be 
forgiven. R’ Akiva adds, just as one who ate what he thought was 
a pig, but it was really a lamb, needs a Kaparah, certainly where 
it was a pig, will he require a Kaparah. Why does he need a 
Kaparah for only thinking he was eating a pig ? The Or Avraham 
suggests that there is a difference between a sinful thought that is 
accompanied by some act, and one that is accompanied by no act 
at all. If one simply thought about eating a pig, and performed no 
act in furtherance of that thought, he would certainly need no 
Kaparah. However, he would require a Kaparah where while 
thinking he was eating the pig, he ate from a lamb. Although 
eating the lamb is not a sinful act, the fact that it was in 
furtherance of his sinful thought makes the thought itself more 
significant, for which he would need a Kaparah. So too in Egypt, 
no one would be deemed a Rasha for thinking or planning to 
strike someone. However, once a hand was raised, even if it did 
not strike, the thought itself became something more than a mere 
plan, and conveyed with it a title of Rasha. 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
When would someone say Yaaleh V’Yavo in Shemona Esrei on a 
day that is not Rosh Chodesh or Yom Tov, vkhj,fk ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When is there no mitzvah of Melave Malka on Motzai Shabbos ?)  
The Torah Lishmah (149) quotes the Ari Z”L who says that 
Melave Malka is a way to stretch the Kedusha of Shabbos meals 
into the coming week. When Yom Kippur falls on Shabbos, since 
there were no Shabbos meals, that aspect does not apply, and 
even when one eats a Seudah on that Motzai Shabbos/Yom 
Kippur, one should not have Melave Malka in mind.                 

DIN'S CORNER:  
The Magen Avraham (j”ut 189:1) rules that if a Goy is present at 
a meal with Jews, the Issur of obj, tk requires that the phrase: 
sjh ubkuf ub,ut lrch if during Bentching, be changed to add 2 
words - sjh ubkuf ,hrc hbc ub,ut lrch if so as not to bless the Goy. 
However, if he understands we are blessing him by inclusion in 
sjh ubkuf, then we may do so, anticipating reciprocity, and we 
need not add in those 2 extra words. (Arugas HaBosem j”ut 33)     

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shabbos 139a) states that Aharon merited to wear 
the Choshen because of the Posuk: uckc jnau ltru, where 
Hashem told Moshe that Aharon would be overjoyed to see him, 
despite the fact that Aharon had been Hashem’s earlier emissary 
in Egypt, and now his younger brother Moshe had been chosen to 
lead Bnei Yisroel. Presumably, before Hashem’s assurance, 
Moshe had been concerned over the slight to Aharon, and what 
might have been his reaction. If Aharon had taken the news 
“badly”, would Moshe have been under some obligation to 
appease Aharon or ask him for vkhjn ? The Gemara (Yoma 87b) 
relates that Rav was explicating a Posuk before Rebbi. When R’ 
Chiya entered the room, Rav started his Drasha over again. Rav 
did so several more times as other Tanaim entered. Finally, when 
R’ Chanina entered, Rav commented “How many times must I go 
over this ?” and did not restart his Drasha. R’ Chanina was 
offended, and Rav was unable to appease him for 13 years. The 
Sfas Emes notes that Rav had been under no obligation to repeat 
his Drasha for R’ Chanina, though it was understandable how R’ 
Chanina took offense. Nevertheless, the Gemara indicates that 
there is an obligation to be xhhpn (appease) one who took offense, 
even if he may not have been justified in doing so. The 
Meforshim explain R’ Chanina’s position, acknowledging the 
Midas Chasidus that generally, one should forgive anyone that 
has aggrieved him, even if he does not ask for it. The Gemara 
(Megilah 28a) states that R’ Nechunia b. Hakanah (and Mar 
Zutra) would, before going to sleep every night, be kjun anyone 
who had aggrieved him (them). However, the Gemara (Yoma 
23a) notes and questions the fact that a Talmid Chochom must be 
ajbf ryubu oeub (vengeful and harbor a grudge) while at the same 
time be ihchan ibhtu i,prj ihgnua ihckug ibhtu ihckgb (insulted but 
does not insult back, listening to their failings without replying). 
The Gemara concludes that a Talmid Chochom should harbor a 
grudge if the aggrievor does not ask him for vkhjn. Why then 
didn’t R’ Nechunya do so ? The Ritva explains that a Talmid 
Chochom is obligated to defend ohna sucf and as such, may not 
be kjun on religious matters. However, in other areas, it is always 
good to be kjun, even without receiving an apology.     
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A man had a disturbing dream, in which he saw his deceased father 
sitting at a meal, and when the food was served, his father always 
received his portion last. The man came to R’ Shmuel Wosner ZTL and 
told him about this dream. R’ Wosner knew that this man’s father was 
recently deceased and so he asked the man, when did he say Kadish for 
his father ? The man replied that he said Kadish several times during 
davening, but since he was nervous about getting to work on time, very 
often he would leave before saying the last Kadish. Later, when he took 
a break, he would go into the “Shtieblach” nearby, and make up for his 
missing Kadish. R’ Wosner said to him “This is the meaning of your 
dream. You are indeed the last one to say Kadish !”  
P.S. Sholosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Schoenfeld family. 


